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Military History Anniversaries 1 thru 15 July 
 

Events in History over the next 15 day period that had U.S. military involvement or impacted in some way on 

U.S military operations or American interests 

       

 JUL 00 1940 – U.S. Army:  1st Airborne Unit    »     In 1930, the U.S. Army experimented with the 

concept of parachuting three-man heavy-machine-gun teams. Nothing came of these early experiments. 

The first U.S. airborne unit began as a test platoon formed from part of the 29th Infantry Regiment, in 

July 1940. The platoon leader was 1st Lieutenant William T. Ryder, who made the first jump on August 

16, 1940 at Lawson Field, Fort Benning, Georgia from a B-18 Bomber. He was immediately followed 

by Private William N. King, the first enlisted soldier to make a parachute jump. 
 

     Although airborne units were not popular with the top U.S. Armed Forces commanders, President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt sponsored the concept, and Major General William C. Lee organized the first 

paratroop platoon. On a tour of Europe he had first observed the revolutionary new German airborne 

forces which he believed the U.S. Army should adopt. This led to the Provisional Parachute Group, and 

then the United States Army Airborne Command. General Lee was the first commander at the new 

parachute school at Fort Benning, in west-central Georgia.  
 

      The U.S. Armed Forces regards Major General William C. Lee as the father of the Airborne. The 

first U.S. combat jump was near Oran, Algeria, in North Africa on November 8, 1942, conducted by 

elements of the 2nd Battalion, 509th Parachute Infantry Regiment. Tragically, he would never see his 

hard work and planning come to fruition. On February 4, 1944 he suffered a heart attack and would 

never see his "Screaming Eagles" jump into Normandy. In his honor, the soldiers of the 101st Airborne 

shouted "Bill Lee" instead of Geronimo as they dropped from planes onto the beaches of Normandy. 

 

 Jul 01 1775 – Native Americans:  Congress Resolves to Forge Indian Alliances   »   The Continental 

Congress resolves to recruit Indian nations to the American side in their dispute with the British, should 

the British take native allies of their own. The motion read: “That in case any Agent of the ministry, 

shall induce the Indian tribes, or any of them to commit actual hostilities against these colonies, or to 

enter into an offensive Alliance with the British troops, thereupon the colonies ought to avail themselves 

of an Alliance with such Indian Nations as will enter into the same, to oppose such British troops and 

their Indian Allies.” 
 

     Few “such Indians Nations” saw any advantage to joining the Patriot cause. Rather, they saw Great 

Britain as their last defense against the encroaching land-hungry European settlers into their ancestral 

territory. Racist settlers managed to undermine any residual trust remaining in the Native American 

population during the revolution by committing atrocities such as the massacre of neutral, Christian 
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Indian women and children at prayer in Gnaddenhutten, Pennsylvania, in 1778. In another example, a 

Continental officer undermined his own cause with the murder of Cornplanter, a Shawnee leader and 

Patriot ally, in 1777. 

 
Cornplanter 

 

 

     At the close of the War for Independence, the Patriots’ few Indian allies received worse treatment 

at the   hands of their supposed allies than natives who had sided with Britain. Having promised 

Continental soldiers land in return for their service, Congress seized land from its Indian allies in order to 

cede it to officers on the verge of mutiny in 1783. 

 

 Jul 01 1782 – American Revolution:   Raid on Lunenburg, Nova Scotia   »   Occurred when the U.S. 

privateer, Captain Noah Stoddard of Fairhaven, Massachusetts, and four other privateer vessels 

attacked the British settlement at Lunenburg. In Nova Scotia, Canada the assault was the most 

spectacular raid of the war and the last major privateer attack on a Nova Scotia community.  Lunenburg 

was defended by militia leaders Colonel John Creighton and Major Dettlieb Christopher Jessen. On the 

morning of 1 JUL Stoddard led approximately 170 US privateers in four heavily armed vessels and 

overpowered Lunenburg’s defense, capturing the blockhouses and burning Creighton's home and filling 

Jessen's house with bullets holes. The privateers then looted the settlement and kept the militia at bay 

with the threat of destroying the entire town. The American privateers plundered the town and took 

three prisoners, including Creighton, who were later released from Boston without a ransom having 

been paid. 

  
 

 Jul 01 1862 – Civil War:  Battle of Booneville, MS   »    Occurred in the aftermath of the Union victory 

at the Battle of Shiloh and within the context of Confederate General Braxton Bragg's efforts to 

recapture the rail junction at Corinth, Mississippi, 20 miles north of Booneville. 
 

     After the Union Army victory at Shiloh, Maj. Gen. Henry W. Halleck moved his forces slowly 

toward Corinth, an important rail center. By 25 MAY after traveling 5 miles in three weeks, Halleck 

was positioned to lay siege to the town. But on 29 MAY, the Confederate forces under General P.G.T. 
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Beauregard slipped away undetected and moved toward Tupelo, Mississippi. In late June, Halleck 

ordered his forces south and learned that the Confederates, by then under Bragg, were advancing toward 

Corinth. The 31-year-old Union Col. Philip Sheridan established a fortified position to the south at 

Booneville on 28 JUN to await the Confederate attack. 
 

     Lead elements of 4,700 troops under the Confederate Brig. Gen. James R. Chalmers encountered 

Sheridan's pickets on the morning of 1 JUL, three and 1.8 miles to the southwest of Corinth. The pickets 

fell back and established a sound defensive line at the intersection of the roads from Tupelo and Saltillo. 

Aided by the superiority of their new Colt revolving rifles, the line withstood the initial Confederate 

assault before withdrawing to a backup position 2 miles closer to the town. Chalmers' effort to turn the 

left flank of this new line was thwarted when Sheridan's main force joined the battle. The bulk of the 

Union force stayed on the defensive while Sheridan sent the 2nd Michigan Cavalry under Capt. Russell 

Alexander and the 2nd Iowa Cavalry under Lt. Col. Edward Hatch to attack the Confederate rear and 

left flank, respectively.  
 

     The cavalry forces pushed Chalmers to retreat and Sheridan called off the pursuit after 4 miles when 

his fatigued troops encountered swampy terrain. Sheridan estimated that Chalmers lost 65 troops killed 

in the battle; Federal casualties were one dead, 24 wounded, and 16 missing. Due to the battle, Bragg 

delayed his offensive strategy for Corinth, allowing Halleck additional time to unite his troops. 

 

 Jul 01 1862 – Civil War:  The Battle of Malvern Hill [Poindexter's Farm], Virginia   »   The final 

battle in the Seven Days Campaign, part of George B. McClellan's Peninsula Campaign. It was fought 

between the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia, led by Robert E. Lee, and the Union Army of the 

Potomac under George B. McClellan. He was not present for the initial exchanges of the battle, having 

boarded the ironclad USS Galena and sailed down the James River to inspect Harrison's Landing, where 

he intended to locate the base for his army. Confederate preparations were hindered by several mishaps. 

Bad maps and faulty guides caused Confederate Maj. Gen. John Magruder to be late for the battle, an 

excess of caution delayed Maj. Gen. Benjamin Huger, and Maj. Gen. Stonewall Jackson had problems 

collecting the Confederate artillery. 
 

     The battle took place on the 130-foot elevation of Malvern Hill, near the Confederate capital of 

Richmond. Including inactive reserves, more than 50,000 soldiers from each side took part, using more 

than 200 pieces of artillery. The Union's V Corps, commanded by Fitz John Porter, took up positions 

on the hill on 30 JUN. The battle occurred in stages: over the course of four hours a series of blunders 

in planning and communication caused Lee's forces to launch three failed frontal infantry assaults 

across hundreds of yards of open ground, unsupported by Confederate artillery, charging toward 

strongly entrenched Union infantry and artillery. These errors provided Union forces with an 

opportunity to inflict heavy casualties. In each phase, the effectiveness of the Federal artillery was the 

deciding factor, repulsing attack after attack, resulting in a tactical Union victory. 
 

     After the battle, McClellan and his forces withdrew from Malvern Hill to Harrison's Landing, where 

he remained until 16 AUG. His plan to capture Richmond had been thwarted in the course of four hours. 

In the aftermath of the battle, however, the Confederate press heralded Lee as the savior of Richmond. 

In stark contrast, McClellan was accused of being absent from the battlefield, a harsh criticism that 

haunted him when he ran for president in 1864. Casualties and losses: US 2,100 - CSA 5,650.  
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 Jul 01 1863 – Civil War:   The Battle of Gettysburg Begins   »   The largest military conflict in North 

American history begins this day when Union and Confederate forces collide at Gettysburg, 

Pennsylvania. The epic battle lasted three days and resulted in a retreat to Virginia by Robert E. Lee’s 

Army of Northern Virginia ending his northward advancement. 
 

 
 

     Two months prior to Gettysburg, Lee had dealt a stunning defeat to the Army of the Potomac at 

Chancellorsville, Virginia. He then made plans for a Northern invasion in order to relieve pressure on 

war-weary Virginia and to seize the initiative from the Yankees. His army, numbering about 80,000, 

began moving on June 3. The Army of the Potomac, commanded by Joseph Hooker and numbering 

just under 100,000, began moving shortly thereafter, staying between Lee and Washington, D.C. But 

on June 28, frustrated by the Lincoln administration’s restrictions on his autonomy as commander, 

Hooker resigned and was replaced by George G. Meade. 
 

     Meade took command of the Army of the Potomac as Lee’s army moved into Pennsylvania. On the 

morning of July 1, advance units of the forces came into contact with one another just outside of 

Gettysburg. The sound of battle attracted other units, and by noon the conflict was raging. During the 

first hours of battle, Union General John Reynolds was killed, and the Yankees found that they were 

outnumbered. The battle lines ran around the northwestern rim of Gettysburg. The Confederates applied 

pressure all along the Union front, and they slowly drove the Yankees through the town. 
 

     By evening, the Federal troops rallied on high ground on the southeastern edge of Gettysburg. As 

more troops arrived, Meade’s army formed a three-mile long, fishhook-shaped line running from Culp’s 

Hill on the right flank, along Cemetery Hill and Cemetery Ridge, to the base of Little Round Top. The 

Confederates held Gettysburg, and stretched along a six-mile arc around the Union position. Lee’s 

forces would continue to batter each end of the Union position, before launching the infamous Pickett’s 

Charge against the Union center on 3 JUL. 

 

 Jul 01 1863 – Civil War:   The Battle of Cabin Creek   »    Union and Confederate troops with Indian 

regiments frequently skirmished on the eastern plains of the territory for control of rivers and forts. In 

early July 1863, Colonel James M. Williams led a Union supply train escorted by a handful of infantry 

and cavalry regiments on the Texas Road from Fort Scott, Kansas, to Fort Gibson in Indian Territory. 

Williams' force included Indian Home Guard units as well as his own unit, the 1st Kansas Colored 

Infantry. As he approached the crossing of Cabin Creek, midway between Tulsa and the Arkansas 
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border, he learned from captured Rebel soldiers that Confederate Cherokee Indian Col. Stan Watie 

intended to assault him there.  
 

     The water level at Cabin Creek was high, preventing a crossing at first, but when it had receded 

enough, Williams attacked. His troopers drove the Confederates off with artillery fire and two cavalry 

charges. Watie's Confederates fell back and fled the battlefield. The supply train continued to Fort 

Gibson, making it possible for Union forces to maintain their presence in Indian Territory and take the 

offensive that resulted in victory at Honey Springs later in July and the fall of Fort Smith, Arkansas in 

September. The battle was the first in which African-American troops fought side-by-side with their 

white and Indian comrades.  Estimated casualties:  Union 23 | Confederate 65. 

 

 Jul 01 1898 – Spanish American War:  Battle of San Juan Hill  »   As part of their campaign to 

capture Spanish-held Santiago de Cuba on the southern coast of Cuba, the U.S. Army Fifth Corps 

engages Spanish forces at El Caney and San Juan Hill. 
 

     In May 1898, one month after the outbreak of the Spanish-American War, a Spanish fleet docked in 

the Santiago de Cuba harbor after racing across the Atlantic from Spain. A superior U.S. naval force 

arrived soon after and blockaded the harbor entrance. In June, the U.S. Army Fifth Corps landed on 

Cuba with the aim of marching to Santiago and launching a coordinated land and sea assault on the 

Spanish stronghold. Included among the U.S. ground troops were the Theodore Roosevelt-led “Rough 

Riders,” a collection of Western cowboys and Eastern blue bloods officially known as the First U.S. 

Voluntary Cavalry. 
 

 
Gatling guns hauled by mules arrive to turn the tide at San Juan Hill 

 

     The U.S. Army Fifth Corps fought its way to Santiago’s outer defenses, and on 1 JUL U.S. General 

William Shafter ordered an attack on the village of El Caney and San Juan Hill. Shafter hoped to capture 

El Caney before besieging the fortified heights of San Juan Hill, but the 500 Spanish defenders of the 

village put up a fierce resistance and held off 10 times their number for most of the day. Although El 

Caney was not secure, some 8,000 Americans pressed forward toward San Juan Hill. 
 

     Hundreds fell under Spanish gunfire before reaching the base of the heights, where the force split 

up into two flanks to take San Juan Hill and Kettle Hill. The Rough Riders were among the troops in 

the right flank attacking Kettle Hill. When the order was given by Lieutenant John Miley that “the 

heights must be taken at all hazards,” the Rough Riders, who had been forced to leave their horses 

behind because of transportation difficulties, led the charge up the hills. The Rough Riders and the 

black soldiers of the 9th and 10th Cavalry regiments were the first up Kettle Hill, and San Juan Hill 

was taken soon after. From the crest, the Americans found themselves overlooking Santiago, and the 

next day they began a siege of the city. 
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     On 3 JUL, the Spanish fleet was destroyed off Santiago by U.S. warships under Admiral William 

Sampson, and on 17 JUL the Spanish surrendered the city–and thus Cuba–to the Americans. Casualties 

and losses: US/RoC 3,180 - SP 809. 

 

 Jul 01 1907 – U.S. Army:  World's first air force established. 

 

 Jul 01 1916 – WWI:  Battle of the Somme Begins   »   The first day of the Battle of Albert, the opening 

phase of the Battle of the Somme, became the bloodiest day in the British Army's history.  At 7:30 a.m., 

the British launch a massive offensive against German forces in the Somme River region of France. 

During the preceding week, 250,000 Allied shells had pounded German positions near the Somme, and 

100,000 British soldiers poured out of their trenches and into no-man’s-land on 1 JIL, expecting to find 

the way cleared for them. However, scores of heavy German machine guns had survived the artillery 

onslaught, and the infantry were massacred. By the end of the day, 19,240 British soldiers were dead 

and 38,000 wounded. It was the single heaviest day of casualties in British military history. The 

disastrous Battle of the Somme stretched on for more than four months, with the Allies advancing a 

total of just five miles. 
 

     When World War I broke out in August 1914, great throngs of British men lined up to enlist in the 

war effort. At the time, it was generally thought that the war would be over within six months. However, 

by the end of 1914 well over a million soldiers of various nationalities had been killed on the battlefields 

of Europe, and a final victory was not in sight for either the Allies or the Central Powers. On the Western 

Front–the battle line that stretched across northern France and Belgium–the combatants had settled 

down in the trenches for a terrible war of attrition. Maimed and shell-shocked troops returning to Britain 

with tales of machine guns, artillery barrages, and poison gas seriously dampened the enthusiasm of 

potential new volunteers. 
 

     With the aim of raising enough men to launch a decisive offensive against Germany, Britain replaced 

voluntary service with conscription in January 1916, when it passed an act calling for the enlistment of 

all unmarried men between the ages of 18 and 41. After Germany launched a massive offensive of its 

own against Verdun in February, Britain expanded the Military Service Act, calling for the conscription 

of all men, married and unmarried, between the ages of 18 and 41. Near the end of June, with the Battle 

of Verdun still raging, Britain prepared for its major offensive along a 21-mile stretch of the Western 

Front north of the Somme River. 
 

 

 

 

     For a week, the British bombarded the German trenches as a prelude to the attack. British Field 

Marshal Douglas Haig, commander of the British Expeditionary Force, thought the artillery would 

decimate the German defenses and allow a British breakthrough; in fact, it served primarily to remove 
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the element of surprise. When the bombardment died down on the morning of 1 JUL, the German 

machine crews emerged from their fortified trenches and set up their weapons. At 7:30 a.m., 11 British 

divisions attacked at once, and the majority of them were gunned down.  The soldiers optimistically 

carried heavy supplies for a long march, but few made it more than a couple of hundred yards. Five 

French divisions that attacked south of the Somme at the same time fared a little better, but without 

British success little could be done to exploit their gains. 
 

     After the initial disaster, Haig resigned himself to smaller but equally ineffectual advances, and more 

than 1,000 Allied lives were extinguished for every 100 yards gained on the Germans. Even, for the 

first time in history, Britain’s 15 SEP introduction of tanks into warfare failed to break the deadlock in 

the Battle of the Somme. In October, heavy rains turned the battlefield into a sea of mud, and on 18 

NOV Haig called off the Somme offensive after more than four months of mass slaughter. 
 

     Except for its effect of diverting German troops from the Battle of Verdun, the offensive was a 

miserable disaster. It amounted to a total gain of just 125 square miles for the Allies, with more than 

600,000 British and French soldiers killed, wounded, or missing in the action. German casualties were 

more than 650,000. Although Haig was severely criticized for the costly battle, his willingness to 

commit massive amounts of men and resources to the stalemate along the Western Front did eventually 

contribute to the collapse of an exhausted Germany in 1918. 

 

 Jul 01 1942 – WW2:  1st Battle of El Alamein (13 JUL – 7 SEP)    »   Field Marshal Erwin Rommel is 

brought to a standstill in this battle for control of North Africa. 
 

 
 

In the summer of 1942, things were looking bleak for British and Commonwealth soldiers fighting in 

North Africa. The forces of Nazi Germany under General Erwin Rommel had driven them back from 

one defensive line to another. This was the one theater of World War Two where Britain had any hope 

of pushing back the Axis powers. Somewhere in the desert, her armies had to make a stand or let the 

world be swallowed by darkness. That place was El Alamein. 
 

     In late June, the British under General Sir Claude Auchinleck were driven back east in a series of 

brutal skirmishes. The British had succeeded in driving Rommel into a defensive position in Libya. But 

Rommel repelled repeated air and tank attacks, delivering heavy losses to the armored strength of the 

British, and finally, using his panzer divisions, managed to force a British retreat—a retreat so rapid 

that a huge quantity of supplies was left behind. In fact, Rommel managed to push the British into 

Egypt using mostly captured vehicles. At last, they stopped at El Alamein, 60 miles from Alexandria 

in Egypt. El Alamein offered one key advantage for the British that they had not had when trying to 

form previous lines. Whereas those previous positions had been exposed to a flanking maneuver from 

the south, at El Alamein that flank could be placed against the Qattara Depression, thousands of miles 
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of marshes and salt lakes through which heavy military vehicles could not pass. Here, the Australian 

“desert rats” of Tobruk, along with troops from Britain, India, New Zealand, and South Africa, prepared 

to make their stand, backed by the Royal Air Force (RAF). 
 

     Hitting this line on 30 JUN, Rommel’s troops found their advance halted. Exhausted and at the end 

of their supply lines, they regrouped ready for a new push. On 13 JUL, Rommel launched the attack 

that would become the First Battle of El Alamein. Despite their preparations, the German Panzers were 

again unable to break through. A counter-attack that night by Indian and New Zealand troops defeated 

two Italian divisions. The battle became one of attrition, in which shorter supply lines gave the British 

an edge. British Prime Minister Winston Churchill went out to visit on the 4th of August, eager to see 

the Allies go on the offensive. Unhappy with Auchinleck’s cautious approach, he replaced him with 

Sir Harold Alexander as Commander-in-Chief and General Bernard Montgomery as commander of the 

Eighth Army. 
 

     Trouble with fuel supplies delayed Rommel’s next advance until the 31st of August. This gave 

Montgomery time to prepare and ruined any chance of surprise. When the German and Italian tanks 

began their advance they found themselves bombarded by the RAF, while heavy fire hit the infantry 

clearing mines ahead of them. A combination of tenacious opponents and soft sands thwarted repeated 

Panzer offensives in late August and early September. By the 3rd of September, the Axis forces were 

in retreat. Montgomery, believing his army unready for a pursuit, broke off the battle on the 7th of 

September. The two armies sat, facing each other across the sands of El Alamein. 

 

 Jul 01 1947 – Cold War:  “Mr. X” Article Appears in Foreign Affairs   »   State Department official 

George Kennan, using the pseudonym “Mr. X,” publishes an article entitled “The Sources of Soviet 

Conduct” in the July edition of Foreign Affairs. The article focused on Kennan’s call for a policy of 

containment toward the Soviet Union and established the foundation for much of America’s early Cold 

War foreign policy. 
 

 
George Kennan 

 

     In February 1946, Kennan, then serving as the U.S. charge d’affaires in Moscow, wrote his famous 

“long telegram” to the Department of State. In the missive, he condemned the communist leadership of 

the Soviet Union and called on the United States to forcefully resist Russian expansion. Encouraged by 

friends and colleagues, Kennan refined the telegram into an article, “The Sources of Soviet Conduct,” 

and secured its publication in the July edition of Foreign Affairs. Kennan signed the article “Mr. X” to 

avoid any charge that he was presenting official U.S. government policy, but nearly everyone in the 

Department of State and White House recognized the piece as Kennan’s work. In the article, Kennan 

explained that the Soviet Union’s leaders were determined to spread the communist doctrine around 

the world, but were also extremely patient and pragmatic in pursuing such expansion. 
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     In the “face of superior force,” Kennan said, the Russians would retreat and wait for a more 

propitious moment. The West, however, should not be lulled into complacency by temporary Soviet 

setbacks. Soviet foreign policy, Kennan claimed, “is a fluid stream which moves constantly, wherever 

it is permitted to move, toward a given goal.” In terms of U.S. foreign policy, Kennan’s advice was 

clear: “The main element of any United States policy toward the Soviet Union must be that of a long-

term, patient but firm and vigilant containment of Russian expansive tendencies.” 
 

     Kennan’s article created a sensation in the United States, and the term “containment” instantly 

entered the Cold War lexicon. The administration of President Harry S. Truman embraced Kennan’s 

philosophy, and in the next few years attempted to “contain” Soviet expansion through a variety of 

programs, including the establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1949. 

Kennan’s star rose quickly in the Department of State and in 1952 he was named U.S. ambassador to 

Russia. By the 1960s, with the United States hopelessly mired in the Vietnam War, Kennan began to 

question some of his own basic assumptions in the “Mr. X” article and became a vocal critic of U.S. 

involvement in Vietnam. In particular, he criticized U.S. policymakers during the 1950s and 1960s for 

putting too much emphasis on the military containment of the Soviet Union, rather than on political 

and economic programs. 

 

 Jul 01 1948 – U.S. Air Force:  The United States Air Force accepts its first female recruits into a 

program called Women in the Air Force (WAF). 

 

 Jul 01 1948 – Korean War:  U.S. Official Entry Into War  »   Three days after the United Nations 

Security council voted to provide military assistance to South Korea, President Harry S. Truman 

ordered U.S. armed forces to assist in defending that nation from invading North Korean armies. And 

the 1st 407 US soldiers were flown to South Korea. This marked the official entry of the United States 

in the Korean War.  Six days earlier, communist North Korean forces has invaded South Korea, 

catching troops off-guard.  Over the next three years, the United States provided ground forces in Korea 

and the vast majority of the air and sea forces used in the conflict against North Korean and, later 

against communist China, which entered the war on the side of North Korea in late 1950.  Nearly 55,000 

Americans were killed in the war and over 100,000 were wounded.  Cost estimates for the war ranged 

as high as $2 billion. 

 

 Jul 01 1948 – Cold War:  Soviets Shoot Down U.S. Spy Plane   »   A United States RB-47H spy plane 

was shot down by the Soviet Air Defense Forces while performing signals intelligence in the Barents 

Sea, near the Kola Peninsula, off the Arctic coast of the Soviet Union. Four of the six crew members 

died. The shootdown occurred exactly two months after the far better known U-2 shoot down involving 

Francis Gary Powers, and added to the tensions created by that incident.The plane was part of the 55th 

Strategic Reconnaissance Wing and took off from RAF Brize Norton airbase in the UK. It was shot down by 

Soviet pilot Vasily Polyakov in a MiG-19. The US position was that the plane was in international waters, and 

this was later corroborated by information provided by defector Oleg Penkovsky. 
 

     Three of the crewmen (reconnaissance officers Capt. Oscar Goforth, Capt. Dean Phillips, and Capt. 

Eugene Posa) were missing in action, and the remains of one other (aircraft commander Maj. Willard 

Palm) were recovered. The two survivors, navigator Captain John R. McKone and co-pilot Captain 

Freeman "Bruce" Olmstead, were picked up by Soviet fishing trawlers and held in Lubyanka prison in 

Moscow until immediately after the inauguration of newly-elected US president Kennedy, when they 

were released by Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev as a goodwill gesture. 
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 Jul 01 1965 – Vietnam War:  Ball Recommends Compromise in Vietnam   »   Undersecretary of State 

George Ball submits a memo to President Lyndon B. Johnson titled “A Compromise Solution for South 

Vietnam.” It began bluntly: “The South Vietnamese are losing the war to the Viet Cong. No one can 

assure you that we can beat the Viet Cong, or even force them to the conference table on our terms, no 

matter how many hundred thousand white, foreign (U.S.) troops we deploy.” Ball advised that the 

United States not commit any more troops, restrict the combat role of those already in place, and seek 

to negotiate a way out of the war. 
 

 
George Ball 

  

    As Ball was submitting his memo, the U.S. air base at Da Nang came under attack by the Viet Cong 

for the first time. An enemy demolition team infiltrated the airfield and destroyed three planes and 

damaged three others. One U.S. airman was killed and three U.S. Marines were wounded. 
 

     The attack on Da Nang, the increased aggressiveness of the Viet Cong, and the weakness of the 

Saigon regime convinced Johnson that he had to do something to stop the communists or they would 

soon take over South Vietnam. While Ball recommended a negotiated settlement, Secretary of Defense 

Robert McNamara urged the president to “expand promptly and substantially” the U.S. military 

presence in South Vietnam. Johnson, not wanting to lose South Vietnam to the communists, ultimately 

accepted McNamara’s recommendation. On 22 JUL, he authorized a total of 44 U.S. battalions for 

commitment in South Vietnam, a decision that led to a massive escalation of the war. There were less 

than ten U.S. Army and Marine battalions in South Vietnam at this time. Eventually there would be 

more than 540,000 U.S. troops in South Vietnam. 

 

 Jul 01 1966 – Vietnam War:  Bombing of North Vietnam Continues   »   U.S. Air Force and Navy jets 

carry out a series of raids on fuel installations in the Hanoi-Haiphong area. The Dong Nam fuel dump, 

15 miles northeast of Hanoi, with 9 percent of North Vietnam’s storage capacity, was struck on this 

day. The Do Son petroleum installation, 12 miles southeast of Haiphong, would be attacked on July 3. 

The raids continued for two more days, as petroleum facilities near Haiphong, Thanh Hoa, and Vinh 

were bombed, and fuel tanks in the Hanoi area were hit. These raids were part of Operation Rolling 

Thunder, which had begun in March 1965. The attacks on the North Vietnamese fuel facilities 

represented a new level of bombing, since these sites had been previously off limits. However, the raids 

did not have a lasting impact because China and the Soviet Union replaced the destroyed petroleum 

assets fairly quickly. 
 

     China reacted to these events by calling the bombings “barbarous and wanton acts that have further 

freed us from any bounds of restrictions in helping North Vietnam.” The World Council of Churches 

in Geneva sent a cable to President Lyndon B. Johnson saying that the latest bombing of North Vietnam 
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was causing a “widespread reaction” of “resentment and alarm” among many Christians. Indian mobs 

protested the air raids on the Hanoi-Haiphong area with violent anti-American demonstrations in Delhi 

and several other cities. 

 

 Jul 01 1967 – Israel*Arab:  War of Attrition (1 Jul 67 - 7 Aug 70)   »   Part of the Arab–Israeli conflict 

and the Cold War.  Following the 1967 Six-Day War, no serious diplomatic efforts tried to resolve the 

issues at the heart of the Arab–Israeli conflict. In September 1967, the Arab states formulated the "three 

nos" policy, barring peace, recognition or negotiations with Israel. Egyptian President Gamal Abdel 

Nasser believed that only military initiative would compel Israel or the international community to 

facilitate a full Israeli withdrawal from Sinai, and hostilities soon resumed along the Suez Canal. 
 

     These initially took the form of limited artillery duels and small-scale incursions into Sinai, but by 

1969, the Egyptian Army judged itself prepared for larger-scale operations. On March 8, 1969, Nasser 

proclaimed the official launch of the War of Attrition, characterized by large-scale shelling along the 

Suez Canal, extensive aerial warfare and commando raids. Hostilities continued until August 1970 and 

ended with a ceasefire, the frontiers remaining the same as when the war began, with no real 

commitment to serious peace negotiations. 
 

     The conflict involved 275,000 (including reserves) Israel vs. 200,000 Egyptian, 10,700–15,000 

Soviet, 15,000 Jordanian, and 900–1,000 PLO forces. According to the military historian Ze'ev Schiff, 

some 921 Israelis, of which 694 were soldiers and the remainder civilians, were killed on all three 

fronts. Chaim Herzog notes a slightly lower figure of just over 600 killed and some 2,000 wounded 

while Netanel Lorch states that 1,424 soldiers were killed in action between the period of June 15, 1967 

and August 8, 1970. Between 24 and 26 Israeli aircraft were shot down. A Soviet estimate notes aircraft 

losses of 40. One destroyer, the INS Eilat, was sunk. 
 

     As with the previous Arab–Israeli wars of 1956 and 1967, Arab losses far exceeded those of Israel, 

but precise figures are difficult to ascertain because official figures were never disclosed. The lowest 

estimate comes from the former Egyptian Army Chief of Staff, Saad el Shazly, who notes Egyptian 

casualties of 2,882 killed and 6,285 wounded. Historian Benny Morris states that a more realistic figure 

is somewhere on the scale of 10,000 soldiers and civilians killed. Ze'ev Schiff notes that at the height 

of the war, the Egyptians were losing some 300 soldiers daily and aerial reconnaissance photos revealed 

at least 1,801 freshly dug graves near the Canal zone during this period. Among Egypt's war dead was 

the Egyptian Army Chief of Staff, Abdul Munim Riad. Between 98 and 114 Egyptian aircraft were shot 

down, though a Soviet estimate notes air losses of 60. 
 

     Several Egyptian naval vessels were sunk. The Palestinian PLO suffered 1,828 killed and 2,500 

were captured. Jordan's intervention on behalf of the PLO during the Battle of Karameh cost it 40–84 

killed and 108–250 injured. An estimated 58 Soviet military personnel were killed and four to five 

Soviet-piloted MiG-21 aircraft were shot down in aerial combat. Syrian casualties are unknown but an 

armored raid by Israeli forces against Syrian positions in June 1970 led to "hundreds of Syrian 

casualties." Cuban forces, which were deployed on the Syrian front, were estimated to have lost 180 

dead and 250 wounded. 

 

 Jul 01 1968 – Cold War:  Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty   »   Agreement signed by the United 

Kingdom, the United States, the Soviet Union, and 59 other states, under which the three major 
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signatories, which possessed nuclear weapons, agreed not to assist other states in obtaining or producing 

them. The treaty became effective in March 1970 and was to remain so for a 25-year period. Additional 

countries later ratified the treaty; as of 2007 only three countries (India, Israel, and Pakistan) have 

refused to sign the treaty, and one country (North Korea) has signed and then withdrawn from the treaty. 

The treaty was extended indefinitely and without conditions in 1995 by a consensus vote of 174 

countries at the United Nations headquarters in New York City. 

 

 Jul 01 1970 – Vietnam War:  Battle of Fire Support Base Ripcord   »    Beginning of the 23 day battle 

between elements of the U.S. Army 101st Airborne Division and two reinforced divisions of the 

People's Army of Vietnam.  It was the last major confrontation between United States ground forces 

and the PAVN during the Vietnam War. Three Medals of Honor and six Distinguished Service Crosses 

were awarded to participants for actions during the operations. 

 

 
 

During the 23-day siege, 75 US servicemen were killed, including Lt. Col. Andre Lucas, who was 

posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor; and First Lt. Bob Kalsu, the only contemporaneously 

active pro athlete to be killed during the war. Losses of U.S. forces were so great that officers began 

asking for volunteers from other units to go to Ripcord and reinforce the firebase.  
 

     Finally, the U.S. command realized that the position was not defensible, and the decision was made 

to withdraw. Fighting from four hilltops, surrounded, and outnumbered nearly ten to one, U.S. forces 

caused heavy losses on eight enemy battalions, before an aerial withdrawal under heavy mortar, anti-

aircraft, and small arms fire. After the 101st Airborne withdrew from the firebase, B-52 bombers were 

sent in to carpet bomb the area. Harrison claimed that the PAVN losses at Ripcord, just as their losses 

of their major offensives of the Ia Drang in 1965 and Tet in 1968, crippled their offensive capability 

for two full years, resulting in the delaying of their Easter Offensive from 1971 to 1972 

 

 Jul 01 1997 – Britain*China:   Hong Kong Returned to China  »  At midnight on July 1, 1997, Hong 

Kong and the New Territories reverted back to Chinese rule in a ceremony attended by British Prime 

Minister Tony Blair, Prince Charles of Wales, Chinese President Jiang Zemin, and U.S. Secretary of 

State Madeleine Albright. A few thousand Hong Kongers protested the turnover, which was otherwise 

celebratory and peaceful. 
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     In 1839, Britain invaded China to crush opposition to its interference in the country’s economic, 

social, and political affairs. One of Britain’s first acts of the war was to occupy Hong Kong, a sparsely 

inhabited island off the coast of southeast China. In 1841, China ceded the island to the British with the 

signing of the Convention of Chuenpi, and in 1842 the Treaty of Nanking was signed, formally ending 

the First Opium War. 
 

      Britain’s new colony flourished as an East-West trading center and as the commercial gateway and 

distribution center for southern China. In 1898, Britain was granted an additional 99 years of rule over 

Hong Kong under the Second Convention of Peking. In September 1984, after years of negotiations, 

the British and the Chinese signed a formal agreement approving the 1997 turnover of the island in 

exchange for a Chinese pledge to preserve Hong Kong’s capitalist system. On July 1, 1997, Hong Kong 

was peaceably handed over to China in a ceremony attended by numerous Chinese, British, and 

international dignitaries. The chief executive under the new Hong Kong government, Tung Chee Hwa, 

formulated a policy based on the concept of “one country, two systems,” thus preserving Hong Kong’s 

role as a principal capitalist center in Asia. 

 

 Jul 01 2015 – U.S.*Cuba:   U.S. and Cuba announce agreement to re-open embassies and establish 

full diplomatic ties. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jul 02 1776 – American Revolution:  Congress Votes for Independence   »   The Second Continental 

Congress, assembled in Philadelphia, formally adopts Richard Henry Lee’s resolution for independence 

from Great Britain. The vote is unanimous, with only New York abstaining. 
 

     The resolution had originally been presented to Congress on 7 JUN, but it soon became clear that 

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and South Carolina were as yet unwilling 

to declare independence, though they would likely be ready to vote in favor of a break with England in 

due course. Thus, Congress agreed to delay the vote on Lees Resolution until 1 JUL. In the intervening 

period, Congress appointed a committee to draft a formal declaration of independence. Its members 

were John Adams of Massachusetts, Benjamin Franklin of Pennsylvania, Roger Sherman of 

Connecticut, Robert R. Livingston of New York and Thomas Jefferson of Virginia. Thomas Jefferson, 

well-known to be the best writer of the group, was selected to be the primary author of the document, 

which was presented to Congress for review on June 28, 1776. 
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     On July 1, 1776, debate on the Lee Resolution resumed as planned, with a majority of the delegates 

favoring the resolution. Congress thought it of the utmost importance that independence be 

unanimously proclaimed. To ensure this, they delayed the final vote until 2 JUL, when 12 colonial 

delegations voted in favor of it, with the New York delegates abstaining, unsure of how their 

constituents would wish them to vote. John Adams wrote that 2 JUL would be celebrated as the most 

memorable epoch in the history of America. Instead, the day has been largely forgotten in favor of July 

4, when Jefferson’s edited Declaration of Independence was adopted. 

 

 Jul 02 1809 – Native Americans:   All Called Upon To Unite And Resist   »   Alarmed by the growing 

encroachment of whites settlers squatting on Native American lands, the Shawnee Chief Tecumseh 

calls on all Native peoples to unite and resist. Born around 1768 near Springfield, Ohio, Tecumseh won 

early notice as a brave warrior. He fought in battles between the Shawnee and the white Kentuckians, 

who were invading the Ohio River Valley territory. After the Americans won several important battles 

in the mid-1790s, Tecumseh reluctantly relocated westward but remained an implacable foe of the 

white men and their ways. 
 

     By the early 19th century, many Shawnee and other Ohio Valley tribes were becoming increasingly 

dependent on trading with the Americans for guns, cloth, and metal goods. Tecumseh spoke out against 

such dependence and called for a return to traditional Native American ways. He was even more 

alarmed by the continuing encroachment of white settlers illegally settling on the already diminished 

government-recognized land holdings of the Shawnee and other tribes. The American government, 

however, was reluctant to take action against its own citizens to protect the rights of the Ohio Valley 

Indians. 
 

      On this day, Tecumseh began a concerted campaign to persuade the tribes of the Old Northwest 

and Deep South to unite and resist. Together, Tecumseh argued, the various tribes had enough strength 

to stop the whites from taking further land. Heartened by this message of hope, Native Americans from 

as far away as Florida and Minnesota heeded Tecumseh’s call. By 1810, he had organized the Ohio 

Valley Confederacy, which united Native peoples from the Shawnee, Potawatomi, Kickapoo, 

Winnebago, Menominee, Ottawa and Wyandot nations. For several years, Tecumseh’s Indian 

Confederacy successfully delayed further white settlement in the region. In 1811, however, the future 

president William Henry Harrison led an attack on the confederacy’s base on the Tippecanoe River. At 

the time, Tecumseh was in the South attempting to convince more tribes to join his movement. 

Although the battle of Tippecanoe was close, Harrison finally won out and destroyed much of 

Tecumseh’s army. 
 

     When the War of 1812 began the following year, Tecumseh immediately marshaled what remained 

of his army to aid the British. Commissioned a brigadier general, he proved an effective ally and played 

a key role in the British capture of Detroit and other battles. When the tide of war turned in the American 

favor, Tecumseh’s fortunes went down with those of the British. On October 5, 1813, he was killed 

during Battle of the Thames. His Ohio Valley Confederacy and vision of Native American unity died 

with him. 

 

 Jul 2 1861 – Civil War:  The Manassas Campaign   »   This was a series of military engagements in 

the Eastern Theater of the American Civil War.  It would result in the Battles of Hoke’s Run (2 JUL), 

Blackburn’s Ford (18 JUL), and Bull Run (21 JUL). 
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     The Confederate forces in northern Virginia were organized into two field armies. Brigadier General 

P. G. T. Beauregard was appointed commander of the Confederate Army of the Potomac in northeastern 

Virginia to defend the rail center of Manassas Junction; while General Joseph E. Johnston commanded 

the Army of the Shenandoah near Harpers Ferry in the Shenandoah Valley. The Manassas Gap Railroad 

connected the two forces and allowed for the quick transfer of reinforcements between the two armies. 

During the months of June and July, Beauregard sent Confederate President Jefferson Davis several 

proposals for offensive operations into Maryland, involving the various Confederate armies in Virginia, 

but Davis rejected them for being impractical, saying the Confederates lacked the proper resources to 

support any of his offensive plans. 
 

      Following the Union occupation of Alexandria, Virginia, the Union forces in Virginia were 

organized into the Department of Northeastern Virginia, commanded by Brigadier General Irvin 

McDowell, who was ordered to advance on the Confederate national capital of Richmond, Virginia. 

Meanwhile, Robert Patterson was assigned to command the Department of Pennsylvania and was 

ordered to tie down Johnston's forces in the northern Shenandoah Valley, preventing him from 

reinforcing Beauregard. Patterson advanced into the Valley in early June, forcing the evacuation of 

Harpers Ferry on June 17. Johnston retreated back to the town of Winchester, where he was reinforced 

by home guard units and local militia, which caused Patterson to think he was outnumbered. During 

this time, Patterson was having difficulty receiving supplies from Pennsylvania; also his regiments of 

three–month volunteers were nearing the end of their enlistments and were refusing to stay any longer. 

The Union general–in–chief, Brevet Lieutenant General Winfield Scott, was pressing him to send his 

Regular Army units to McDowell's army. 
 

    During the months of June and early July, the armies of McDowell and Beauregard engaged in 

several skirmishes in northeastern Virginia while the Union government and military leadership 

debated the proper course of action for McDowell to take. Scott favored concentrating a Union army 

to capture the Mississippi River valley, while McDowell viewed his army as too inexperienced to attack 

Beauregard yet. Due to Pressure from U.S. President Abraham Lincoln and the Union press, McDowell 

started his campaign against Manassas Junction on 17 JUL. Johnston received orders the next day to 

start transferring his army to Manassas Junction to reinforce Beauregard; using the Manassas Gap 

Railroad, his army arrived on July 20 and 21. 

 

 Jul 02 1861 – Civil War:  Battle of Hoke's Run, WV    »   The Battle, also known as the Battle of 

Falling Waters or Hainesville, took place in Berkeley County, Virginia (now West Virginia) as part of 

the Manassas Campaign of the American Civil War. Notable as an early engagement of Confederate 

Colonel Thomas J. Jackson and his Brigade of 4,000 Virginia Volunteers, nineteen days before their 

famous nickname would originate, this brief skirmish was hailed by both sides as a stern lesson to the 

other. Acting precisely upon the orders of a superior officer about how to operate in the face of superior 

numbers, Jackson's forces resisted General Robert Patterson's Union forces of 8000 men briefly and 

then slowly retreated over several miles. Casualties and losses: Union 23 – CSA 91. 

  

 Jul 02 1863 – Civil War:  Fighting Continues At the Battle of Gettysburg   »   During the second day 

of the Battle of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Confederate General Robert E. Lee’s Army of Northern 

Virginia attacks General George G. Meade’s Army of the Potomac at both Culp’s Hill and Little Round 

Top, but fails to move the Yankees from their positions. 
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Attack on Culps Hill 

 

 

On the north end of the line, or the Union’s right flank, Confederates from General Richard Ewell’s 

corps struggled up Culp’s Hill, which was steep and heavily wooded, before being turned back by heavy 

Union fire. But the most significant action was on the south end of the Union line. General James 

Longstreet’s corps launched an attack against the Yankees, but only after a delay that allowed additional 

Union troops to arrive and position themselves along Cemetery Ridge. Many people later blamed 

Longstreet for the Confederates’ eventual defeat. Still, the Confederates had a chance to destroy the 

Union left flank when General Daniel Sickles moved his corps, against Meade’s orders, from their 

position on the ridge to open ground around the Peach Orchard. This move separated Sickles’ force 

from the rest of the Union army, and Longstreet attacked. Although the Confederates were able to take 

the Peach Orchard, they were repulsed by Yankee opposition at Little Round Top. Some of the fiercest 

fighting took place on this day, and both armies suffered heavy casualties. 
 

     Lee’s army regrouped that evening and planned for one last assault against the Union center on 3 

JUL: the infamous Pickett’s Charge. 

 

 Jul 02 1864 – Civil War:  General Early and Confederate forces reach Winchester, Virginia en route 

to Washington, D.C. 

 

 Jul 02 1873 – Germany:  Zeppelin Demonstrates Airship   »   In the sky over Germany’s Lake 

Constance, Count Ferdinand Graf von Zeppelin, a retired Prussian army officer, successfully 

demonstrates the world’s first rigid airship. The 420-foot, cigar-shaped craft was lifted by hydrogen 

gas and powered by a 16-horsepower engine. 
 

     Zeppelin had first become interested in lighter-than-air travel in 1863, when as a military observer 

in the American Civil War he had made several ascents in Union observation balloons. In 1891, he 

retired from the Prussian army to devote himself to the building of motor-driven dirigibles, and in 1900 

he successfully tested his first airship. Although a French inventor had built a power-driven airship 

several decades before, the Zeppelin’s rigid dirigible, with its framework of metal girders, was by far 

the largest airship ever constructed. Like the French airship, Zeppelin’s airship was lifted by highly 

flammable hydrogen gas and thus vulnerable to explosion. 
 

     During World War I, several “Zeppelins,” as all rigid airships became popularly known, were used 

by the Germans in bombing missions over Britain. After the war, commercial passenger service 
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increased, and one of the most famous rigid airships, the Graf Zeppelin, traveled around the world in 

1929. In the 1930s, the Graf Zeppelin also pioneered the first transatlantic air service, leading to the 

construction of the largest dirigible ever built: the Hindenburg. On May 6, 1937, at the end of its maiden 

voyage across the Atlantic, the Hindenburg burst into flames upon touching its mooring mast in 

Lakehurst, New Jersey, killing 36 passengers and crew. Lighter-than-air passenger travel rapidly fell 

out of favor after the Hindenberg disaster, and no existing rigid airship survived World War II. 

 

 Jul 02 1917 – WWI:  Greece Declares War On Central Powers   »   On this day in 1917, several weeks 

after King Constantine I abdicates his throne in Athens under pressure from the Allies, Greece declares 

war on the Central Powers, ending three years of neutrality by entering World War I alongside Britain, 

France, Russia and Italy. 
 

 
                                        King Constantine I                             King Alexander                      Eleutherios Venizelos 
 

 

     Constantine, educated in Germany and married to a sister of Kaiser Wilhelm II, was naturally 

sympathetic to the Germans when World War I broke out in the summer of 1914, refusing to honor 

Greece’s obligation to support Serbia, its ally during the two Balkan Wars in 1912-13. Despite pressure 

from his own pro-Allied government, including Prime Minister Eleutherios Venizelos, and British and 

French promises of territorial gains in Turkey, Constantine maintained Greece’s neutrality for the first 

three years of the war, although he did allow British and French forces to disembark at Salonika in late 

1914 in a plan to aid Serbia against Austro-Hungarian and Bulgarian forces. 
 

     By the end of 1915, with Allied operations bogged down in Salonika and failing spectacularly in the 

Dardanelles, Constantine was even less inclined to support the Entente, believing Germany clearly had 

the upper hand in the war. He dismissed Venizelos in October 1915, substituting him with a series of 

premiers who basically served as royal puppets. Meanwhile, civil war threatened in Greece, as 

Constantine desperately sought promises of naval, military and financial assistance from Germany, 

which he did not receive. After losing their patience with Constantine, the Allies finally sent an 

ultimatum demanding his abdication on June 11, 1917; the same day, British forces blockaded Greece 

and the French landed their troops at Piraeus, on the Isthmus of Corinth, in blatant disregard of Greek 

neutrality. The following day, Constantine abdicated in favor of his second son, Alexander. 
 

     On 26 JUN, Alexander reinstated Venizelos, who returned from exile in Crete, where he had 

established a provisional Greek government with Allied support. With a pro-Allied prime minister 

firmly in place, Greece moved to the brink of entering World War I. On 1 JUL, Alexander Kerensky, 

the Russian commander in chief and leader of the provisional Russian government after the fall of Czar 

Nicholas II the previous March, ordered a major offensive on the Eastern Front, despite the turmoil 
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within Russia and the exhausted state of Kerensky’s army. The offensive would end in disastrous losses 

for the Russians, but at the time it seemed like a fortuitous turn of events for the Allies, in that it would 

help to sap German resources. The following day, Greece declared war on the Central Powers. 
 

     The new king, Alexander, stated the case for war dramatically in his official coronation address on 

August 4: “Greece has to defend her territory against barbarous aggressors. But if in the trials of the 

past Greece has been able, thanks to the civilizing strength of the morale of the race, to have overcome 

the conquerors and to rise free amidst the ruins, today it is quite a different matter. The present 

cataclysm will decide the definite fate of Hellenism, which, if lost, will never be restored.” Over the 

next 18 months, some 5,000 Greek soldiers would die on the battlefields of World War I. 

 

 Jul 02 1921 – Post WWI:  Warren G. Harding signs a joint congressional resolution declaring the 

official end of war with Germany. 

 

 Jul 02 1926 – U.S. Army Air Corps:  Congress enacted a bill that established the U.S. Army Air Corps 

and placed it in control of all Army aviation activities, including those of the National Guard. This bill 

also directed that upon mobilization, all Guard air assets were to be incorporated into the Corps, thus 

separating them from their peacetime role within their respective divisions. 

 

 Jul 02 1941 – WW2:  Nazi Mass Murder in Lvov Poland  »  The Lviv pogroms were the consecutive 

massacres (pogroms) of Jews in June and July 1941, during the Holocaust, in the city of Lwów, at the 

time part of occupied Poland, now Lviv, Ukraine. The massacres were perpetrated by German 

commandos, local crowds and Ukrainian nationalists from 30 June to 2 July, and from 25 to 29 July, 

during the German invasion of the Soviet Union. 
 

 
Woman chased by men and youth armed with clubs, Medova Street in Lviv, 1941 

 

     Historian Peter Longerich and the Holocaust Encyclopedia estimate that the first pogrom cost at 

least 4,000 lives. It was followed by the additional 2,500 to 3,000 arrests and executions in subsequent 

Einsatzgruppe killings, and culminated in the so-called "Petlura Days" massacre of more than 2,000 

Jews, all killed in a one-month span. 

 

 Jul 02 1943 – WW2:  In World War II during an Allied assault on three Italian air bases. Lieutenant 

Charles Hall becomes the first African American pilot to shoot down a Nazi plane.  Gen. Dwight D. 

Eisenhower personally congratulated Hall when the escort squadron returned to base. 
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Seated in his P-40L Warhawk, Hall points to a freshly painted swastika marking his kill. 

 

 

 Jul 02 1943 – WW2:  Liberator bombers of the RAF Wellington Squadron 172 sink the German 

submarine U-126 in the Gulf of Biskaje off Cape Ortegal, Spain.  There were no survivors from the 55 

man crew. She was a Type IXC U-boat that in six patrols sank 25 ships for a total of 112,489 gross 

register tons (GRT). She was laid down at the DeSchiMAG AG Weser yard in Bremen on 1 June 1940, 

launched on 31 December and commissioned on 22 March 1941. 
 

 
 

 

 Jul 02 1944 – WW2:     Hitler Replaces Field Marshal Gerd von Rundsted   »  German Field Marshal 

Günther von Kluge is appointed OB West (Commander of the German Army in the West) after his 

predecessor, Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt, was dismissed for remarking that the war was lost. 

With the initiative belonging to the Allies, Kluge immediately sought to assert authority over Rommel, 

in charge of Army Group B and build his command's confidence in defending Normandy. Yet by 12 

JUL, having toured the front and been briefed by field commanders, Kluge expressed his skepticism to 

Alfred Jodl: "I am no pessimist. But in my view, the situation could not be grimmer". Five days later, 

Rommel was wounded when a Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) Spitfire strafed his staff car, causing 

the vehicle to veer off the road; Kluge succeeded him in command of Army Group B while retaining 

his other post. 
 

     In the last days of July, the German army in Normandy had been reduced to such a poor state by 

Allied offensives that Kluge could no longer sustain a viable defensive position in Normandy; he had 

no prospects for reinforcements in the wake of Operation Bagration, the Soviet summer offensive 

against Army Group Centre, and very few Germans believed they could salvage victory. Between 1 

and 4 August, seven divisions from the U.S. Third Army, under Lieutenant General George S. Patton, 

advanced rapidly through Avranches and over the bridge at Pontaubault into Brittany. 
 

     Against Kluge's advice to withdraw, Hitler ordered a counterattack, Operation Lüttich, between 

Mortain and Avranches.  He demanded that all available Panzer units cooperate in a concentrated attack 

aimed at recapturing the Contentin Peninsula and cutting off U.S. forces in Brittany from resupply. 

According to OB West Operations Officer Bodo Zimmermann, Kluge knew "very well that carrying 

out this order meant the collapse of the Normandy front", but his misgiving were ignored. Kluge could 
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only muster four depleted Panzer divisions by the time operations commenced on 7 AUG. The offensive 

came to a halt 9.3 mi from Avaranches, primarily due to Allied air superiority, leaving German units 

vulnerable to entrapment. 
 

     A final offensive, Operation Tractable, was launched by Canadian forces on 14 AUG in conjunction 

with American advances northward toward Chambois; their goal was to encircle and destroy the 

German 7th Army and 5th Panzer Army near the town of Falaise. In his final order as OB West 

commander, Kluge issued a full-scale retreat eastward on 16 AUG. The Allies did not capture Falaise 

until later that same day, leaving a 15 mile gap between Canadian and American forces—known as the 

Falaise Gap. By 22 AUG, the gap—desperately maintained by the Germans to allow their trapped 

forces to escape—was completely sealed, ending the Battle of Normandy with a decisive Allied victory. 

As remnants of Army Group B fled eastward, the Allies advanced without opposition through 

undefended territory. Although perhaps 100,000 Germans managed to escape, 10,000 were killed and 

another 40,000–50,000 were captured. 

 

 Jul 02 1944 – WW2:  American Bombers Deluge Budapest, In More Ways Than One   »   As part of 

Operation Gardening, the British and American strategy to lay mines in the Danube River by dropping 

them from the air, American aircraft also drop bombs and leaflets on German-occupied Budapest. 
 

     Hungarian oil refineries and storage tanks, important to the German war machine, were destroyed 

by the American air raid. Along with this fire from the sky, leaflets threatening “punishment” for those 

responsible for the deportation of Hungarian Jews to the gas chambers at Auschwitz were also dropped 

on Budapest. The U.S. government wanted the SS and Hitler to know it was watching. Admiral Miklas 

Horthy, regent and virtual dictator of Hungary, vehemently anticommunist and afraid of Russian 

domination, had aligned his country with Hitler, despite the fact that he little admired him. But he, too, 

demanded that the deportations cease, especially since special pleas had begun pouring in from around 

the world upon the testimonies of four escaped Auschwitz prisoners about the atrocities there. Hitler, 

fearing a Hungarian rebellion, stopped the deportations on 8 JUL. Horthy would eventually try to 

extricate himself from the war altogether—only to be kidnapped by Hitler’s agents and consequently 

forced to abdicate. 
 

 

 

     One day after the deportations stopped, a Swedish businessman, Raoul Wallenberg, having 

convinced the Swedish Foreign Ministry to send him to the Hungarian capital on a diplomatic passport, 

arrived in Budapest with 630 visas for Hungarian Jews, prepared to take them to Sweden to save them 

from further deportations. 

 

 Jul 02 1947 – Cold War:  Soviet Union Rejects Marshall Plan Assistance  »  Soviet Foreign Minister 

V. M. Molotov walks out of a meeting with representatives of the British and French governments, 
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signaling the Soviet Union’s rejection of the Marshall Plan. Molotov’s action indicated that Cold War 

frictions between the United States and Russia were intensifying. 
 

     On June 4, 1947, Secretary of State George C. Marshall gave a speech in which he announced that 

the United States was willing to offer economic assistance to the war-torn nations of Europe to help in 

their recovery. The Marshall Plan, as this program came to be known, eventually provided billions of 

dollars to European nations and helped stave off economic disaster in many of them. The Soviet reaction 

to Marshall’s speech was a stony silence. However, Foreign Minister Molotov agreed to a meeting on 

June 27 with his British and French counterparts to discuss the European reaction to the American offer. 
 

 

 

     Molotov immediately made clear the Soviet objections to the Marshall Plan. First, it would include 

economic assistance to Germany, and the Russians could not tolerate such aid to the enemy that had so 

recently devastated the Soviet Union. Second, Molotov was adamant in demanding that the Soviet 

Union have complete control and freedom of action over any Marshall Plan funds Germany might 

receive. Finally, the Foreign Minister wanted to know precisely how much money the United States 

would give to each nation. When it became clear that the French and British representatives did not 

share his objections, Molotov stormed out of the meeting on July 2. In the following weeks, the Soviet 

Union pressured its Eastern European allies to reject all Marshall Plan assistance. That pressure was 

successful and none of the Soviet satellites participated in the Marshall Plan. The Soviet press claimed 

that the American program was “a plan for interference in the domestic affairs of other countries.” The 

United States ignored the Soviet action and, in 1948, officially established the Marshall Plan and began 

providing funds to other European nations. 
 

     Publicly, U.S. officials argued that the Soviet stance was another indication that Russia intended to 

isolate Eastern Europe from the West and enforce its communist and totalitarian doctrines in that region. 

From the Soviet perspective, however, its refusal to participate in the Marshall Plan indicated its desire 

to remain free from American “economic imperialism” and domination. 

 

 Jul 02 1957 – U.S. Navy:  First submarine designed to fire guided missiles launched, Grayback (SSG-

574).  She was initially designated as an attack submarine, but was converted to a Regulus nuclear 

cruise missile submarine in 1958. 

 

 Jul 02 1964 – Vietnam War:  Republican Congressional Leaders Attack Johnson’s Policy  »   At a 

joint news conference, Senate Republican leader Everett Dirksen (Illinois) and House Republican 

leader Charles Halleck (Indiana) say that the Vietnam War will be a campaign issue because “Johnson’s 

indecision has made it one.” President Lyndon B. Johnson had assumed office after the assassination 
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of John F. Kennedy on November 22, 1963. Kennedy had supported Ngo Dinh Diem, the president of 

South Vietnam, who was assassinated during a coup just before Kennedy was killed. The deaths of both 

Diem and Kennedy provided an opportunity for the new administration to undertake a reassessment of 

U.S. policy toward Vietnam, but this was not done.  
 

     Johnson, who desperately wanted to push a set of social reforms called the Great Society, was instead 

forced to focus on the deteriorating situation in South Vietnam. Caught in a dilemma, he later wrote: 

“If I…let the communists take over South Vietnam, then I would be seen as a coward and my nation 

would be seen as an appeaser and we would both find it impossible to accomplish anything for anybody 

anywhere in the entire globe.” Faced with having to do something about Vietnam, Johnson vacillated 

as he and his advisers attempted to devise a viable course of action. 
 

     The situation changed in August 1964 when North Vietnamese torpedo boats attacked U.S. 

destroyers off the coast of North Vietnam. What became known as the Tonkin Gulf incident led to the 

passage of the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, which passed 416 to 0 in the House, and 88 to 2 in the Senate. 

This resolution, which gave the president approval to “take all necessary measures to repel an armed 

attack against the forces of the United States and to prevent further aggression,” provided the legal basis 

for President Johnson to initiate a major commitment of U.S. troops to South Vietnam, which ultimately 

totaled more than 540,000 by 1968. 

 

 Jul 02 1976 – Post Vietnam War:  More than a year after the end of the war North and South Vietnam 

were officially reunited to form the Socialist Republic of Vietnam after more than 20 years of war, and 

Hanoi was declared the capital. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jul 04 1754 – Seven Year’s War:  George Washington & Fort Necessity   »    The Ohio Valley had 

long been a contested territory among French Canadians, various Indian groups and the British colonies 

of Pennsylvania and Virginia. When the French began to establish fortifications along the river and 

refused Virginia’s written demand that they depart, Virginia’s governor, Robert Dinwiddie, dispatched 

22-year-old lieutenant colonel George Washington in the Virginia militia to complete and defend a 

Virginian fort at the forks of the Ohio. Upon their arrival, Washington discovered that a scouting party 

led by French Ensign Joseph Coulon de Jumonville was nearby. Fearing that the French were planning 

an attack, Washington struck first, successfully ambushing the small party.  
 

     In one of history’s murkier moments, Jumonville was murdered by Washington’s Indian ally, 

Tanaghrisson, while the monolingual Washington struggled to interrogate the French-speaking 

Canadian. Jumonville’s murder in captivity incited a strong French response and on 4 JUN Washington 

began construction of a makeshift Fort Necessity to defend his forces from French soldiers enraged by 

the murder. However, he was unable to defend his makeshift Fort Necessity from French forces led by 

Jumonville’s half-brother. Washington surrendered on 4 JUL and his troops abandoned Fort Necessity 

after he signed a confession—in French, which he could not read—to Jumonville’s assassination. 
 

     The garrison marched away with drums beating and flags flying, but the Indians and the French 

began to loot the garrison's baggage on their way out. Washington, who feared a bloodbath, did not try 

to stop the looting. The Indians continued to steal from the soldiers until 5 JUL. Washington and his 

troops arrived back in eastern Virginia in mid-July. After his displayed incompetence in the Ohio 
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Valley, the British decided it was time to save their colonies from themselves and dispatched two 

regiments of Redcoats under General Edward Braddock to America. Braddock too suffered a 

humiliating defeat at the forks of the Ohio; it took the British and their colonists seven years of world 

war to redeem themselves. The Seven Years’ War would go on to strip the French of their American 

empire and test the bonds of the British empire in America. 

 

 Jul 03 1775 – American Revolution:  Washington Takes Command of Army    »    On Cambridge 

common in Massachusetts, George Washington rides out in front of the American troops gathered there, 

draws his sword, and formally takes command of the Continental Army. Washington, a prominent 

Virginia planter and veteran of the French and Indian War, was appointed commander in chief by the 

Continental Congress two weeks before. In serving the American colonies in their war for 

independence, he declined to accept payment for his services beyond reimbursement of future expenses. 
 

 
 George Washington taking command of the Army 

 

     George Washington was born in 1732 to a farm family in Westmoreland County, Virginia. His first 

direct military experience came as a lieutenant colonel in the Virginia colonial militia in 1754, when 

he led a small expedition against the French in the Ohio River valley on behalf of the governor of 

Virginia. Two years later, Washington took command of the defenses of the western Virginian frontier 

during the French and Indian War. After the war’s fighting moved elsewhere, he resigned from his 

military post, returned to a planter’s life, and took a seat in Virginia’s House of Burgesses. During the 

next two decades, Washington openly opposed the escalating British taxation and repression of the 

American colonies. In 1774, he represented Virginia at the Continental Congress. After the American 

Revolution erupted in 1775, Washington was nominated to be commander in chief of the newly 

established Continental Army. Some in the Continental Congress opposed his appointment, thinking 

other candidates were better equipped for the post, but he was ultimately chosen because as a Virginian 

his leadership helped bind the Southern colonies more closely to the rebellion in New England. 
 

     With his inexperienced and poorly equipped army of civilian soldiers, General Washington led an 

effective war of harassment against British forces in America while encouraging the intervention of the 

French into the conflict on behalf of the colonists. On October 19, 1781, with the surrender of British 

General Charles Lord Cornwallis’ massive British army at Yorktown, Virginia, General Washington 

had defeated one of the most powerful nations on earth. After the war, the victorious general retired to 

his estate at Mount Vernon, but in 1787 he heeded his nation’s call and returned to politics to preside 

over the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The drafters created the office of 

president with him in mind, and in February 1789 Washington was unanimously elected the first 

president of the United States. 
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     As president, Washington sought to unite the nation and protect the interests of the new republic at 

home and abroad. Of his presidency, he said, “I walk on untrodden ground. There is scarcely any part 

of my conduct which may not hereafter be drawn in precedent.” He successfully implemented executive 

authority, making good use of brilliant politicians such as Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson 

in his Cabinet, and quieted fears of presidential tyranny. In 1792, he was unanimously reelected but 

four years later refused a third term. He died in 1799. 

 

 Jul 03 1778 – American Revolution:  Battle of Wyoming   »    An encounter, also known as the 

Wyoming Massacre, between American Patriots and Loyalists accompanied by Iroquois raiders which 

took place in the Wyoming Valley of Pennsylvania.   
 

 
 

     The British forces arrived in the valley on 30 JUN, having alerted the settlers to their approach by 

killing three men working at an unprotected gristmill on 28 JUN. The next day, The British Commander 

Colonel Butler sent a surrender demand to the Patriot militia at Wintermute's (Wintermoot) fort. Terms 

were arranged in which the defenders would surrender the fort with all their arms and stores and would 

then be released on the condition that they not bear arms again during the war. On 3 JUL, however, the 

British saw that the defenders were gathering in great numbers outside of Forty Fort. William Caldwell 

was engaged in destroying Jenkin's fort with the American militia a mile away, so Butler organized an 

ambush. He ordered Fort Wintermute to be set on fire, and the Patriots believed that it signified a British 

retreat and advanced rapidly. Butler told the Seneca Indians to lie flat on the ground so as not to be 

seen. The militia advanced to within a hundred yards of the British rangers and fired three volleys at 

them. The Seneca rose to their feet, fired one time, and then charged to engage in hand to hand combat. 
 

     The battle lasted about 45 minutes. An order to reform the Patriot line instead turned into a frantic 

rout, as the inexperienced militiamen panicked and began to run. It became a deadly race from which 

only about 60 Patriots escaped. The Loyalists and Iroquois killed almost all who were captured, and 

only five prisoners were taken alive. Butler reported that his Indian allies had taken 227 scalps. The 

next morning, Patriot Colonel Nathan Denison agreed to surrender Forty Fort and two other posts, along 

with what remained of his militia. Butler paroled them on their promise to take no part in further 

hostilities. The British spared non-combatants, although they molested a few inhabitants after the forts' 

surrender. Colonel Butler wrote: But what gives me the sincerest satisfaction is that I can, with great 

truth, assure you that in the destruction of the settlement not a single person was hurt except such as 

were in arms, to these, in truth, the Indians gave no quarter.  An American farmer wrote: "Happily these 

fierce people, satisfied with the death of those who had opposed them in arms, treated the defenseless 

ones, the woman and children, with a degree of humanity almost hitherto unparalleled". According to 
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one source, 60 Patriot bodies were found on the battlefield and another 36 on the line of retreat. All 

were buried in a common grave. 
 

     Butler reported only two Loyalist Rangers and one Indian killed out of 1,000 men, and eight Indians 

wounded. He claimed that his force took 227 scalps, burned 1,000 houses, and drove off 1,000 cattle 

plus many sheep and hogs. Only about 60 of the 300 militiamen and 60 Continentals escaped the 

disaster, though Graymont states about 340 killed. The Seneca Indians were angered by the accusations 

of atrocities which they said they had not committed, and at the militia taking up arms after being 

paroled. Later that year, Joseph Brant under the command of Butler further retaliated in the Cherry 

Valley massacre. The American public were outraged by reports of the massacres of prisoners and 

atrocities at Wyoming. Afterward, Colonel Thomas Hartley arrived with Hartley's Additional 

Continental Regiment to defend the valley to try to harvest the crops. They were joined by a few militia 

companies, including that of Captain Denison. In September, Hartley and Denison ascended the east 

branch of the Susquehanna with 130 soldiers, destroying Indian villages as far as Tioga and recovering 

a large amount of plunder taken during the raid. They skirmished with the hostile Indians and withdrew 

when they learned that Joseph Brant was assembling a large force at Unadilla. 
 

     Connecticut Continentals led by Captain Jeremiah Blanchard and Lieutenant Timothy Keyes held a 

fort in Pittston, several miles away from the battlefield. A group of British soldiers took over the fortress 

on July 4, 1778, one day after the Battle of Wyoming, and some of it was destroyed. Two years later, 

the Continentals stormed the fortification and recaptured it, and it remained under Patriot control until 

the end of the war. In summer 1779, the Sullivan Expedition commissioned by General George 

Washington methodically destroyed 40 Iroquois villages and an enormous quantity of stored corn and 

vegetables throughout upstate New York. The Iroquois never recovered from the damage inflicted by 

Sullivan's soldiers, and many died of starvation that winter. The tribes allied with the British continued 

to raid Patriot settlements until the end of the war. 

 

 Jul 03 1814 – War of 1812:  Americans capture Fort Erie Canada. Casualties and losses: US 9 - UK 

137. 

 

 Jul 03 1863 – Civil War:  Pickett Leads His Infamous Charge At Gettysburg   »    At Philippi West 

Virginia on the third and last day of the Battle of Gettysburg, Confederate General Lee having failed 

on the right and the left, planned an assault on Meade’s center. A 15,000-man strong column under 

General George Pickett was organized, and Lee ordered a massive bombardment of the Union positions. 

The 10,000 Federals answered the Confederate artillery onslaught, and for more than an hour the guns 

raged in the heaviest cannonade of the Civil War. At 3 p.m., Pickett led his force into no-man’s-land 

and found that Lee’s bombardment had failed. As Pickett’s force attempted to cross the mile distance 

to Cemetery Ridge, Union artillery blew great holes in their lines. Meanwhile, Yankee infantry flanked 

the main body of “Pickett’s charge” and began cutting down the Confederates. Only a few hundred 

Virginians reached the Union line, and within minutes they all were dead, dying, or captured. In less 

than an hour, more than 7,000 Confederate troops had been killed or wounded. 
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"The Harvest of Death": Union dead on the battlefield at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, 

photographed July 5 or 6, 1863 
 

    Both armies, exhausted, held their positions until the night of July 4, when Lee withdrew. The Army 

of the Potomac was too weak to pursue the Confederates, and Lee led his army out of the North, never 

to invade it again. The Battle of Gettysburg was the turning point in the Civil War, costing the Union 

23,000 killed, wounded, or missing in action. The Confederates suffered some 25,000 casualties. On 

November 19, 1863, President Lincoln delivered his famous Gettysburg Address during the dedication 

of a new national cemetery at the site of the Battle of Gettysburg. The Civil War effectively ended with 

the surrender of General Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia in April 1865. 

 

 Jul 03 1898 – Spanish*American War:  Battle of Santiago de Cuba   »     A decisive naval engagement 

between an American fleet led by William T. Sampson and Winfield Scott Schley, against a Spanish 

fleet led by Pascual Cervera y Topete. The significantly more powerful United States Navy squadron, 

consisting of four battleships and two armored cruisers, decisively defeated an outgunned squadron of 

the Royal Spanish Navy which consisted of four armored cruisers and two destroyers, sinking all the 

Spanish ships without losing a single ship of their own. The crushing loss sealed American victory in 

the Cuban theater of the war, alongside ensuring the independence of Cuba from Spanish rule. 
 

     Tensions between Spain and the United States worsened over Spanish behavior during their efforts 

to quell the Cuban War of Independence, with many Americans being agitated by largely falsified 

reports of Spanish atrocities against the Cuban population. In January 1898, fearing the fate of 

American interests in Cuba due to the war, the cruiser USS Maine was dispatched to protect them. Less 

than a month later, the cruiser exploded while lying at anchor in Havana harbor, killing 261 sailors 

onboard and inflaming American opinion, with Spain being portrayed as the culprit in the American 

media regardless of the actual source of the explosion. Two months later, war was declared. 
 

     The Americans realized that defeating a significant Spanish squadron then stationed in Cuba was 

vital to ensuring victory in the war. A squadron consisting of six warships were dispatched to ensure 

success, commanded by both Sampson and Schley, each admiral having his own approach to naval 

warfare. On 3 JUL, the Spanish squadron steamed out of the harbor to engage with the Americans. The 

Spanish, being totally unprepared and outgunned, made a desperate attempt to reach the open sea with 

the American battleships and cruisers in hot pursuit. Superior naval gunnery and seamanship prevailed, 

and the entire Spanish fleet was sunk with minimal casualties for the Americans, who suffered only 

two men killed or wounded. 
 

     The Americans pulled a total of one thousand, eight hundred and eighty-nine Spanish sailors out of 

the water, among them Cervera. The captured Spaniards were treated with respect and care by the 
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Americans, and Cervera gained respect from the American officers for his dignified conduct during 

and after the battle. Although the battle ensured the American campaign in Cuba would end in a success, 

tensions soon arose between Sampson and Schley, with various parties in the United States Navy and 

the American public debating over which admiral had made the greatest contribution to victory, with 

the dispute reaching the desk of Theodore Roosevelt. The battle remains one of the most significant 

naval battles in American maritime history. 

 

 Jul 03 1915 – U.S.*Haiti:   U.S. Marines land in Haiti following the assassination of the Haitian 

president Vilbrun Guillaume. The Marines remained as occupation forces until 1934. 

 

 Jul 03 1918 – WWI:  Mohammed V, Sultan of Turkey, Dies  »   With Turkish forces in the final months 

of fighting against the Allied powers during World War I, Mohammed V, sultan of the Ottoman Empire, 

dies at the age of 73. 
 

 
 

     Born in 1844 in Constantinople, Mohammed ascended to the throne in 1909 after the forced 

abdication of his elder brother, Abdul Hamid, under pressure from the Committee of Union and 

Progress (CUP), a rising political party known as the Young Turkey Party, or the Young Turks. Bent 

on modernizing the fading Ottoman Empire and stopping European powers from taking Ottoman 

territory, the Young Turks fomented a rebellion within the Ottoman Third Army in 1908 and forced the 

sultan to meet their demands and restore the Turkish constitution. The army, under the leadership of 

Mustafa Kemal (later known as Ataturk, he became the first president of Turkey) consolidated power 

for the CUP the following year, forcing the sultan to abdicate in favor of his brother Mohammed. 
 

      The leaders of the CUP, particularly Enver Pasha, effectively dictated the course of events over the 

next decade, as the new sultan, a gentle man, was little able to exert much of his own will on the throne. 

The results were not good for the empire: over the course of 1912-13, it lost virtually all of its remaining 

European territory during the two Balkan Wars and an unsuccessful war with Italy over Tripoli. In 

November 1914, Turkey entered the First World War on the side of the Central Powers, Germany and 

Austria-Hungary, against Britain, France and Russia. Though he had initially opposed his country’s 

participation in the war, Sultan Mohammed now exhorted his army–as well as all Muslims, including 

those living in Allied countries–to fight exhaustively against the empire’s enemies, proclaiming that 

“Right and loyalty are on our side, and hatred and tyranny on the side of our enemies, and therefore 

there is no doubt that the Divine help and assistance of the just God and the moral support of our 

glorious Prophet will be on our side to encourage us. I feel convinced that from this struggle we shall 

emerge as an empire that has made good the losses of the past and is once more glorious and powerful.” 
 

     By the time Mohammed V died, on July 3, 1918, Turkish forces had endured nearly four exhausting 

years of war, including a full-scale Allied land invasion of the Gallipoli Peninsula and aggressive Allied 
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incursions into Mesopotamia, and were teetering on the brink of defeat. Within six months of the 

sultan’s death (he was succeeded by his brother, Mohammed VI), Constantinople itself was occupied 

by the Allies, and the once-great Ottoman Empire was in shambles. 

 

 Jul 03 1930 – USA:  US Veterans Administration Created   »   The Continental Congress of 1776 

encouraged enlistments during the American Revolutionary War by providing pensions for soldiers 

who were disabled. Direct medical and hospital care given to veterans in the early days of the U.S. was 

provided by the individual states and communities. In 1811, the first domiciliary and medical facility 

for veterans was authorized by the federal government, but not opened until 1834. In the 19th century, 

the nation's veterans assistance program was expanded to include benefits and pensions not only for 

veterans, but also their widows and dependents.  
 

     After the end of the American Civil War in 1865, many state veterans' homes were established. 

Since domiciliary care was available at all state veterans homes, incidental medical and hospital 

treatment was provided for all injuries and diseases, whether or not of service origin. Indigent and 

disabled veterans of the Civil War, Indian Wars, Spanish–American War, and Mexican Border period 

as well as discharged regular members of the Armed Forces were cared for at these homes. 
 

     Congress established a new system of veterans benefits when the United States entered World War 

I in 1917. Included were programs for disability compensation, insurance for service persons and 

veterans, and vocational rehabilitation for the disabled. By the 1920s, the various benefits were 

administered by three different federal agencies: the Veterans Bureau, the Bureau of Pensions of the 

Interior Department, and the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. 
 

     The establishment of the Veterans Administration came in 1930 when Congress authorized the 

president to "consolidate and coordinate Government activities affecting war veterans". The three 

component agencies became bureaus within the Veterans Administration. Brigadier General Frank T. 

Hines, who directed the Veterans Bureau for seven years, was named as the first Administrator of 

Veterans Affairs, a job he held until 1945. 

 

 Jul 03 1938 – USA:  Eternal Light Peace Memorial  »   A 1938 Gettysburg Battlefield monument 

dedicated by President Roosevelt on July 3, 1938, commemorating the 1913 Gettysburg reunion for the 

50th anniversary of the 1863 Battle of Gettysburg. Attendance for the memorial's dedication was 

250,000; a further 100,000 attempted to attend but failed to arrive due to congested roads. President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt arrived at a temporary platform on his special train. The U.S. 3d Cavalry Division 

escorted the President's motorcade to the memorial on Oak Hill and Roosevelt's open car arrived with 

a 21 gun salute. 
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     Roosevelt used "a new Mobile sound system unit" to address the audience including the veterans on 

specially-constructed grandstands under a canopy. As his nine-minute speech ended at sunset, the Peace 

Memorial covered by a 50-foot flag was unveiled by George N. Lockwood and Confederate A. G. 

Harris (both age 91) with two regular army attendants a photocell automatically lit the flame. Grand 

Army of the Republic chaplain Martin V. Stone ended the ceremony with a benediction prayer, and on 

the way to his car Roosevelt spoke with the oldest attending veteran, William Barnes of the US Colored 

Troops, age 112. A Sixth Field Artillery battery near Oak Hill fired a 21 gun salute as the President 

departed. 
 

    The flame was reduced to a pilot light during World War II (from December 25, 1941) and just prior 

to the 1946 Paris peace conference, President Truman commented about the inscribed motto, Peace 

Eternal in a Nation United: "That is what we want, but let's change that word (nation) to world and we'll 

have something." The deteriorated Alabama limestone in the lower section that had been approved for 

use by the Bureau of Standards was replaced with gray granite in June 1941, and repairs were also made 

in 1950. A 1962 protest against nuclear arms and testing was held at the memorial, and the flame was 

extinguished in 1974 for the oil crisis after the 93rd United States Congress prohibited such flames 

(except for the John F. Kennedy Eternal Flame), and the extinguished gas flame was replaced by an 

electrical light in 1976. A Gettysburg Peace Celebration committee had been formed by June 1988, and 

the gas flame was restored at their Fiftieth Anniversary Rededication on 3 JUL. 

 

 Jul 03 1940 – WW2:  Operation Catapult is Launched   »   British naval forces destroy the French 

fleet at Mers-el-Kebir, a port in Algeria, in order to prevent Germany from co-opting the French ships 

to use in an invasion of Britain.  With the occupation of France, the German aggressor was but a 

Channel away from Britain. In order to prevent the Germans from using French battleships and cruisers 

in an attack on Britain, Operation Catapult was conceived: the destruction or capture of every French 

ship possible. The easiest stage of Catapult was the seizure of those French ships already in British 

ports. Little resistance was met. But the largest concentration of French warships was at the Oran, 

Algeria, port of Mers-el-Kebir, where many warships had fled to escape the Germans. This stage of 

Catapult would prove more difficult. 
 

     Britain gave the French ships four choices: join British naval forces in the fight against Germany; 

hand the ships over to British crews; disarm them; or scuttle them, making them useless to the Germans. 

The French refused all four choices. Britain then made a concession: Sail to the French West Indies, 

where the ships would be disarmed or handed over to the United States. The French refused again. So 

the Brits circled the port and opened fire on the French fleet, killing 1,250 French sailors, damaging the 

battleship Dunkerque and destroying the Bretagne and the Provence. On July 4, British Prime Minister 

Winston Churchill told the House of Commons that he would leave Britain’s actions to “history.” On 

5 JUL, Vichy France broke off diplomatic relations with Britain. 

 

 Jul 03 1942 – WW2:  German troops march into Sebastopol, Crimea. 

 

 Jul 03 1944 – WW2:  Normandy  »   After the Normandy Invasion, Hitler replaced this day Field 

Marshal General von Rundstedt, the German Commander in Chief in the west with Field Marshal 

Günther von Kluge.  Kluge was no more able to stop the Anglo-American advance than Rundstedt had 

been, and the German forces in Normandy were soon almost completely encircled.  
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 Jul 03 1950 – Korean War:  US & North Korean forces clash for the first time in the Korean War. 

 

 Jul 03 1957 – Vietnam War:  Khrushchev Consolidates His Power  »   Nikita Khrushchev takes 

control in the Soviet Union by orchestrating the ouster of his most serious opponents from positions of 

authority in the Soviet government. Khrushchev’s action delighted the United States, which viewed 

him as a more moderate figure in the communist government of Russia.  
 

     Khrushchev had been jockeying for ultimate control in the Soviet Union since the death of long-

time Russian dictator Joseph Stalin in March 1953. Following Stalin’s demise, the Soviet Union was 

ruled by a 10-member presidium. Khrushchev was only one member of this presidium, but during the 

following four years he moved steadily to seize total control. In June 1957, Khrushchev survived an 

attempt by his political opponents to remove him from the government. In July, he had his revenge. 

Since 1953, he had worked tirelessly to gain allies in the Soviet military and to gain control of the all-

important Communist Party apparatus. On July 3, 1957, his years of work paid off as he used his 

important political connections and alliances to remove the three main challengers to his authority. 

Vyacheslav Molotov, Georgi M. Malenkov, and Lazar Kaganovich were voted off the presidium and 

relegated to minor government positions. Khrushchev then reigned supreme, and ruled the Soviet Union 

until his own ouster in 1964. 
 

 

 

     In the United States, the news of Khrushchev’s “housecleaning” was greeted with optimism. 

Malenkov and Molotov, in particular, had been viewed as communist “hard-liners” in the Stalinist 

mold. Khrushchev, on the other hand, was seen as a “moderate” who might be receptive to a more 

amenable relationship with the United States. In the coming years, U.S. officials were often 

disappointed with the newest Soviet leader, who seemed to vacillate between warm words about 

“peaceful coexistence” between the United States and the Soviet Union and aggressive talk about 

“burying” the capitalist system. Khrushchev’s power began seriously to wane in 1962. Many Soviet 

officials characterized his behavior as “cowardly” during the October 1962 missile crisis in Cuba and 

he was pushed from power in 1964. Leonid Brezhnev succeeded Nikita Khrushchev. 

 

 Jul 03 1968 – Vietnam War:  U.S. Command Announces New High In Casualties   »   The U.S. 

command in Saigon releases figures showing that more Americans were killed during the first six 

months of 1968 than in all of 1967. These casualty figures were a direct result of the heavy fighting 

that had occurred during, and immediately after, the communist Tet Offensive. The offensive had begun 

on January 30, when communist forces attacked Saigon, Hue, five of six autonomous cities, 36 of 44 

provincial capitals, and 64 of 245 district capitals. The timing and magnitude of the attacks caught the 

South Vietnamese and American forces completely off guard, but eventually the Allied forces turned 

the tide. Militarily, the Tet Offensive was a disaster for the communists. By the end of March 1968, 
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they had not achieved any of their objectives and had lost 32,000 soldiers with 5,800 captured. U.S. 

forces suffered 3,895 dead; South Vietnamese losses were 4,954; non-U.S. allies lost 214. More than 

14,300 South Vietnamese civilians died. 
 

     Though the offensive was a crushing military defeat for the Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese, 

early reports of a smashing communist victory went largely uncorrected in the U.S. news media. This 

was a great psychological victory for the communists. The heavy U.S. casualties incurred during the 

offensive, coupled with the disillusionment over the earlier overly optimistic reports of progress in the 

war, accelerated the growing disenchantment with President Johnson’s conduct of the war. Johnson, 

frustrated with his inability to reach a solution in Vietnam, announced on March 31, 1968, that he would 

neither seek nor accept the nomination of his party for re-election. 

 

 Jul 03 1988 – U.S. Navy:  U.S. Warship Downs Iranian Passenger Jet   »   In the Persian Gulf, the 

U.S. Navy cruiser Vincennes shoots down an Iranian passenger jet that it mistakes for a hostile Iranian 

fighter aircraft. Two missiles were fired from the American warship–the aircraft was hit, and all 290 

people aboard were killed. The attack came near the end of the Iran-Iraq War, when U.S. vessels were 

in the gulf defending Kuwaiti oil tankers. Minutes before Iran Air Flight 655 was shot down, the 

Vincennes had engaged Iranian gunboats that shot at its helicopter. 
 

 
USS Vincennes and a similar A300B2-200 

 

     Iran called the downing of the aircraft a “barbaric massacre,” but U.S. officials defended the action, 

claiming that the aircraft was outside the commercial jet flight corridor, flying at only 7,800 feet, and 

was on a descent toward the Vincennes. However, one month later, U.S. authorities acknowledged that 

the airbus was in the commercial flight corridor, flying at 12,000 feet, and not descending. The U.S. 

Navy report blamed crew error caused by psychological stress on men who were in combat for the first 

time. In 1996, the U.S. agreed to pay $62 million in damages to the families of the Iranians killed in 

the attack. 

 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jul 04 1776 – U.S. Revolutionary War:   America Declares Independence from Great Britain   »   In 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the Continental Congress adopts the Declaration of Independence, which 

proclaims the independence of the United States of America from Great Britain and its king.  The 

declaration came 442 days after the first volleys of the American Revolution were fired at Lexington 

and Concord in Massachusetts and marked an ideological expansion of the conflict that would 

eventually encourage France’s intervention on behalf of the Patriots. 
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     The first major American opposition to British policy came in 1765 after Parliament passed the 

Stamp Act, a taxation measure to raise revenues for a standing British army in America. Under the 

banner of “no taxation without representation,” colonists convened the Stamp Act Congress in October 

1765 to vocalize their opposition to the tax. With its enactment in November, most colonists called for 

a boycott of British goods, and some organized attacks on the customhouses and homes of tax 

collectors. After months of protest in the colonies, Parliament voted to repeal the Stamp Act in March 

1766. 
 

     Most colonists continued to quietly accept British rule until Parliament’s enactment of the Tea Act 

in 1773, a bill designed to save the faltering East India Company by greatly lowering its tea tax and 

granting it a monopoly on the American tea trade. The low tax allowed the East India Company to 

undercut even tea smuggled into America by Dutch traders, and many colonists viewed the act as 

another example of taxation tyranny. In response, militant Patriots in Massachusetts organized the 

“Boston Tea Party,” which saw British tea valued at some 18,000 pounds dumped into Boston Harbor. 
 

     The British Parliament, outraged by the Boston Tea Party and other blatant acts of destruction of 

British property, enacted the Coercive Acts, also known as the Intolerable Acts, in 1774. The Coercive 

Acts closed Boston to merchant shipping, established formal British military rule in Massachusetts, 

made British officials immune to criminal prosecution in America, and required colonists to quarter 

British troops. The colonists subsequently called the first Continental Congress to consider a united 

American resistance to the British. 
 

     With the other colonies watching intently, Massachusetts led the resistance to the British, forming a 

shadow revolutionary government and establishing militias to resist the increasing British military 

presence across the colony. In April 1775, Thomas Gage, the British governor of Massachusetts, 

ordered British troops to march to Concord, Massachusetts, where a Patriot arsenal was known to be 

located. On April 19, 1775, the British regulars encountered a group of American militiamen at 

Lexington, and the first shots of the American Revolution were fired. 
 

    Initially, both the Americans and the British saw the conflict as a kind of civil war within the British 

Empire: To King George III it was a colonial rebellion, and to the Americans it was a struggle for their 

rights as British citizens. However, Parliament remained unwilling to negotiate with the American 

rebels and instead purchased German mercenaries to help the British army crush the rebellion. In 

response to Britain’s continued opposition to reform, the Continental Congress began to pass measures 

abolishing British authority in the colonies. 
 

     In January 1776, Thomas Paine published “Common Sense,” an influential political pamphlet that 

convincingly argued for American independence and sold more than 500,000 copies in a few months. 

In the spring of 1776, support for independence swept the colonies, the Continental Congress called for 

states to form their own governments, and a five-man committee was assigned to draft a declaration.  
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     The Declaration of Independence was largely the work of Virginian Thomas Jefferson. In justifying 

American independence, Jefferson drew generously from the political philosophy of John Locke, an 

advocate of natural rights, and from the work of other English theorists. The first section features the 

famous lines, “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are 

endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, which among these are Life, Liberty and the 

pursuit of Happiness.” The second part presents a long list of grievances that provided the rationale for 

rebellion.    
 

     On July 2, 1776, the Continental Congress voted to approve a Virginia motion calling for separation 

from Britain. The dramatic words of this resolution were added to the closing of the Declaration of 

Independence. Two days later, on July 4, the declaration was formally adopted by 12 colonies after 

minor revision. New York approved it on July 19. On August 2, the declaration was signed. The 

Revolutionary War would last for five more years. Yet to come were the Patriot triumphs at Saratoga, 

the bitter winter at Valley Forge, the intervention of the French, and the final victory at Yorktown in 

1781. In 1783, with the signing of the Treaty of Paris with Britain, the United States formally became 

a free and independent nation. 

 

 Jul 04 1778 – U.S. Revolutionary War:  Forces under George Clark capture the British post at 

Kaskaskia village during the Illinois campaign. 

 

 Jul 04 1802 – U.S. Army:  United States Military Academy opens at West Point, New York.  

 

 Jul 04 1826 – USA:  Thomas Jefferson and John Adams Die    »    Former Presidents Thomas Jefferson 

and John Adams, who were once fellow Patriots and then adversaries, die on the same day within five 

hours of each other. They were the last surviving members of the original American revolutionaries 

who had stood up to the British Empire and forged a new political system in the former colonies. 

However, while they both believed in democracy and life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, their 

opinions on how to achieve these ideals diverged over time. 
 

     Adams preceded Jefferson as president (1797-1800); it was during this time that their ideas about 

policy-making became as distinct as their personalities. The irascible and hot-tempered Adams was a 

firm believer in a strong centralized government, while the erudite and genteel Jefferson believed 

federal government should take a more hands-off approach and defer to individual states’ rights. As 

Adams’ vice president, Jefferson was so horrified by what he considered to be Adams’ abuse of the 

presidency–particularly his passage of the restrictive Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798–that he 

abandoned Adams and Washington for his estate at Monticello. There, he plotted how to bring his 
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Republican faction back into power in the presidential election of 1800. After an exceptionally bitter 

campaign, in which both parties engaged in slanderous attacks on each other in print, Jefferson emerged 

victorious. It appeared the former friends would be eternal enemies. 
 

     After serving two presidential terms (1801-1809), Jefferson and Adams each expressed to third 

parties their respect the other and their desire to renew their friendship. Adams was the first to break 

the silence; he sent Jefferson a letter dated January 1, 1812, in which he wished Jefferson many happy 

new years to come. Jefferson responded with a note in which he fondly recalled when they were fellow 

laborers in the same cause. The former revolutionaries went on to resume their friendship over 14 years 

of correspondence during their golden years. On July 4, 1826, at the age of 90, Adams lay on his 

deathbed while the country celebrated Independence Day. His last words were, "Thomas Jefferson still 

survives." He was mistaken: Jefferson had died five hours earlier at Monticello at the age of 83. 

 

 Jul 04 1863 – Civil War:  Confederates Surrender Vicksburg   »   The Confederacy is torn in two 

when General John C. Pemberton surrenders to Union General Ulysses S. Grant at Vicksburg, 

Mississippi. 
 

     The Vicksburg campaign was one of the Union’s most successful of the war. Although Grant’s first 

attempt to take the city failed in the winter of 1862-63, he renewed his efforts in the spring. Admiral 

David Porter had run his flotilla past the Vicksburg defenses in early May as Grant marched his army 

down the west bank of the river opposite Vicksburg, crossed back to Mississippi, and drove toward 

Jackson. After defeating a Confederate force near Jackson, Grant turned back to Vicksburg. On 16 

MAY, he defeated a force under John C. Pemberton at Champion Hill. Pemberton retreated back to 

Vicksburg, and Grant sealed the city by the end of May. In three weeks, Grant’s men marched 180 

miles, won five battles, and took 6,000 prisoners. 
 

                                                                                                           

 

     Grant made some attacks after bottling Vicksburg, but found the Confederates well entrenched. 

Preparing for a long siege, his army constructed 15 miles of trenches and enclosed Pemberton’s force 

of 29,000 men inside the perimeter. It was only a matter of time before Grant, with 70,000 troops, 

captured Vicksburg. Attempts to rescue Pemberton and his force failed from both the east and west, 

and conditions for both military personnel and civilians deteriorated rapidly. Many residents moved to 

tunnels dug from the hillsides to escape the constant bombardments. Pemberton surrendered on 4 JUL, 

and President Abraham Lincoln wrote that the Mississippi River “again goes unvexed to the sea.” The 

town of Vicksburg would not celebrate the Fourth of July for 81 years. 

 

 Jul 04 1864 – Civil War:  Battle of Pace’s Ferry [Chattahoochee River]   »   An engagement fought 

on July 4-5, 1864, near Pace's Ferry, Atlanta, Georgia, during the Atlanta Campaign. Union troops of 
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Maj. Gen. Oliver O. Howard seized a key pontoon bridge over the Chattahoochee River, enabling 

Federal troops to continue their offensive to capture the important rail and supply center of Atlanta. 
 

     William T. Sherman's army had steadily advanced towards Atlanta in the spring and summer of 

1864, fighting a series of battles against the Confederate Army of Joseph E. Johnston. Sherman 

continually flanked the Confederate positions and slipped ever closer to his goal. Howard's IV Corps 

pursued the retreating Confederates along the Western & Atlantic Railroad, with General Thomas J. 

Wood's division in the lead. They encountered very little resistance until the head of column reached 

Vining's Station. 
 

     From that point, a road led to the east toward Atlanta, crossing the Chattahoochee River at Pace's 

Ferry, where the Confederates had constructed a pontoon bridge over the deep and swift flowing river. 

Wood's skirmishers encountered a brigade of dismounted cavalry, which had its front covered by rail 

barricades along a ridge at right angles to the road, a quarter mile from the railroad station. Wood 

quickly drove the Confederates from these barricades and pushed on to the river. Despite Confederate 

efforts to destroy the bridge to prevent it from falling into enemy hands, Wood's men arrived in time to 

save the greater part of the bridge. Confederate attempts to burn the structure had failed, and mooring 

ropes had been cut on the Confederate side so that the pontoon bridge drifted in the river. 
 

     Not seeing a suitable opportunity to attack the strong Confederate positions across the 

Chattahoochee, Howard ordered his corps into camp on high ground facing the river and awaited the 

arrival of Federal pontoons.  On 10 JUL, Stanley's and Wood's divisions moved to near the mouth of 

Sope Creek, in support of General John Schofield, who had crossed the river at that point (north of 

Pace's Ferry) and outflanked the Confederates. On 11 JUL, at 5 p.m. Gen. Howard received "orders to 

secure the heights opposite Powers' Ferry, on the south side of the Chattahoochee, to protect the laying 

of a bridge at that point. Stanley's division fulfilled these instructions the next morning at daylight, 

passing the river at Schofield's bridge.” 

 

 Jul 04 1917 – WW1:  U.S. Troops March Through Paris To Lafayette’s Tomb   »   The day on which 

the United States celebrates its independence, U.S. troops make their first public display of World War 

I, marching through the streets of Paris to the grave of the Marquis de Lafayette, a French aristocrat 

and hero of the American Revolutionary War. 
 

 
 

     Though the first large numbers of U.S. troops arrived in St. Nazaire, France, on June 26, 1916, 

almost three months after the formal U.S. declaration of war in early April, they were by no means to 
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have an immediate effect on the battlefields of World War I. First, the American troops, many of them 

new recruits or conscripts, needed to be trained and organized into efficient battalions. They also needed 

to be reinforced by more of their number before they could have the strength to face Germany on the 

Western Front. 
 

     The U.S. commander, General John J. Pershing, dedicated himself to the establishment of training 

facilities and supply operations–even so, he could only promise a significant American contribution to 

the fighting beginning some 10 or 12 months from that time, or the summer of 1918. As a result, though 

the U.S. entrance into the war gave a significant psychological–and financial–boost to the exhausted 

Allies, on the battlefields of France the Allied soldiers were still waiting, in vain, for the hordes of 

arriving Americans to relieve them. 
 

     On July 4, 1917, immense public enthusiasm greeted the first public display of American troops: a 

symbolic march through Paris, ending at the grave of Lafayette, who had commanded revolutionary 

troops against the British Empire and who, by his own request, had been buried in soil brought from 

America. To the cheers of Parisian onlookers in front of the tomb, the American officer Colonel Charles 

Stanton famously declared “Lafayette, we are here!” 

 

 Jul 04 1941 – WW2 Era:  FDR in an Independence Day radio broadcast warns Americans that the 

USA 'will never survive as a happy and prosperous oasis in the middle of a desert of dictatorship'. 

 

 Jul 04 1943 – WW2:  Sevastopol: Hard-Won German Victory In The East   »   The Battle was fought by the Axis 

powers of Germany and Romania against the Soviet Union for control of Sevastopol, a port in the Crimea on the 

Black Sea. On 22 June 1941 the Axis invaded the Soviet Union during Operation Barbarossa. Axis land forces 

reached the Crimea in the autumn of 1941 and overran most of the area. The only objective not in Axis hands was 

Sevastopol. Several attempts were made to secure the city in OCT & NOV1941. A major attack was planned for 

late NOV, but heavy rains delayed it until 17 DEC. Under the command of Erich von Manstein, Axis forces were 

unable to capture Sevastopol during this first operation. Soviet forces launched an amphibious landing on the 

Crimean peninsula at Kerch in DEC 1941 to relieve the siege and force the Axis to divert forces to defend their 

gains. The operation saved Sevastopol for the time being, but the bridgehead in the eastern Crimea was eliminated 

in May 1942. 
 

     After the failure of their first assault on Sevastopol, the Axis opted to conduct siege warfare until the middle 

of 1942, at which point they attacked the encircled Soviet forces by land, sea, and air. On 2 JUN the Axis began 

this operation, codenamed Störfang (Sturgeon Catch). The Soviet Red Army and Black Sea Fleet held out for 

weeks under intense Axis bombardment. The German Air Force (Luftwaffe) played a vital part in the siege, its 

8th Air Corps bombing the besieged Soviet forces with impunity, flying 23,751 sorties and dropping 20,528 tons 

of bombs in June alone. The intensity of the German airstrikes was far beyond previous German bombing 

offensives against cities such as Warsaw, Rotterdam or London. At the end of the siege, there were only 11 

undamaged buildings left in Sevastopol. The Luftwaffe sank or deterred most Soviet attempts to evacuate their 

troops by sea. The German 11th Army suppressed and destroyed the defenders by firing 46,750 tons of artillery 

ammunition on them during Störfang. 
 

     Finally, on 4 July 1942, the remaining Soviet forces surrendered and the Germans seized the port. The Soviet 

Separate Coastal Army was annihilated, with 118,000 men killed, wounded or captured in the final assault and 

200,481 casualties in the siege as a whole for both it and the Soviet Black Sea Fleet. Axis losses in Störfang 

amounted to 35,866 men, of whom 27,412 were German and 8,454 Romanian. With the Soviet forces neutralized, 

the Axis refocused their attention on the major summer campaign of that year, Case Blue and the advance to the 

Caucasus oilfields. 
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 Jul 04 1944 – WW2:  Polish General Fighting for Justice Dies Tragically   »   Polish General 

Wladyslaw Sikorski dies when his plane crashes less than a mile from its takeoff point at Gibraltar. 

Controversy remains over whether it was an accident or an assassination. 
 

 
 

     Born May 20, 1888, in Austrian Poland (that part of Poland co-opted by the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire), Sikorski served in the Austrian army. He went on to serve in the Polish Legion, attached to 

the Austrian army, during World War I, and fought in the Polish-Soviet War of 1920-21. He became 

prime minister of Poland for a brief period (1922-23). When Germany invaded and occupied Poland in 

1939, Sikorski became leader of a Polish government-in-exile in Paris. He developed a good working 

relationship with the Allies-until April 1943, when Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin broke off Polish-Soviet 

diplomatic relations after Sikorski requested that the Red Cross investigate the alleged Soviet slaughter 

of Polish officers in the Katyn forest of eastern Poland in 1942. 
 

     After Germany and the USSR divided up Poland in 1939, thousands of Polish military personnel 

were sent to prison camps by the Soviets. When Germany invaded Russia in 1941, Stalin created a pact 

with the Polish government-in-exile to cooperate in the battle against the Axis. Given the new 

relationship, the Poles requested the return of the imprisoned military men, but the Soviets claimed they 

had escaped and could not be found. But when Germany overran eastern Poland, the part that had 

previously been under Soviet control, mass graves in the Katyn forest were discovered, containing the 

corpses of over 4,000 Polish officers, all shot in the back. The Soviets, apparently, had massacred them. 

But despite the evidence, the Soviet government insisted it was the Germans who were responsible. 
 

     Once news of the massacre spread, a formal Declaration of War Crimes was signed in London on 

January 13, 1943. Among the signatories was General Sikorski and General Charles de Gaulle. But 

Sikorksi did not want to wait until after the war for the punishment of those responsible for the Katyn 

massacre. He wanted the International Red Cross to investigate immediately. It is believed that Britain 

considered this request a threat to Allied solidarity and some believe that in order to silence Sikorski 

on this issue, the British went so far as to shoot down his plane. There is no solid evidence of this. 
 

     After the war, the communist Polish government officially accepted the Soviet line regarding the 

mass graves. It was not until 1992 that the Russian government released documents proving that the 

NKVD, the Soviet secret police, had been responsible for the Katyn slaughter-backed up by the old 

Soviet Politburo. 
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 Jul 04 1944 – WW2:  Battle of Kursk  »  Following their disastrous defeat at Stalingrad during the 

winter of 1942 through 1943, German armed forces launched a climatic attack in the East known as 

Operation Citadel on July 4, 1944. The climax of Operation Citadel, also known as the Battle of Kursk, 

involved as many as 6,000 tanks, 4,000 aircraft, and 2 million soldiers. It is remembered as the greatest 

tank battle in history. 
 

     The Germans' goal during Citadel was to pinch off an immensely colossal salient in the Eastern 

Front that elongated 70 miles toward the west. Field Marshal Günther von Kluge's Army Group Center 

would assail from the north flank of the bulge, with Colonel General Walther Model's Ninth Army 

leading the effort, General Hans Zorn's XLVI Panzer Corps on the right flank and Maj. Gen. Josef 

Harpe's XLI Panzer Corps on the left. General Joachim Lemelsen's XLVII Panzer Corps orchestrated 

to drive toward Kursk and meet up with Field Marshal Erich von Manstein's Army Group South, Col. 

Gen. Hermann Hoth's Fourth Panzer Army and the Kempf Army, commanded by General Werner 

Kempf.  
 

     Opposing the German forces were the Soviet Central Front, led by General Konstantin K. 

Rokossovsky, and the Voronezh Front, led by General Nikolai F. Vatutin. The Central Front, with the 

right wing invigorated by Lt. Gen. Nikolai P. Pukhov's Thirteenth Army and Lt. Gen. I.V. Galinin's 

Seventeenth Army, was to bulwark the northern sector. To the south, the Voronezh Front faced the 

German Army Group South with three armies and two in reserve. The Sixth Guards Army, led by Lt. 

Gen. Mikhail N. Chistyakov, and the Seventh Guards Army, led by Lt. Gen. M. S. Shumilov, held the 

center and left wing. East of Kursk, Col. Gen. Ivan S. Konev's Steppe Military District (renamed Steppe 

Front on July 10, 1943) was to hold German breakthroughs, then mount the counteroffensive. 
 

     If their orchestration prospered, the Germans would enclose and ravage more than five Soviet 

armies. Such a victory would have coerced the Soviets to hinder their operations and might have 

sanctioned the Wehrmacht hopelessly needed breathing room on the Eastern Front. Model's Ninth 

Army never came close to breaking the Soviet bulwarks in the north, however, and soon became 

stalemate in a war of weakening that it could not victoriously triumph. On the southern flank, Kempf's 

III Panzer Corps withal encountered tough Soviet resistance. By 11 JUL, however, Hoth's Fourth 

Panzer Army was in position to capture the town of Prochorovka, secure a bridgehead over the Psel 

River and advance on Oboyan. The Psel was the last natural barrier between Manstein's panzers and 

Kursk. General Paul Hausser's Fourth Panzer Army's assailment on the town was composed of three 

panzer divisions–the 1st LeibstandarteAdolf Hitler (Adolf Hitler's bodyguard), 2nd SS Das Reich (The 

Empire) and 3rd SS Totenkopf (Death's Head). Although all three were technically Panzergrenadier 

divisions, each had more than 100 tanks when Citadel commenced. Knobelsdorff's corps was composed 

of the 167th and 332nd infantry divisions, the 3rd and 11th panzer divisions, Panzergrenadier Division 

Grossdeutschland and Panther Brigade Decker, and Ott's corps contained the 25th and 57th infantry 

divisions. 
 

     Opposing Hausser at Prochorovka was the incipiently arrived and reinforced Fifth Guards Tank 

Army, commanded by Lt. Gen. Pavel A. Rotmistrov. The Fifth Guards was the Soviet strategic armored 

reserve in the south, the last consequential uncommitted armored formation in the sector, with more 

than 650 tanks. The Soviet operational armored reserve, General Mikhail E. Katukov's First Tank 

Army, was already in action against Hoth's Fourth Panzer Army south of the Psel. Katukov's army had 

been unable to avert the Germans from reaching the river, however. His VI Tank Corps, pristinely 
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equipped with more than 200 tanks, had only 50 left by 10 and 1 JUL and the other two corps of 

Katukov's army additionally had sustained solemn losses. On 10 JUL, the 3rd SS Division Totenkopf, 

commanded by SS Maj. Gen. Hermann Priess, had established a bridgehead over the Psel, west of 

Prochorovka. By 11 JUL, the division's panzer group had crossed the river on pontoon bridges and 

reached the bridgehead. 
 

     The Soviets won the Battle of Kursk and ended Hitler’s dream of conquering Russia. Arguably, 

Germany won the tactical battle but were unable to break through the Red Army’s fortifications and so 

lost the advantage. But the Soviets won at great cost. Despite outnumbering and outgunning the 

Germans, they suffered many more casualties and loss of armament. Definitive casualty data is hard to 

come by, but it’s estimated there were up to 800,000 Soviet casualties compared to some 200,000 

German casualties; some historians believe those numbers are much lower than the actual casualties. 

Germany never regained momentum on the Eastern Front or recovered their loss of manpower and 

armor. Hitler and his Wehrmacht soon became reactive instead of proactive as they found themselves 

fighting battles on multiple fronts. 

 

 Jul 04 1944 – WW2:  1st Japanese kamikaze attack U.S. fleet near Iwo Jima. 

 

 Jul 04 1954 – Cold War:  Operation PBHistory   »   A covert operation carried out in Guatemala by 

the United States Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). It followed Operation PBSuccess, which led to 

the overthrow of Guatemalan President Jacobo Árbenz in June 1954 and ended the Guatemalan 

Revolution. PBHistory attempted to use documents left behind by Árbenz's government and by 

organizations related to the communist Guatemalan Party of Labor to demonstrate that the Guatemalan 

government had been under the influence of the Soviet Union, and to use those documents to obtain 

further intelligence that would be useful to US intelligence agencies. It was an effort to justify the 

overthrow of the elected Guatemalan government in response to the negative international reactions to 

PBSuccess. The CIA also hoped to improve its intelligence resources about communist parties in Latin 

America, a subject on which it had little information. 
 

      The first phase of the operation began soon after Árbenz's resignation on June 27, 1954: several 

agents were dispatched to Guatemala beginning on July 4. These included agents of the CIA and the 

Office of Intelligence Research (OIR). The first phase involved the collection of 150,000 documents 

from sources including Árbenz's personal possessions, trade union offices, and police agencies. The 

ruling military junta led by Carlos Castillo Armas aided these efforts. Following a presentation made 

to US President Dwight Eisenhower on 20 JUL, a decision was taken to accelerate the operation, and 

the number of people working in Guatemala was increased. The new team members posed as 

unaffiliated with the US government to maintain plausible deniability. The operation helped set up the 

Guatemalan National Committee of Defense Against Communism, which was covertly funded by the 

CIA: agents of the committee became involved in PBHistory. The team studied over 500,000 

documents in total, and finished processing documents on 28 September 1954. 
 

     PBHistory documents were used to support the CIA's existing operations Kufire and Kugown, which 

sought to track Latin American communists and to disseminate information critical of the Árbenz 

government. Documents were also shared with the Kersten Committee of the US House of 

Representatives, which publicized PBHistory within the US. The documents uncovered by the 

operation proved useful to the Guatemalan intelligence agencies, enabling the creation of a register of 
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suspected communists. Operation PBHistory did not succeed in its chief objective of finding evidence 

that the Guatemalan communists were being controlled by the Soviet government, and was unable to 

counter the international narrative that the United States had toppled the government of Jacobo Árbenz 

to serve the interests of the United Fruit Company. 

 

 Jul 04 1963 – Vietnam War:  South Vietnamese Officers Plot Coup   »   Gen. Tran Van Don informs 

Lucien Conein of the CIA that certain officers are planning a coup against South Vietnamese President 

Ngo Dinh Diem. Diem, who had been supported by the Kennedy administration, had refused to make 

any meaningful reforms and had oppressed the Buddhist majority. Conein informed Washington that 

the generals were plotting to overturn the government. President John F. Kennedy, who had come to 

the conclusion that the Diem government should no longer be in command, sent word that the United 

States would not interfere with the coup. 
 

     In the early afternoon hours of November 1, a group of South Vietnamese generals ordered their 

troops to seize key military installations and communications systems in Saigon and demanded the 

resignation of Diem and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu. Diem was unable to summon any support, so he 

and Nhu escaped the palace through an underground passage to a Catholic church in the Chinese sector 

of the city. From there, Diem began negotiating with the generals by phone. He agreed to surrender and 

was promised safe conduct, but shortly after midnight he and his brother were brutally murdered in 

back of the armored personnel carrier sent to pick them up and return them to the palace. 
 

 

  

    Kennedy, who had given tacit approval for the coup, was reportedly shocked at the murder of Diem 

and Nhu. Nevertheless, U.S. Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge called the insurgent generals to his office 

to congratulate them and cabled Kennedy that the prospects for a shorter war had greatly improved with 

the demise of Diem and Nhu. 

 

 Jul 04 1968 – Vietnam War:  Thieu Vows To Wipe Out Corruption   »   At a formal ceremony 

inaugurating the formation of a new multiparty pro-government political group, the People’s Alliance 

for Social Revolution, South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu praises the organization as a 

“major step toward grassroots political activity.”  
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     An Alliance manifesto asserted that the group was “determined to wipe out corruption, do away 

with social inequalities, and rout out the entrenched forces of militarists and reactionaries who have 

always blocked progress.” Thieu’s government had long been accused of corruption and, in order to 

garner political support from the People’s Alliance, he vowed to take steps to eradicate the corruption. 

Unfortunately, neither Thieu nor the People’s Alliance could do much about the entrenched corruption 

in the South Vietnamese government. 

 

 Jul 04 1987 – Cold War:  Soviets Rock for Peace   »   A rock concert in Moscow, jointly organized by 

American promoters and the Soviet government, plays to a crowd of approximately 25,000. The venture 

was intended to serve as symbol of peace and understanding between the people of the United States 

and the Soviet Union. 
 

     The idea of a rock concert in Russia was essentially the brainchild of concert promoter Bill Graham, 

a fixture in the West Coast rock and roll scene. He approached the Soviet government about the idea 

of holding a show in Moscow. Some Soviet officials were extremely reluctant to consider the concert. 

For nearly three decades, rock and roll had been castigated by official Soviet propaganda as “decadent” 

and a threat to public morality. However, Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev’s rise to power in the mid-

1980s heralded a new liberalism. The Soviets agreed to host the concert, and it took place on the Fourth 

of July. Performers included Santana, the Doobie Brothers, and Bonnie Raitt. The security for the show 

was heavy–some observers said “oppressive”–and most of the 25,000 people who attended were kept 

far away from the stage. One American reporter claimed that many of the Russians trickled out during 

the show, bored or disgusted. Only when a Russian folk troupe hit the stage did the crowd muster up 

much excitement. 
 

     The concert was evidence of the new, but still uneasy relationship between the Soviet Union and the 

United States. Gorbachev’s promises of economic and democratic reforms encouraged many in the 

United States to believe that a new and less antagonistic relationship with Russia might be possible. As 

the thousands of armed guards at the concert demonstrated, however, the new “openness” in Soviet 

society was hardly complete. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jul 05 1775 – American Revolution:  CongressAdopts Olive Branch Petition  »  The Continental 

Congress adopts the Olive Branch Petition, written by John Dickinson, which appeals directly to King 

George III and expresses hope for reconciliation between the colonies and Great Britain. Dickinson, 

who hoped desperately to avoid a final break with Britain, phrased colonial opposition to British policy 

as follows: “Your Majesty’s Ministers, persevering in their measures, and proceeding to open hostilities 

for enforcing them, have compelled us to arm in our own defense, and have engaged us in a controversy 

so peculiarly abhorrent to the affections of your still faithful Colonists, that when we consider whom 

we must oppose in this contest, and if it continues, what may be the consequences, our own particular 

misfortunes are accounted by us only as parts of our distress.” 
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John Dickinson 

 

     By phrasing their discontent this way, Congress attempted to notify the king that American colonists 

were unhappy with ministerial policy, not his own. They concluded their plea with a final statement of 

fidelity to the crown: “That your Majesty may enjoy long and prosperous reign, and that your 

descendants may govern your Dominions with honor to themselves and happiness to their subjects, is 

our sincere prayer.” 
 

     By July 1776, the Declaration of Independence proclaimed something very different: “The history 

of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct 

object the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States.” Congress’ language is critical to 

understanding the seismic shift that had occurred in American thought in just 12 months. Indeed, 

Congress insisted that Thomas Jefferson remove any language from the declaration that implicated the 

people of Great Britain or their elected representatives in Parliament. The fundamental grounds upon 

which Americans were taking up arms had shifted. The militia that had fired upon Redcoats at 

Lexington and Concord had been angry with Parliament, not the king, who they still trusted to desire 

only good for all of his subjects around the globe. 
 

     This belief changed after King George refused to so much as receive the Olive Branch Petition. 

Patriots had hoped that Parliament had curtailed colonial rights without the king’s full knowledge, and 

that the petition would cause him to come to his subjects’ defense. When George III refused to read the 

petition, Patriots realized that Parliament was acting with royal knowledge and support. Americans’ 

patriotic rage was intensified by the January 1776 publication by English-born radical Thomas Paine 

of Common Sense, an influential pamphlet that attacked the monarchy, which Paine claimed had 

allowed crowned ruffians to impoverish the nation and set it together by the ears. 

 

 Jul 05 1812 – War of 1812:  Battle of Chippewa   »   The Americans decided to make another attempt 

to cross the Niagara River and enter Canada.  Commanding the assault was General Winfield Scott.  

He had 2,000 men with him as he crossed the Niagara River on the morning of July 3, 1814.  As his 

boat neared the shore Scott tested the depth with is sword and announced that it shallow enough for 

him go ashore.  When he left the boat he disappeared into a hole.  He was dragged back into the boat, 

not an auspicious start of the campaign.  A few moments later the boat neared the shore and Scott and 

the men began to disembark.  Scott and his men soon surrounded Fort Erie.  By the evening the fort 

with 170 British soldiers had surrendered.  
 

     At Fort George British General Phineas Riall headed south to stop the American advance beyond 

Fort Erie.  Riall created a line at the Chippewa River two miles above the Niagara Falls.  Riall had 

2,000 men with him. On the morning of the 5th Scott was almost captured after being lured for breakfast 
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at a Canadian home. By the afternoon General Riall decided to advance on the American troops and 

crossed the Chippewa River to engage the American forces.  The British forces had brought across their 

artillery.  Scott moved his troops to be ready to face the British.  He formed up a line, which was 

anchored, with his own artillery pieces.  Rail assumed that the Americans were militia and would break 

easily.  When the fighting began and they didn’t Riall realized his mistake and is widely reported to 

have said “those are regulars by god”.  
 

 
 

     The two sides advanced on each other but the Americans the Americans were able to flank the 

British on both sides thus enveloping them in more sustained fire.  The British troops were unable to 

sustain the levels of casualties they experienced and after a half an hour Riall ordered the British troops 

to withdraw.  The Americans had one the day.  While not a very large battle by European standards it 

was a very important victory, for the first time equal size regular armies of British and American troops 

met on the field of battle and the Americans were victorious. 

 

 Jul 05 1861 Civil War:  Union and Rebel Forces Clash at Carthage, Missouri   »   The first large-

scale engagement of the Civil War is fought in southwestern Missouri, signaling an escalation in the 

hostilities between the North and South. Missouri was the scene of some of the bitterest partisan fighting 

during the war, and the state was deeply divided after the clash at Fort Sumter, South Carolina in April 

1861. The Missouri State Guardsmen, a force of 6,000 men commanded by Confederate Governor 

Claiborne Jackson and Colonel Sterling Price, were poorly equipped and outfitted mostly in civilian 

clothing. Their Union counterpart was a force of 1,100, mostly German-Americans from St. Louis, 

commanded by General Franz Sigel. 
 

     Sigel’s force occupied Springfield in late June, and then collided with the Confederates at nearby 

Carthage on 5 JUL. Outnumbered, Sigel eventually withdrew, but was able to hold off several small 

attacks. By nightfall, the Union troops had retreated through Carthage and escaped a dangerous trap. 

Both sides declared victory, and losses were light: 13 Union men were killed and 31 were wounded, 

while 40 Confederates were killed and 120 were wounded. The forces remained in the area of 

Springfield, Missouri, gathering strength over the next month. They would fight again in August at 

Wilson’s Creek, Missouri. 
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 Jul 05 1865 – Post Civil War:  Conspirators Court-Martialed For Plotting To Kill Lincoln, Grant and 

Andrew Johnson   »   President Andrew Johnson signs an executive order that confirms the military 

conviction of a group of people who had conspired to kill the late President Abraham Lincoln, then 

commander in chief of the U.S. Army. With his signature, Johnson ordered four of the guilty to be 

executed. 
 

                   

                            Herold              Atzerodt                Payne                   Surrant   

 
                          O’Laughlen             Spanger               Arnold                     Mudd 
 

 

     Confederate sympathizers David E. Herold, G. A. Atzerodt, Lewis Payne, Mary E. Surratt, Michael 

O’Laughlin, Edward Spangler, Samuel Arnold and Samuel A. Mudd were arraigned on 9 MAY and 

convicted on 5 JUL for “maliciously, unlawfully, and traitorously” conspiring with several others, 

including John Wilkes Booth, who had assassinated President Lincoln on April 14, 1865. In addition 

to targeting Lincoln, the conspirators had planned to kill General Ulysses S. Grant as he led Union 

armies in the Civil War against the southern states. Vice President Andrew Johnson, who succeeded 

Lincoln to the presidency, was also one of the group’s intended prey. 
 

     Confederate President Jefferson Davis, although not charged in this particular action, was implicated 

for inciting the traitorous bunch to kill the Union’s key leaders. Davis was a former U.S. senator from 

South Carolina who led that state’s secession from the Union in 1860. The court claimed that Davis 

“aided and comforted the insurgents, engaged in armed rebellion against the said United States [and 

aided] the subversion and overthrow of the Constitution and laws of the said United States.” 
 

     According to the War Department’s records, Mary Surratt and Edward Spangler had helped John 

Wilkes Booth gain entrance to the theater box in which Lincoln sat at the time of his murder. Spangler 

then “hindered” efforts to save Lincoln. Herold helped Booth escape through military lines. For his 

part, Payne attempted to kill Lincoln’s secretary of war, William H. Seward, at Seward’s home on the 

same night that Lincoln was shot. Seward suffered knife wounds to the face and throat from the attack, 

but survived. Atzerodt had apparently lain in wait for Vice President Johnson on the night of 14 APR; 

the report did not specify where. Finally, O Laughlin was charged with lying in wait to murder Grant. 
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The others were convicted of giving aid or support to Booth at various times before and after Lincoln’s 

assassination. 
 

     Herold, Atzerodt, Payne and Surratt were sentenced to death by hanging. Spangler, O’Laughlin, 

Mudd and Arnold were given life in prison with hard labor. 

 

 Jul 05 1914 – WW1:  Germany gives Austria-Hungary “Blank Check” Assurance »   In Berlin, Kaiser 

Wilhelm II of Germany pledges his country’s unconditional support for whatever action Austria-

Hungary chooses to take in its conflict with Serbia, a long-running rivalry thrown into crisis by the 

assassination, the previous 28 JUN, of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria and his wife by a Serbian 

nationalist during an official visit to Sarajevo, Bosnia. 
 

     Barely a week after Franz Ferdinand’s murder, the Austrian Foreign Ministry sent an envoy, 

Alexander, Graf von Hoyos, to Berlin. Hoyos carried a memorandum from the office of the Austrian 

foreign secretary expressing the need for action in the tumultuous Balkans region, as well as a personal 

letter to the same effect from Emperor Franz Josef to Kaiser Wilhelm. Both documents focused on the 

need for Austria-Hungary to establish an alliance with Bulgaria, in place of Romania—which Germany 

had previously favored as a possible Balkan ally—due to the latter nation’s increasing closeness with 

Serbia and its powerful supporter, Russia. Neither the memorandum nor the emperor’s letter specified 

that Austria-Hungary wanted war, but the memorandum—a new version of an earlier, less emphatic 

text written before Franz Ferdinand’s assassination—stressed the need for immediate action, pointed 

to increased Serbian and Russian aggression and stated as an objective the elimination of Serbia as “a 

factor of political power in the Balkans.” 
 

    Austria’s ambassador to Germany passed Hoyos’ two documents to the Kaiser over lunch on 5 JUL 

in Potsdam. Wilhelm was outraged by Franz Ferdinand’s murder, and felt a sense of personal loss: the 

two had met at the archduke’s country estate just two weeks before the assassination to discuss the 

situation in the Balkans. Though he initially demurred and said he needed to consult the German 

chancellor, Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg, he eventually—when pressed by the ambassador—

responded with uncharacteristic decisiveness, promising Germany’s “faithful support” for Austria-

Hungary in whatever action it chose to take towards Serbia, even if Russia intervened. Later that 

afternoon, Wilhelm assembled a crown council, attended by Bethmann Hollweg, Foreign Secretary 

Arthur Zimmermann, and War Minister Erich von Falkenhayn, among others. From this meeting, a 

consensus emerged backing the Kaiser’s decision, which Bethmann Hollweg subsequently relayed to 

the Austrian representatives and Hoyos triumphantly carried back to Vienna. 
 

     The Kaiser’s pledge, which historians have referred to as the carte blanche or “blank check” 

assurance, marked a decisive moment in the chain of events leading up to the outbreak of the First 

World War in Europe during the summer of 1914. Without Germany’s backing, the conflict in the 

Balkans might have remained localized. With Germany promising to support Austria-Hungary’s 

punitive actions towards Serbia, even at the cost of war with Russia, whose own powerful allies 

included France and Great Britain, the possible Balkan War threatened to explode into a general 

European one. 
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 Jul 05 1940 – WW2:  United States Passes Export Control Act   »   Congress passes the Export Control 

Act, forbidding the exporting of aircraft parts, chemicals, and minerals without a license. This 

prohibition was a reaction to Japan’s occupation of parts of the Indo-Chinese coast. 
 

     Now that the Germans occupied a large swath of France, the possibility of Axis control of French 

colonies became a reality. Among those of immediate concern was French Indo-China. The prospect 

of the war spreading to the Far East was now a definite possibility. Increasing its likelihood was the 

request by Imperial Japan to use army, naval, and air bases in French Indo-Chinese territory, an 

important vantage point from which to further its campaign to conquer China. As Vichy France entered 

into negotiations on this issue, the Japanese peremptorily occupied key strategic areas along the coast 

of Indo-China. 
 

     The United States, fearing the advance of Japanese expansion and cooperation, even if by coercion, 

between German-controlled France and Japan, took its own action, by banning the export of aircraft 

parts without a license and, three weeks later, the export of aviation fuel and scrap metal and iron 

without a license. The United States was not alone in its concern. Great Britain, which had it own 

colonies in the Far East (Burma, Hong Kong, and Malaya) also feared an aggressive Japan. The day 

after the Export Act was passed, the British ambassador would be asked by Japan to close the Burma 

Road, a key supply route of arms for China, Japan’s prey. Britain initially balked at the request but, 

fearing a declaration of war by a third enemy, caved in and closed the road, though only for a limited 

period. 

 

 Jul 05 1945 – WW2:  Liberation of the Philippines declared. In all, the liberation of the Philippines 

cost the U.S. Army 13,884 killed and 48,541 wounded. Japanese military and civilian dead numbered 

over 250,000, and 114,010 others still remained to surrender at the end of the war on 15 August 1945. 

 

 Jul 05 1950 – Korean War:  Battle of Osan   »   First engagement between United States and North 

Korean forces. Task Force Smith, a U.S. task force of 540 infantry supported by an artillery battery, 

was moved to Osan, south of the South Korean capital Seoul, and ordered to fight as a rearguard to 

delay advancing North Korean forces while additional U.S. troops arrived in the country to form a 

stronger defensive line to the south. The task force lacked both anti-tank guns and effective infantry 

anti-tank weapons, having been equipped with obsolescent 2.36-in. rocket launchers and a few 75 mm 

recoilless rifles. Aside from a limited number of HEAT shells for the unit's 105-mm howitzers, crew-

served weapons capable of defeating the T-34-85 Soviet tank had not been distributed to U.S. Army 

forces in Korea. 
 

     A North Korean tank column equipped with ex-Soviet T-34/85 tanks overran the task force in the 

first encounter and continued its advance south. After the North Korean tank column had breached U.S. 

lines the Task Force opened fire on a force of some 5,000 North Korean infantry approaching its 

position, temporarily holding up the North Korean advance. North Korean troops eventually flanked 

and overwhelmed American positions and the remnants of the task force retreated in disorder. 

Casualties and losses: U.S. 60 killed, 21 wounded, 82 captured – North Korea 42 killed, 85 wounded. 

 

 Jul 05 1950 – Korean War:  Alleged First U.S. Fatality in the Korean War  »   Near Sojong, South 

Korea, Private Kenneth Shadrick, a 19-year-old infantryman from Skin Fork, West Virginia, becomes 

the first American reported killed in the Korean War. Shadrick, a member of a bazooka squad, had just 

fired the weapon at a Soviet-made tank when he looked up to check his aim and was cut down by enemy 

machine-gun fire. His body was taken to an outpost where journalist Marguerite Higgins was covering 
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the war. Higgins later reported that he was the first soldier killed in the war, a claim that was repeated 

in media across the United States. His life was widely profiled, and his funeral drew hundreds of people. 

His death is now believed to have occurred after the first American combat fatalities in the Battle of 

Osan. Since the identities of other soldiers killed before Shadrick remain unknown, he is still often 

incorrectly cited as the first U.S. soldier killed in the war. 
 

     Near the end of World War II, the “Big Three” Allied powers–the United States, the Soviet Union, 

and Great Britain–agreed to divide Korea into two separate occupation zones and temporarily govern 

the nation. The country was split along the 38th parallel, with Soviet forces occupying the northern 

zone and Americans stationed in the south. By 1949, separate Korean governments had been 

established, and both the United States and the USSR withdrew the majority of their troops from the 

Korean Peninsula. The 38th parallel was heavily fortified on both sides, but the South Koreans were 

unprepared for the hordes of North Korean troops and Soviet-made tanks that suddenly rolled across 

the border on June 25, 1950. 
 

 

 

     Two days later, President Harry Truman announced that the United States would intervene in the 

Korean conflict to stem the spread of communism, and on 28 JUN the United Nations approved the use 

of force against communist North Korea. In the opening months of the war, the U.S.-led U.N. forces 

rapidly advanced against the North Koreans, but in October, Chinese communist troops entered the 

fray, throwing the Allies into a hasty retreat. By May 1951, the communists were pushed back to the 

38th parallel, where the battle line remained for the rest of the war. 
 

     In 1953, an armistice was signed, ending the war and reestablishing the 1945 division of Korea that 

still exists today. Approximately 150,000 troops from South Korea, the United States, and participating 

U.N. nations were killed in the Korean War, and as many as one million South Korean civilians 

perished. An estimated 800,000 communist soldiers were killed, and more than 200,000 North Korean 

civilians died. 
 

     The original figure of American troops lost–54,246 killed–became controversial when the Pentagon 

acknowledged in 2000 that all U.S. troops killed around the world during the period of the Korean War 

were incorporated into that number. For example, any American soldier killed in a car accident 

anywhere in the world from June 1950 to July 1953 was considered a casualty of the Korean War. If 

these deaths are subtracted from the 54,246 total, leaving just the Americans who died (from whatever 

cause) in the Korean theater of operations, the total U.S. dead in the Korean War numbers 36,516. 
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 Jul 05 1959 – Cold War:  U.S. Visitors To Soviet Exhibition In New York Express Their Feelings   »   

The New York Times says American visitors to the Soviet National Exhibition in New York City are 

expressing very strong views of Russian society and economics in the “guest books” located throughout 

the exhibition. The generally negative, and often angry, comments indicated that cultural exchanges 

between the United States and the Soviet Union did not necessarily bring the two nations closer together 

in understanding. 
 

     The Soviet National Exhibition in New York City was the outgrowth of a new emphasis on cultural 

exchanges by both the United States and the Soviet Union in the late 1950s. In January 1958, the two 

nations signed an agreement designed to increase cultural contact and specifically cited the “usefulness 

of exhibits as an effective means of developing mutual understanding.” At the end of 1958, both nations 

agreed to host national exhibitions from the other nation. The Soviet National Exhibition came to New 

York City in June 1959, and ran until late July. The focal point of the exhibition was Sputnik, the Soviet 

satellite that had gone into orbit around the earth in 1957. There were also exhibits on Soviet industry 

and agriculture, as well as musical and theatrical performances. 
  

 
 

     Unknown to most of the U.S. public, until the Times article of July 5, 1959, was that the Soviets had 

placed comment books around the exhibition hall. Americans, never shy in expressing their opinions, 

gladly obliged by filling the books up as quickly as they were placed. To a large degree, the comments 

reflected the existing Cold War animosities. A typical remark was, “I think the main perspective of this 

Russian exhibit is to show the average American citizen how lucky he is to be an American.” Another 

sarcastically noted, “I missed seeing your typical Russian home (dump) and your labor camps (slave 

camps).” And after a performance of Russian folk music, one “critic” declared, “Russian music is for 

the birds. If they’ll take it.” Other comments were considered too “coarse” to be reprinted. 
 

     A few weeks after the Times article appeared, the American National Exhibition opened in Moscow. 

Like the Russians, the Americans placed comment books around the displays. And, as in New York 

City, Russians in Moscow used the opportunity to vent about American imperialism, decadence, and 

lack of morality. In the following years, more and more cultural exchanges took place. Most U.S. 

officials came to believe that such exchanges increased mutual understanding and decreased the mutual 

suspicion upon which the Cold War rested. In 1959, however, the early attempts at familiarity only 

bred contempt. 
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 Jul 05 1966 – Vietnam War:  Governors Express Support For U.S. Global Commitments   »   State 

and territorial governors meet in Los Angeles to adopt a resolution expressing “support of our global 

commitments, including our support of the military defense of South Vietnam against aggression.” The 

vote was 49 to 1, with Governor Mark Hatfield (R-Oregon) casting the dissenting vote against the 

resolution. 
 

     Also on this day: During a White House press conference, President Lyndon B. Johnson expresses 

his disappointment at the reaction of a “few” U.S. allies. Johnson had been actively seeking 

international support for the war against the communists in Vietnam. He had hoped to solicit aid for 

South Vietnam from U.S. allies and non-aligned nations and at the same time build an international 

consensus for his policies in Southeast Asia. Although more than 40 nations did send humanitarian or 

economic aid to South Vietnam, the response for military forces had been much less hearty than he 

expected. He was eventually able to obtain commitments from Australia, New Zealand, Thailand, 

Korea, and the Philippines, who all provided troops to fight in the war. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 
 Jul 06 1775 – American Revolution:  Congress Issues a “Declaration on the Causes and Necessity 

of Taking Up Arms” »   One day after restating their fidelity to King George III and wishing him “a 

long and prosperous reign” in the Olive Branch Petition, Congress sets “forth the causes and necessity 

of their taking up arms” against British authority in the American colonies. The declaration also 

proclaimed their preference “to die free men rather than live as slaves.” 
 

     As in the Olive Branch Petition, Congress never impugned the motives of the British king. Instead, 

they protested, “The large strides of late taken by the legislature of Great Britain toward establishing 

over these colonies their absolute rule…” Congress provided a history of colonial relations in which 

the king served as the sole governmental connection between the mother country and colonies, until, in 

their eyes, the victory against France in the Seven Years’ War caused Britain’s “new ministry finding 

all the foes of Britain subdued” to fall upon “the unfortunate idea of subduing her friends also.” 

According to the declaration, the king’s role remained constant, but “parliament then for the first time 

assumed a power of unbounded legislation over the colonies of America,” which resulted in the 

bloodletting at Lexington and Concord in April 1775. 
 

     At this point, Congress assumed that if the king could merely be made to understand what Parliament 

and his ministers had done, he would rectify the situation and return the colonists to their rightful place 

as fully equal members of the British Empire. When the king sided with Parliament, however, Congress 

moved beyond a Declaration of Arms to a Declaration of Independence. 

 

 Jul 06 1777 – U.S. Revolutionary War:  Fort Ticonderoga Captured from Americans   »   Fort 

Ticonderoga changed hands again, after British General John Burgoyne managed to place a cannon on 

Mount Defiance to bombard and force Ticonderoga’s garrison under General Arthur St. Clair to 

evacuate. American forces retreated from Fort Ticonderoga, New York. The Redcoats eventually 

abandoned the fort permanently that November, following Burgoyne’s surrender at Saratoga. 

 

 Jul 06 1779 – U.S. Revolutionary War:  Battle of Grenada – French victory over British naval forces. 
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 Jul 06 1848 – Mexican*American War:  Ended with the Treaty of Guadeloupe Hidalgo. 

 

 Jul 06 1863 – Civil War:  Battle of Williamsport, MD (06-16 Jul)   »   Also known as the Battle of 

Hagerstown or Falling Waters, took place as part of the Gettysburg Campaign. During the night of July 

4–5, Gen. Robert E. Lee's battered Confederate army began its retreat from Gettysburg, moving 

southwest on the Fairfield Road toward Hagerstown and Williamsport, screened by Maj. Gen. J.E.B. 

Stuart's cavalry. The Union infantry followed cautiously the next day, converging on Middletown, 

Maryland. 
 

     On 6 JUL, Brig. Gen. Judson Kilpatrick's cavalry division drove two Confederate cavalry brigades 

through Hagerstown before being forced to retire by the arrival of the rest of Stuart's command. Lee's 

infantry reached the rain-swollen Potomac River but could not cross, the pontoon bridge having been 

destroyed by a cavalry raid. By 7 JUL, Brig. Gen. John D. Imboden stopped Brig. Gen. John Buford's 

Union cavalry from occupying Williamsport and destroying Confederate trains. On 11 JUL, Lee 

entrenched a line, protecting the river crossings at Williamsport and waited for Maj. Gen. George G. 

Meade's Army of the Potomac to advance. On 12 JUL, Meade reached the vicinity and probed the 

Confederate line. On 13 JUL, skirmishing was heavy along the lines as Meade positioned his forces for 

an attack. In the meantime, the river fell enough to allow the construction of a new bridge, and Lee's 

army began crossing the river after dark on the 13th. 
 

     On the morning of 14 JUL, Kilpatrick's and Buford's cavalry divisions approached from the north 

and east respectively. Before allowing Buford to gain a position on the flank and rear, Kilpatrick 

attacked the rearguard division of Maj. Gen. Henry Heth taking more than 500 prisoners. Confederate 

Brig. Gen. J. Johnston Pettigrew was mortally wounded in the fight. On 16 JUL, Brig. Gen. David 

McM. Gregg's cavalry approached Shepherdstown where the brigades of Brig. Gens. Fitzhugh Lee and 

John R. Chambliss, supported by Col. Milton J. Ferguson's brigade, held the Potomac River fords 

against the Union infantry. Fitzhugh Lee and Chambliss attacked Gregg, who held out against several 

attacks and sorties, fighting sporadically until nightfall when he withdrew. Casualties and losses: 1760 

combined for U.S. and CSA troops. 

 

 Jul 06 1904 – Russia*Japan:  Two Russian cruisers move into the Red Sea and begin to stop ships of 

Britain, Germany, and other nations they believe friendly to Japan. 

 

 Jul 06 1918 – WWI:  Czech Troops Take Russian Port of Vladivostok for Allies   »   Troops of the 

Czech Legion, fighting on behalf of the Allies during World War I and for the cause of their own 

independent Czecho-Slovak state, declare the Russian port of Vladivostok, on the Pacific Ocean, to be 

an Allied protectorate, having gained control of the port and overthrown the local Bolshevik 

administration a week earlier. 
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     When World War I broke out in the summer of 1914, the countries now known as the Czech 

Republic and Slovakia were part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, now fighting with Germany against 

the Allies—Russia, France and Great Britain. Czechs who enlisted in the Austro-Hungarian army found 

themselves fighting against their countrymen—many Czechs had emigrated to Russia near the turn of 

the century, mostly settling in and around Kiev, the capital of Ukraine—and began to bristle under 

Austro-Hungarian rule and in many cases to surrender voluntarily to the Russian enemy. In 1917, 

Thomas Masaryk, a professor of philosophy, pan-Slavist and ardent Czech nationalist, began lobbying 

the Russian government to let him raise a full Czecho-Slovak army in Russia to fight against the Central 

Powers. After the abdication of Czar Nicholas II in March, the provisional government allowed 

Masaryk to go ahead with his plan, and the Czech Legion was formed. 
 

     Over the next year, however, the Russian war effort collapsed, amid crushing losses to Germany on 

the Eastern Front and inner turmoil, culminating in November, when the radical socialist Bolsheviks, 

led by Vladimir Lenin, seized power from the provisional government and almost immediately called 

for an armistice with the Central Powers. The Czech Legion, finding itself abandoned by its Russian 

comrades, decided to keep up the fight. Blocked by German forces from joining the other Allies on the 

Western Front in France, they headed east, coming into conflict with Bolshevik forces along the way. 
 

     By the summer of 1918, the Czech Legion had reached the Russian Pacific port of Vladivostok, 

where they overthrew the local Bolshevik administration on 29 JUN. On 6 JUL, the legion declared the 

port to be an Allied protectorate. That same day, U.S. President Woodrow Wilson lauded the Czecho-

Slovak contribution to the war effort, suggesting that some 12,000 Japanese troops be dispatched to 

Vladivostok in order to relieve the Czech Legion and allow them to proceed to the battlefields of France, 

a suggestion the Japanese accepted. On the following day, more Czech troops toppled Red army units 

and occupied the city of Irkutsk, in Siberia, spreading Allied control of the Russian Far East and Siberia 

just as Germany was consolidating its holds in southern Russia and the Caucasus. 
 

     In a statement issued on July 27, 1918, Masaryk, in his position as chairman of the Czecho-Slovak 

National Council, pointed to his countrymen currently fighting in Russia as a further argument for 

Allied recognition of their independence. In Masaryk’s words: The Czecho-Slovak Army is one of the 

allied armies, and it is as much under the orders of the Versailles War Council as the French or 

American Army. No doubt the Czecho-Slovak boys in Russia are anxious to avoid participation in a 

possible civil war in Russia, but they realize at the same time that by staying where they are they may 

be able to render far greater services, both to Russia and the Allied cause, than if they were transported 

to France. They are at the orders of the Supreme War Council of the Allies. 
 

     The following September, with World War I in its last months, U.S. Secretary of State Robert 

Lansing declared de facto recognition of the Czecho-Slovak republic as an independent state, with 

Masaryk as its leader. Based on the fighting in Russia by Czecho-Slovak forces against the Central 

Powers, Lansing wrote that The Government of the United States further declares that it is prepared to 

enter formally into relations with the de facto government thus recognized for the purpose of 

prosecuting the war against the common enemy, the empires of Germany and Austria-Hungary. The 

republic of Czechoslovakia—made up of the former Austro-Hungarian territories of Bohemia, 

Moravia, part of Silesia, Slovakia and sub-Carpathian Ruthenia—was subsequently proclaimed at 

Prague in October 1918. 
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 Jul 06 1944 – WW2:  USS Paddle (SS-263) attacked a Japanese convoy northwest of Halmahera twice 

hitting a large freighter and sinking the destroyer Hokaze off Sangi Island before being forced down by 

other escorts. 

 

 Jul 06 1955 – Vietnam War:  Diem Says South Vietnam Not Bound by Geneva Agreements   »   South 

Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem declares in a broadcast that since South Vietnam had not signed 

the Geneva Agreements, South Vietnam was not bound by them. Although Diem did not reject the 

“principle of elections,” he said that any proposals from the communist Viet Minh were out of the 

question “if proof is not given us that they put the higher interest of the national community above those 

of communism.” 
 

 
 

     The Geneva Conference had begun on April 26, 1954, to negotiate an end to the First Indochina 

War between the French and the Viet Minh forces of Ho Chi Minh. The negotiations resulted in the 

signing of a truce on July 20. The agreement fixed a provisional demarcation line roughly along the 

17th parallel (which would eventually be called the Demilitarized Zone), pending countrywide 

elections to be held in July 1956. It also allowed the evacuation of French forces north of that line, and 

Viet Minh forces south of it. Freedom of movement from either zone was allowed for 300 days, and 

restrictions were imposed on future military alliances. An International Control Commission was 

formed with representatives from India, Canada, and Poland to supervise implementation of the 

agreement, including the scheduled elections. The whole package of agreements became known as the 

Geneva Accords. 
 

     The agreement was reached over the objections of South Vietnam, which refused to sign it. 

Likewise, the United States did not concur with the accords, but pledged that it would refrain from use 

of force or the threat of force to disturb their provisions. However, United States representatives 

declared that the U.S. would look upon renewed aggression in violation of the agreement “with grave 

concern.” 
 

     The Geneva Accords ended the war between the French and Viet Minh, but set the stage for renewed 

conflict. When Diem, realizing the strength of Ho Chi Minh’s support in South Vietnam, blocked the 

elections that were called for in the accords, the United States, citing alleged North Vietnamese truce 

violation, supported him. No longer able to use the elections as a means to reunify Vietnam, the 

communists turned to force of arms to defeat South Vietnam. This war lasted until 1975, when the 

North Vietnamese launched their final offensive. South Vietnam, no longer supported by the United 

States, which had departed in 1973, fell to the communists in 55 days. 
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 Jul 06 1963 – Cold War:  U.S. Policymakers Express Optimism   »  In the light of a deepening 

ideological rift between the Soviet Union and China, U.S. officials express their belief that Russian 

leader Nikita Khrushchev will seek closer relations with the United States. Unfortunately, the optimism 

was somewhat misplaced. Although China and the Soviet Union announced a serious split in mid-July 

1963, Khrushchev’s days in office were numbered. 
 

     Officials in the U.S. government watched with tremendous interest the developing rift between the 

Soviet Union and China in the early 1960s. The ideological split centered around the Chinese perception 

that the Russians were becoming too “soft” in their revolutionary zeal and too accommodating to 

Western capitalist powers. In mid-1963, Chinese and Soviet representatives met in Moscow to try to 

mend the damage. U.S. diplomats were convinced that the rift was irreversible. As a consequence, they 

believed Khrushchev would become much more receptive to better relations with the United States in 

order to isolate further the communist Chinese. Thus, on July 6, 1963, the New York Times carried 

several related stories, based on statements from “responsible” figures in the administration of President 

John F. Kennedy, about the hopes for a meaningful “peaceful coexistence” between the Soviet Union 

and United States. Khrushchev himself had coined the term “peaceful coexistence” in the late 1950s, 

indicating that the hope for better U.S.-Soviet relations was not entirely one-sided. Kennedy obviously 

hoped to build on these feelings to prepare the way for the success of arms control talks with the Soviets 

scheduled for later in the month. This hope was realized when the Soviet Union and United States 

signed a treaty banning the aboveground testing of nuclear weapons in August 1963. 
 

     Just a few days after the newspaper stories concerning improved U.S.-Soviet relations, the Russians 

and Chinese officially announced their ideological split. Any benefits the United States hoped would 

accrue from this development in terms of a closer working relationship with Khrushchev, however, 

were swept away in 1964 when the Russian leader was removed from power by more hard-line elements 

of the Soviet government. Almost overnight, talk of “peaceful coexistence” disappeared and the Cold 

War divisions once again hardened. 

 

 Jul 06 1964 – Vietnam War:  Viet Cong Attack Special Forces at Nam Dong  »   At Nam Dong in the 

northern highlands of South Vietnam, an estimated 500-man Viet Cong battalion attacks an American 

Special Forces outpost. During a bitter battle, Capt. Roger C. Donlon, commander of the Special Forces 

A-Team, rallied his troops, treated the wounded, and directed defenses although he himself was 

wounded several times. After five hours of fighting, the Viet Cong withdrew. The battle resulted in an 

estimated 40 Viet Cong killed; two Americans, 1 Australian military adviser, and 57 South Vietnamese 

defenders also lost their lives. At a White House ceremony in December 1964, President Lyndon B. 

Johnson presented Captain Donlon with the first Medal of Honor of the Vietnam War. 

 

 Jul 06 1976 – U.S. Navy:  Women Inducted into U.S. Naval Academy   »   In Annapolis, Maryland, the 

United States Naval Academy admits women for the first time in its history with the induction of 81 

female midshipmen. In May 1980, Elizabeth Anne Rowe became the first woman member of the class 

to graduate. Four years later, Kristine Holderied became the first female midshipman to graduate at the 

top of her class. 
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     The U.S. Naval Academy opened in Annapolis in October 1845, with 50 midshipmen students and 

seven professors. Known as the Naval School until 1850, the curriculum included mathematics, 

navigation, gunnery, steam, chemistry, English, natural philosophy, and French. The Naval School 

officially became the U.S. Naval Academy in 1850, and a new curriculum went into effect requiring 

midshipmen to study at the Academy for four years and to train aboard ships each summer–the basic 

format that remains at the academy to this day. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jul 07 1777 – U.S. Revolutionary War:  Battle of Hubbardton – A tactical British victory but a 

strategic American victory.   The engagement in the Saratoga campaign was fought in the village of 

Hubbardton, Vermont. Vermont was then a disputed territory sometimes called the New Hampshire 

Grants, claimed by New York, New Hampshire, and the newly organized and not yet recognized but 

de facto independent government of Vermont. It was the only battle in Vermont during the revolution. 
 

      On the morning of 7 JUL British forces, under General Simon Fraser, caught up with the American 

rear guard of the forces retreating after the withdrawal from Fort Ticonderoga. The American retreat of 

2,000 troops from Fort Ticonderoga began late on 5 JUL after British cannons were seen on top of high 

ground, Mount Defiance that commanded the fort. The bulk of General Arthur St. Clair's army retreated 

through Hubbardton to Castleton, while the rear guard, commanded by Seth Warner, stopped at 

Hubbardton to rest and pick up stragglers. 
 

     British General Fraser, alerted to the American withdrawal early on 6 JUL, immediately set out in 

pursuit, leaving a message for General John Burgoyne to send reinforcements as quickly as possible. 

That night Fraser camped a few miles short of Hubbardton, and the German General Friedrich Adolf 

Riedesel, leading reinforcements, camped a few miles further back. Rising early in the morning, Fraser 

reached Hubbardton, where he surprised some elements of the American rear, while other elements 

managed to form defensive lines. In spirited battle, the Americans were driven back, but had almost 

succeeded in turning Fraser's left flank when Riedesel and his German reinforcements arrived, 

eventually scattering the American forces. 
 

     The battle took a large enough toll on the British force of 1030 troops that they did not further pursue 

the main American army. The many American prisoners were sent to Ticonderoga while most of the 

British troops made their way to Skenesboro to rejoin Burgoyne's army. Most of the scattered American 

remnants made their way to rejoin St. Clair's army on its way toward the Hudson River.  Casualties and 

losses:  U.S. ~367 & GB ~210. 
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 Jul 07 1798 – Quasi War:  Undeclared between U.S. & France   »   An undeclared war fought almost 

entirely at sea between the United States and France from 1798 to 1800, which broke out during the 

beginning of John Adams's presidency. After the French Monarchy was abolished in September 1792, 

the United States refused to continue repaying its large debt to France, which had supported the U.S. 

during its own War for Independence. The U.S. claimed that the debt had been owed to a previous 

regime. France was also outraged over the Jay Treaty and that the United States was actively trading 

with Britain, with whom France was at war. In response, France authorized privateers to conduct attacks 

on American shipping, seizing numerous merchant ships and ultimately leading the U.S. to retaliate. 
 

     The war was called "quasi" because it was undeclared. It involved two years of hostilities at sea, in 

which both navies and privateers attacked the other's shipping in the West Indies. Many of the battles 

involved famous naval officers such as Stephen Decatur, Silas Talbot and William Bainbridge. The 

unexpected fighting ability of the newly re-established U.S. Navy, which concentrated on attacking the 

French West Indian privateers, together with the growing weaknesses and final overthrow of the ruling 

French Directory, led the French foreign minister, Talleyrand, to reopen negotiations with the U.S. At 

the same time, Adams feuded with Alexander Hamilton over control of the Adams administration. 

Adams took sudden and unexpected action, rejecting the anti-French hawks in his own party and 

offering peace to France. In 1800 he sent William Vans Murray to France to negotiate peace; the 

Federalists cried betrayal. Hostilities ended with the signing of the Convention of 1800. 

 

 Jul 07 1846 – Mexican*American War:  American troops occupy Monterey and Yerba Buena, thus 

beginning the U.S. acquisition of California.  

 

 Jul 07 1863 – Civil War:  First Military Draft   »   The U.S. employed national conscription for the 

first time during the American Civil War. The vast majority of troops were volunteers; of the 2,100,000 

Union soldiers, about 2% were draftees, and another 6% were substitutes paid by draftees. The 

Confederacy had far fewer inhabitants than the Union, and Confederate President Jefferson Davis 

proposed their first conscription act on March 28, 1862; it was passed into law the next month. 

Resistance was both widespread and violent, with comparisons made between conscription and slavery. 

Both sides permitted conscripts to hire substitutes to serve in their place. In the Union, many states and 

cities offered bounties and bonuses for enlistment. They also arranged to take credit against their draft 

quota by claiming freed slaves who enlisted in the Union Army. 
 

    Although both sides resorted to conscription, the system did not work effectively in either. The 

Confederate Congress on April 16, 1862, passed an act requiring military service for three years from 

all males aged 18 to 35 not legally exempt; it later extended the obligation. The U.S. Congress followed 

with the Militia Act of 1862 authorizing a militia draft within a state when it could not meet its quota 

with volunteers. This state-administered system failed in practice and in 1863 Congress passed the 

Enrollment Act, the first genuine national conscription law, setting up under the Union Army an 

elaborate machine for enrolling and drafting men between twenty and forty-five years of age. Quotas 

were assigned in each state, the deficiencies in volunteers required to be met by conscription. 
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Rioters attacking a building during the New York anti-draft riots of 1863 

 

     Still, men drafted could provide substitutes, and until mid-1864 could even avoid service by paying 

$100 commutation money. Many eligible men pooled their money to cover the cost of any one of them 

drafted. Families used the substitute provision to select which member should go into the army and 

which would stay home. The other popular means of procuring a substitute was to pay a soldier whose 

period of enlistment was about to expire - the advantage of this method was that the Army could retain 

a trained veteran in place of a raw recruit. Of the 168,649 men procured for the Union Army through 

the draft, 117,986 were substitutes, leaving only 50,663 who had their personal services conscripted. 

There was much evasion and overt resistance to the draft, and the New York City draft riots were in 

direct response to the draft and were the first large-scale resistance against the draft in the United States. 
 

     The problem of Confederate desertion was aggravated by the inequitable inclinations of conscription 

officers and local judges. The three conscription acts of the Confederacy exempted certain categories, 

most notably the planter class, and enrolling officers and local judges often practiced favoritism, 

sometimes accepting bribes. Attempts to effectively deal with the issue were frustrated by conflict 

between state and local governments on the one hand and the national government of the Confederacy. 

 

 Jul 07 1863 – Native Americans:  Kit Carson Begins His Campaign   »   The Union’s Lt. Colonel 

Christopher “Kit” Carson leaves Santa Fe with his troops, beginning his campaign against the Native 

Americans of New Mexico and Arizona. A famed mountain man before the Civil War, Kit Carson was 

responsible for waging a destructive war against the Navajo that resulted in their removal from the Four 

Corners area to southeastern New Mexico. 
 

     Carson was perhaps the most famous trapper and guide in the West. He traveled with the expeditions 

of John C. Fremont in the 1840s, leading Fremont through the Great Basin. Fremont’s flattering 

portrayal of Carson made the mountain man a hero when the reports were published and widely read 

in the east. Later, Carson guided Stephen Watts Kearney to New Mexico during the Mexican-American 

War. In the 1850s he became the Indian agent for New Mexico, a position he left in 1861 to accept a 

commission as lieutenant colonel in the 1st New Mexico Volunteers. 
 

     Although Carson’s unit saw action in the New Mexico battles of 1862, he was most famous for his 

campaign against the Indians. Despite his reputation for being sympathetic and accommodating to tribes 

such as the Mescaleros, Kiowas and Navajo, Carson waged a brutal campaign against the Navajo in 
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1863. When bands of Navajo refused to accept confinement on reservations, Carson terrorized the 

Navajo lands–burning crops, destroying villages, and slaughtering livestock. Carson rounded up some 

8,000 Navajo and marched them across New Mexico for imprisonment on the Bosque Redondo 

Reservation, over 300 miles from their homes, where they remained for the duration of the war. 

 

 Jul 07 1865 – Civil War:  Four conspirators. Lewis Powell, David Herold, George Atzerodt, and 

Mary Surratt, in the assassination of President Abraham Lincoln are hanged.  
 

 
 

 Jul 07 1937 – China*Japan:   2nd Sino Japanese War (JUL 7, 1937 - SEP 9, 1945)   »   The largest 

Asian war in the twentieth century was fought between the Republic of China and the Empire of Japan 

before and during World War II. Although the two countries had fought intermittently since 1931, full-

scale war started in earnest in 1937 and ended only with the surrender of Japan in 1945. The war was 

the result of a decades-long Japanese imperialist policy aiming to dominate China politically and 

militarily to secure its vast raw material reserves and other resources. At the same time, the rising tide 

of Chinese nationalism and notions of self- determination stoked the coals of war.  
 

      Before 1937, China and Japan fought in small, localized engagements in so-called "incidents." Yet, 

the two sides, for a variety of reasons, refrained from fighting a total war. The 1931 invasion of 

Manchuria by Japan is known as the "Mukden Incident." The last of these incidents was the Marco 

Polo Bridge Incident of 1937, marking the official beginning of full scale war between the two 

countries. The invasion was condemned and declared illegal by the League of Nations but, as with the 

Italian occupation of Ethiopia from 1935, it was not able to enforce any sanctions.  
 

     Germany and the Soviet Union did provide support to the Chinese before the war escalated to the 

Asian theater of World War II. Prior to the outbreak of the war, Germany and China had close economic 

and military cooperation, with Germany helping China modernize its industry and military in exchange 

for raw materials. More than half of the German arms exports during its rearmament period were to 

China. Nevertheless the proposed 30 new divisions equipped and trained with Germany assistance did 

not materialize when Germany withdrew its support in 1938. 

When on 20 FEB 1938 Adolf Hitler announces his support for Japan. 
 

      From 1937 to 1941, China fought alone. After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the Second 

Sino-Japanese War merged into the greater conflict of World War II. Japan, like Italy, was late in 

launching its extra-territorial imperial project. This was not an expression of the will of the people, but 

of the militaristic leaders of the nation at the time. However, it was also an assertion of Japan's status 
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as a power in her own right. Having successfully warded off the interference by the European colonial 

powers of the U.S., she now aspired to become an imperial power in the image of those who had tried 

to dominate her, so blame for atrocities that were committed ought properly to be shared. All imperial 

powers, including those who censured Japan's actions as immoral, have committed crimes against 

humanity. 

 

 Jul 07 1941 – Post WW2:  U.S. Occupies Iceland   »   U.S. forces land in Iceland to forestall Nazi 

invasion. The neutral United States moves closer to war with Germany when U.S. forces land on Iceland 

to take over its garrisoning from the British. From thereon, the U.S. Navy had the responsibility of 

protecting convoys in the nearby sea routes from attack by German submarines. With Iceland and its 

nearby sea routes under U.S. protection, the British Royal Navy was freer to defend its embattled 

Mediterranean positions. 
 

     The occupation of Iceland came less than a month after President Franklin D. Roosevelt froze all 

German and Italian assets in the United States and expelled the countries’ diplomats in response to the 

German torpedoing of the American destroyer Robin Moor. Much of the North Atlantic was now in the 

American sphere, and U.S. warships patrolled the area for German submarines, notifying London of all 

enemy activity. The United States officially entered World War II after Japan attacked the Pearl Harbor 

naval base in Hawaii in December 1941. 

 

 Jul 07 1942 – WW2:  Himmler Decides to Begin Medical Experiments on Auschwitz Prisoners  »   

Heinrich Himmler, in league with three others, including a physician, decides to begin experimenting 

on women in the Auschwitz concentration camps and to investigate extending this experimentation on 

males. 
 

 

 

     Himmler, architect of Hitler’s program to exterminate Europe’s Jewish population, convened a 

conference in Berlin to discuss the prospects for using concentration camp prisoners as objects of 

medical experiments. The other attendees were the head of the Concentration Camp Inspectorate, SS 

General Richard Glueks (hospital chief), SS Major-General Gebhardt and Professor Karl Clauberg (one 

of Germany’s leading gynecologists). The result of the conference was that a major program of medical 

experimentation on Jewish women at Auschwitz was agreed upon. These experiments were to be 

carried out in such a way as to ensure that the prisoners were not aware of what was being done to them. 

(The experimentation would take the form of sterilization via massive doses of radiation or uterine 

injections.) It was also decided to consult with an X-ray specialist about the prospects of using X rays 

to castrate men and demonstrating this on male Jewish prisoners. Adolf Hitler endorsed this plan on the 

condition that it remained top secret. 
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     That Heinrich Himmler would propose such a conference or endorse such a program should come 

as no surprise to anyone familiar with his resume. As head of the Schutzstaffel (“Armed Black Shirts 

or Protection Squad”), the SS, the military arm of the Nazi Party, and assistant chief of the Gestapo (the 

secret police), Himmler was able over time to consolidate his control over all police forces of the Reich. 

This power grab would prove highly effective in carrying out the Fuhrer’s Final Solution. It was 

Himmler who organized the creation of death camps throughout Eastern Europe and the creation of a 

pool of slave laborers. 

 

 Jul 07 1944 – WW2:  USS Scape (SS-305) departed Midway on 23 JUN on her fifth war patrol to be 

conducted off the Kuril Islands. On 7 JUL she intercepted a convoy of five Japanese ships and escorting 

destroyers in the Sea of Okhotsk.  Skate fired three torpedoes at the trailing destroyer, Usugumo which 

sank in six minutes, leaving 49 survivors from a crew of 316.  The submarine was then forced deep by 

the other escorts and depth charged for over two hours before escaping. On 15 July, the submarine sank 

a cargo ship taking two prisoners and, on the following day, another cargo ship was also sent to the 

bottom. Skate terminated her fifth patrol at Pearl Harbor on 7 August. 

 

 Jul 07 1944 – WW2:  Battle of Saipan Banzai Charge   »   After a few weeks of fighting, it was obvious 

that the Japanese had lost the battle. By the end of June the remaining Japanese forces and civilians had 

been corralled into the northern tip of the island. Emperor Hirohito, who the Japanese revered as a 

demi-god, issued what was to be a tragically fateful imperial order when word reached him that Saipan 

was sure to be lost. The order stated that all Japanese citizens – soldiers and civilians alike – on Saipan 

were to commit suicide rather than surrender to the Americans. To the average Westerner, raised in a 

secular nation, such an order would seem utterly insane. WWII-era Japanese, however, were raised in 

a culture in which ritual suicide was a perfectly acceptable, rational means to avoid dishonor, reverse 

disgrace, and to restore disrupted social order. The concept manifested itself in wartime Japan through 

kamikaze and banzai attacks against their enemies, as well as seppuku suicides by officers who lost 

battles, which was called kakugo no jisatsu (“suicide of resolve”). 
 

     Accordingly, Lieutenant-General Yoshisugu Saito ordered all the remaining Japanese troops on the 

island to amass and die in honor of the Emperor, in a mass banzai charge at the American forces. In 

what was to be the largest banzai charge of the entire war, 4,000 Japanese troops – with the most able-

bodied at the front, down to the sick and wounded at the rear, hobbling or limping along without 

weapons, along with a number of civilians carrying improvised bamboo spears – engaged the American 

Marines and Army forces in a suicidal frontal charge. 4,000 Japanese troops – with the most able-

bodied at the front, down to the sick and wounded at the rear, hobbling or limping along without 

weapons, along with a number of civilians carrying improvised bamboo spears – engaged the American 

Marines and Army forces in a suicidal frontal charge. The ensuing battle lasted fifteen hours, and almost 

all of the Japanese troops were killed – but not before they killed or wounded 650 American soldiers.  

 

 Jul 07 1955 – Vietnam War:  China Announces It Will Provide Aid to Hanoi    »    Officials in China 

and Hanoi announce that Beijing will extend 800 million yuan (about $200 million) in economic aid 

to Hanoi. This announcement followed a trip to Beijing by Ho Chi Minh and his ministers of finance, 

industry, agriculture, education and health. On July 18, the Soviet Union announced that it would 

grant Hanoi 400 million rubles (about $100 million) in economic aid. This aid from fellow 

communist nations helped sustain North Vietnam in its war against the South Vietnamese and their 
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American allies until 1975, when they defeated the South Vietnamese forces and reunified the 

country. 

 

 Jul 07 1964 – Vietnam War:  New Ambassador Arrives in Saigon   »   Gen. Maxwell Taylor, the new 

ambassador to South Vietnam, arrives in Saigon. As a military man with considerable experience in 

Vietnam, he was viewed by the South Vietnamese government, the U.S. military establishment, and the 

Johnson administration as the ideal individual to coordinate and invigorate the war effort. Presumably 

because of his arrival, a bomb was thrown at the U.S. Embassy and two grenades exploded elsewhere in 

Saigon; no one was injured and only slight damage was caused. 

 

 Jul 07 1969 – Vietnam War:  First U.S. Troops Withdrawn From South Vietnam   »   A battalion of 

the U.S. 9th Infantry Division leaves Saigon in the initial withdrawal of U.S. troops. The 814 soldiers 

were the first of 25,000 troops that were withdrawn in the first stage of the U.S. disengagement from the 

war. There would be 14 more increments in the withdrawal, but the last U.S. troops did not leave until 

after the Paris Peace Accords were signed in January 1973. 

 

 Jul 07 1969 – Cold War:  Samantha Smith Leaves For Visit to the USSR   »   Samantha Smith, an 11-

year-old American girl, begins a two-week visit to the Soviet Union at the invitation of Soviet leader 

Yuri Andropov. Some American observers believed that Smith was merely being used by the Soviets 

for their own propaganda purposes, while others saw her visit as a positive step toward improving U.S.-

Russian relations. 
 

 
 

     In April 1983, the Soviet government released a letter written by Smith to Andropov as part of a 

school project. In the letter, Smith asked Andropov about his country and whether he wanted peace 

with the United States. Surprisingly, Andropov answered the letter personally, assuring Smith that he 

had the greatest friendliness toward America and wished only for peace and mutual understanding. He 

ended by inviting Smith to come see the Soviet Union for herself. The fifth grader accepted Andropov’s 

offer and the trip was set for July 1983. Almost immediately, Smith’s family was flooded with letters 

from Americans, most of whom supported Samantha’s decision. Many, however, sharply criticized her 

upcoming visit, claiming that it was merely a propaganda ploy by the communists. To some extent, 

they were right: Andropov clearly saw the Smith visit as an opportunity to try to dispel some negative 

impressions of the Soviet Union. On the other hand, Andropov also was clear about wanting closer 

relations with the West, and his invitation to the small girl was one way of indicating this desire. 
 

     During her two weeks in Russia, Smith was treated as a VIP and given a carefully arranged tour of 

the Soviet Union. However, she also found time to speak to groups of Soviet citizens who made no 
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attempt to hide some of the problems facing their nation, particularly food shortages. For her part, Smith 

absolutely charmed her hosts and became a famous figure almost overnight. Arriving back in the United 

States two weeks later, she indicated that she firmly believed that the Soviets “want no harm to the 

world, just like us.” When asked whether she would like to live in Russia, she praised her communist 

hosts but declared that she would “rather live in my own country.” 

 

 Jul 07 1976 – U.S. Army:   Female Cadets Enrolled at West Point   »   For the first time in history, 

women are enrolled into the United States Military Academy at West Point, New York. On May 28, 

1980, 62 of these female cadets graduated and were commissioned as second lieutenants. 
 

 
 

     The United States Military Academy–the first military school in America–was founded by Congress 

in 1802 for the purpose of educating and training young men in the theory and practice of military 

science. Established at West Point, New York, the U.S. Military Academy is often simply known as 

West Point. Located on the high west bank of New York’s Hudson River, West Point was the site of a 

Revolutionary-era fort built to protect the Hudson River Valley from British attack. In 1780, Patriot 

General Benedict Arnold, the commander of the fort, agreed to surrender West Point to the British in 

exchange for 6,000 English pounds. However, the plot was uncovered before it fell into British hands, 

and Arnold fled to the British for protection. 
 

     Ten years after the establishment of the U.S. Military Academy in 1802, the growing threat of 

another war with Great Britain resulted in Congressional action to expand the academy’s facilities and 

increase the West Point corps. Beginning in 1817, the U.S. Military Academy was reorganized by 

superintendent Sylvanus Thayer–later known as the “father of West Point”–and the school became one 

of the nation’s finest sources of civil engineers. During the Mexican-American War, West Point 

graduates filled the leading ranks of the victorious U.S. forces, and with the outbreak of the Civil War 

former West Point classmates regretfully lined up against one another in the defense of their native 

states. 
 

     In 1870, the first African American cadet was admitted into the U.S. Military Academy, and in 1976, 

the first female cadets. The academy is now under the general direction and supervision of the 

department of the U.S. Army and has an enrollment of more than 4,000 students. 

 

 Jul 07 1986 – Cold War:  Russia Arrests Dmitri Polyakov   »   Soviet General and spy for the US, 

Polyakov revealed Soviet secrets to the FBI and the Central Intelligence Agency. In the CIA, he was 

known by code names BOURBON and ROAM, while the (FBI) knew him as TOPHAT.  After WW2 

he joined Soviet Military Intelligence, the GRU. His first mission was with the Soviet delegation to the 
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Military Staff Committee of the United Nations in New York from 1951–1956. On his second 1959–

1961 assignment to New York he approached FBI counterintelligence agents to offer his services as an 

informant. 
 

      For 25 years, he remained an informant as he rose through the ranks, eventually becoming a general. 

CIA officers speak in superlatives about the kind of information he provided. Some in the CIA feel that 

Polyakov became a mole because he was disgusted with the corruption of the Soviet Party elite. It was 

also suggested that he was embittered because Soviet leadership denied him permission to take his 

seriously ill son, the eldest of three, to a hospital in New York where he could get adequate medical 

attention. This son died as a result of the illness and soon after, Polyakov began his informant activities 
 

     Sandy Grimes said of him, "Polyakov was our crown jewel ...the best source at least to my 

knowledge that American intelligence has ever had and I would submit, although I certainly can't be 

certain, but the best source that any intelligence service has ever had." James Woolsey said of him, 

"Polyakov was the jewel in the crown." CIA and FBI officials, including Deputy Director William 

Sullivan, believed that, at some point, Polyakov was turned by the Soviets and made into a triple agent 

who deceived the West with misinformation. Among the important information Polyakov provided 

was: 

o Evidence of the growing rift between the Soviet Union and China. This information played a 

crucial role in President Richard Nixon's decision to open diplomatic relations with China in 

1972. 

o Technical data on Soviet-made antitank missiles. While the US never fought the Soviet Union 

directly, knowledge of these weapons proved invaluable when Iraq employed them in the Gulf 

War. 

o Proof of spying done by Frank Bossard for the USSR. 
 

     Polyakov was arrested by the KGB six years after his retirement from the GRU. His contacts at the 

CIA had no information about what might have happened to him. Only later, it became clear that he 

was betrayed by both Robert Hanssen, a FBI Agent who spied for the Soviet, and Aldrich Ames, a 

former CIA agent turned KGB double agent.  In 1988, Polyakov was sentenced to death for treason and 

was executed. 

 

 Jul 07 2005 – Terrorism:  Terrorists Attack London Transit System at Rush Hour   »   In the morning 

bombs are detonated in three crowded London subways and one bus during the peak of the city’s rush 

hour. The synchronized suicide bombings, which were thought to be the work of al-Qaida, killed 56 

people including the bombers and injured another 700. It was the largest attack on Great Britain since 

World War II. No warning was given. 
 

     The train bombings targeted the London Underground, the city’s subway system. Nearly 

simultaneous explosions, at about 8:50 a.m., occurred on trains in three locations: between the Aldgate 

and Liverpool Street stations on the Circle Line; between the Russell Square and King’s Cross stations 

on the Piccadilly Line; and at the Edgware Road station, also on the Circle Line. Almost an hour later, 

a double-decker bus on Upper Woburn Place near Tavistock Square was also hit; the bus’s roof was 

ripped off by the blast. 
 

     The attacks took place as world leaders, including British Prime Minister Tony Blair, were meeting 

at the G8 summit in nearby Scotland. In his remarks after learning of the blasts, Blair called the attacks 
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barbaric and pointed out that their taking place at the same time as the G8 summit was most likely 

purposeful. Later, he vowed to see those responsible brought to justice and that Great Britain, a major 

partner with the U.S. in the war in Iraq, would not be intimidated by terrorists. 
 

     Of the four suicide bombers, three were born in Great Britain and one in Jamaica. Three lived in or 

near Leeds in West Yorkshire; one resided in Aylesbury in Buckinghamshire. Al-Qaida officially 

claimed responsibility for the attacks on September 1, 2005, in a videotape released to the al-Jazeera 

television network. Two weeks later on 21 JUL a second set of four bombings was attempted, also 

targeting the city’s transit system, but failed when the explosives only partially detonated. The four 

men alleged to be responsible for the failed attacks were arrested in late July. An estimated 3 million 

people ride the London Underground every day, with another 6.5 million using the city’s bus system. 

 

 Jul 07 2017 – United Nations:  Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons   »   The first legally 

binding international agreement to comprehensively prohibit nuclear weapons, with the goal of leading 

towards their total elimination is passed.  In order to come into effect, signature and ratification by at 

least 50 countries is required. As of July 2020, 39 states have ratified the treaty. For those nations that 

are party to it, the treaty prohibits the development, testing, production, stockpiling, stationing, transfer, 

use and threat of use of nuclear weapons, as well as assistance and encouragement to the prohibited 

activities. For nuclear armed states joining the treaty, it provides for a time-bound framework for 

negotiations leading to the verified and irreversible elimination of its nuclear weapons program. 
 

     The mandate adopted by the UN General Assembly on 23 December 2016 scheduled two sessions 

for negotiations: 27 to 31 March and from 15 June to 7 July, 2017. The treaty passed on schedule 7 

JUL with 122 in favor, 1 against (Netherlands), and 1 official abstention (Singapore). 69 nations did 

not vote, among them all of the nuclear weapon states and all NATO members except the Netherlands. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 
 Jul 08 1758 – French and Indian War:  Battle of Carillon   »   The Battle, also known as also known as 

the 1758 Battle of Ticonderoga, was fought during the French and Indian War which was part of the global Seven 

Years' War. It was fought near Fort Carillon (now known as Fort Ticonderoga) on the shore of Lake Champlain 

in the frontier area between the British colony of New York and the French colony of New France. 
 

     In the battle, which took place primarily on a rise about three-quarters of a mile (one km) from the fort itself, 

a French army of about 3,600 men under General Marquis de Montcalm and the Chevalier de Levis decisively 

defeated an overwhelmingly numerically superior force of British troops under General James Abercrombie, 

which frontally assaulted an entrenched French position without using field artillery, a lack that left the British 

and their allies vulnerable and allowed the French to win a decisive victory. The battle was the bloodiest of the 

American theater of the war, with over 3,000 casualties suffered. French losses were about 400, while more than 

2,000 were British. 
 

     Many military historians have cited the Battle as a classic example of tactical military incompetence. 

Abercrombie, confident of a quick victory, ignored several viable military options, such as flanking the French 

breastworks, waiting for his artillery, or laying siege to the fort. Instead, relying on a flawed report from a young 

military engineer, and ignoring some of that engineer's recommendations, he decided in favor of a direct frontal 

assault on the thoroughly entrenched French, without the benefit of artillery. Montcalm, while concerned about 

the weak military position of the fort, conducted the defense with spirit. However, due in part to a lack of time, 
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he committed strategic errors in preparing the area's defenses that a competent attacker could have exploited, and 

he made tactical errors that made the attackers' job easier. 
 

    The fort, abandoned by its garrison, was captured by the British the following year, and it has been known as 

Fort Ticonderoga (after its location) ever since. This battle gave the fort a reputation for impregnability that had 

an effect on future military operations in the area. Despite several large-scale military movements through the 

area, in both the French and Indian War and the American Revolutionary War, this was the only major battle 

fought near the fort's location. 

 
 Jul 08 1776 – U.S. Revolutionary War:  Liberty Bell Tolls To Announce Declaration of Independence   

»   A 2,000-pound copper-and-tin bell now known as the “Liberty Bell” rings out from the tower of the 

Pennsylvania State House (now Independence Hall) in Philadelphia, summoning citizens to the first 

public reading of the Declaration of Independence. Four days earlier, the historic document had been 

adopted by delegates to the Continental Congress, but the bell did not ring to announce the issuing of 

the document until the Declaration of Independence returned from the printer on 8 JUL. 
 

 
 

     In 1751, to commemorate the 50-year anniversary of Pennsylvania’s original constitution, the 

Pennsylvania Provincial Assembly ordered the bell to be constructed. After being cracked during a test, 

and then recast twice, the bell was hung from the State House steeple in June 1753. Rung to call the 

Pennsylvania Assembly together and to summon people for special announcements and events, it was 

also rung on important occasions, such as King George III’s 1761 ascension to the British throne and, 

in 1765, to call the people together to discuss Parliament’s controversial Stamp Act. With the outbreak 

of the American Revolution in April 1775, the bell was rung to announce the battles of Lexington and 

Concord. Its most famous tolling, however, was on July 8, 1776, when it summoned Philadelphia 

citizens for the first reading of the Declaration of Independence. 
 

     As the British advanced toward Philadelphia in the fall of 1777, the bell was removed from the city 

and hidden in Allentown to save it from being melted down by the British and used to make cannons. 

After the British defeat in 1781, the bell was returned to Philadelphia, which served as the nation’s 

capital from 1790 to 1800. In addition to marking important events, the bell tolled annually to celebrate 

George Washington’s birthday on 22 FEB and the Fourth of July. The name “Liberty Bell” was first 

coined in an 1839 poem in an abolitionist pamphlet. 
 

     The question of when the Liberty Bell acquired its famous fracture has been the subject of a good 

deal of historical debate. In the most commonly accepted account, the bell suffered a major break while 

tolling for the funeral of the chief justice of the United States, John Marshall, in 1835, and in 1846 the 

crack expanded to its present size while in use to mark Washington’s Birthday. After that date, it was 

regarded as unsuitable for ringing, but it was still ceremoniously tapped on occasion to commemorate 
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important events. On June 6, 1944, when Allied forces invaded France, the sound of the bell’s dulled 

ring was broadcast by radio across the United States. 
 

     In 1976, the Liberty Bell was moved to a new pavilion about 100 yards from Independence Hall in 

preparation for America’s bicentennial celebrations. It remains there today and is visited by more than 

1 million people each year. 

 

 Jul 08 1776 – U.S. Revolutionary War:  George Washington headquarters at West Point for his 

Continental Army 

 

 Jul 08 1853 – U.S.*Japan:   Commodore Perry Sails into Tokyo Bay   »   Commodore Matthew 

Calbraith Perry, representing the U.S. government, sails into Tokyo Bay, Japan, with a squadron of four 

vessels. For a time, Japanese officials refused to speak with Perry, but under threat of attack by the 

superior American ships they accepted letters from President Millard Fillmore, making the United 

States the first Western nation to establish relations with Japan since it had been declared closed to 

foreigners two centuries before. Only the Dutch and the Chinese were allowed to continue trade with 

Japan after 1639, but this trade was restricted and confined to the island of Dejima at Nagasaki. 
 

     After giving Japan time to consider the establishment of external relations, Commodore Perry 

returned to Tokyo with nine ships in March 1854. On 31 MAR, he signed the Treaty of Kanagawa with 

the Japanese government, opening the ports of Shimoda and Hakodate to American trade and permitting 

the establishment of a U.S. consulate in Japan. In April 1860, the first Japanese diplomats to visit a 

foreign power in over 200 years reached Washington, D.C., and remained in the U.S. capital for several 

weeks, discussing expansion of trade with the United States. Treaties with other Western powers 

followed soon after, contributing to the collapse of the shogunate and ultimately the modernization of 

Japan. 

 

 Jul 08 1861– Civil War:   Army of New Mexico [aka. Sibley’s Brigade   »   Confederate General Sibley 

is given command of rebel troops in New Mexico territory.  Its original strength was about 2,500. Three 

regiments of mounted rifles originally formed the army, and other units already in the territory were 

added as the campaign progressed. 

 

 Jul 08 1898 – U.S.*Cuba:   U.S. battle fleet under Admiral George Dewey occupies Isla Grande at 

Manila 

 

 Jul 08 1915 – Pre WWI:   The Germans reply to US President Woodrow Wilson's second Lusitania 

note by saying that Americans may sail on clearly marked neutral ships, but Germany does not deal 

with Wilson's other demands 

 

 Jul 08 1918 – WWI:   Ernest Hemingway Wounded on the Italian Front   »   The 18-year-old ambulance 

driver for the American Red Cross, is struck by a mortar shell while serving on the Italian front, along 

the Piave delta.  A native of Oak Park, Illinois, Hemingway was working as a reporter for the Kansas 

City Star when war broke out in Europe in 1914. He volunteered for the Red Cross in France before 

the American entrance into the war in April 1917 and was later transferred to the Italian front, where 

he was on hand for a string of Italian successes along the Piave delta in the first days of July 1918, 

during which 3,000 Austrians were taken prisoner. 
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Ernest Hemingway (left & right) and Nurse Agnes von Kurowsky seven years his senior 

 

     On the night of July 8, 1918, Hemingway was struck by an Austrian mortar shell while handing out 

chocolate to Italian soldiers in a dugout. The blow knocked him unconscious and buried him in the 

earth of the dugout; fragments of shell entered his right foot and his knee and struck his thighs, scalp 

and hand. Two Italian soldiers standing between Hemingway and the shell’s point of impact were not 

so lucky, however: one was killed instantly and another had both his legs blown off and died soon 

afterwards. Hemingway’s friend Ted Brumbach, who visited him in the hospital, wrote to Hemingway’s 

parents that: A third Italian was badly wounded and this one Ernest, after he had regained 

consciousness, picked up on his back and carried to the first aid dugout. He says he did not remember 

how he got there, nor that he carried the man, until the next day, when an Italian officer told him all 

about it and said that it had been voted to give him a valor medal for the act. As Brumbach reported, 

Hemingway was awarded an Italian medal of valor, the Croce de Guerra, for his service. As he wrote 

in his own letter home after the incident: Everything is fine and I am very comfortable and one of the 

best surgeons in Milan is looking after my wounds. 
 

     Hemingway’s experiences in Italy during World War I would become an integral part of his larger-

than-life persona, as well as the material for one of his best-loved novels, A Farewell to Arms, which 

chronicles the love of a young American ambulance driver for a beautiful English nurse on the Italian 

front during the Great War. 

 

 Jul 08 1941 – WW2:   Germany mandates all Jews living in Baltic States wear a Jewish Star. 

 

 Jul 08 1943 – WW2:  U-232 Sunk  »   The German submarine was laid down on 17 January 1942 at 

the Friedrich Krupp Germaniawerft yard at Kiel as yard number 662, launched on 15 OCT and 

commissioned on 28 NOV under the command of Kapitänleutnant Ernst Ziehm. After training with the 

5th U-boat Flotilla at Kiel, U-232 was transferred to the 9th U-boat Flotilla in Brest on 1 May 1943, 

for front-line service. In one war patrol, the U-boat sank or damaged no merchant ships. She was a 

member of three wolfpacks. U-232's inaugural patrol with 9th U-boat Flotilla took her from Kiel to the 

Atlantic Ocean via the gap between Iceland and the Faroe Islands. While heading for the Bay of Biscay, 

she was attacked and sunk by an American USAAF Liberator on 8 July 1943. Forty-six men died; there 

were no survivors. 
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 Jul 08 1947 – WW2:   German General’s Diary Reveals Hitler’s Plans For Russia   »   Upon the 

German army’s invasion of Pskov, 180 miles from Leningrad, Russia, the chief of the German army 

general staff, General Franz Halder, records in his diary Hitler’s plans for Moscow and Leningrad: “To 

dispose fully of their population, which otherwise we shall have to feed during the winter.” 
 

     On 22 JUN, the Germans had launched a massive invasion of the Soviet Union, with over 3 million 

men. Enormous successes were enjoyed, thanks in large part to a disorganized and unsuspecting 

Russian army. By 8 JUL, more than 280,000 Soviet prisoners had been taken and almost 2,600 tanks 

destroyed. The Axis power was already a couple of hundred miles inside Soviet territory. Stalin was in 

a panic, even executing generals who had failed to stave off the invaders. 
 

                                                                                                                                         

 

     Franz Halder, as chief of staff, had been keeping a diary of the day-to-day decision-making process. 

As Hitler became emboldened by his successes in Russia, Halder recorded that the “Fuhrer is firmly 

determined to level Moscow and Leningrad to the ground.” Halder also records Hitler’s 

underestimation of the Russian army’s numbers and the bitter infighting between factions within the 

military about strategy. Halder, among others, wanted to make straight for the capital, Moscow; Hitler 

wanted to meet up with Field Marshal Wilhelm Leeb’s army group, which was making its way toward 

Leningrad. The advantage Hitler had against the Soviets would not last. Winter was approaching and 

so was the advantage such conditions would give the Russians. 

 

 Jul 08 1947 – U.S. Air Force:   The Roswell Incident   »   Debris recovered from the crash of an 

experimental high-altitude surveillance balloon belonging to what was then a classified (top secret) 

USAF program named Mogul. UFO proponents maintain that an alien craft was found, its occupants 

were captured, and that the military engaged in a massive cover-up. 
 

 
Roswell Daily Record announcing the "capture" of a "flying saucer." 

 

 Jul 08 1948 – U.S. Air Force:   The United States Air Force accepts its first female recruits into a 

program called Women in the Air Force (WAF). 
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 Jul 08 1950 – Korean War:  MacArthur Named Korean Commander   »   The day after the U.N. 

Security Council recommended that all U.N. forces in Korea be placed under the command of the U.S. 

military, General Douglas MacArthur, the hero of the war against Japan, is appointed head of the United 

Nations Command by President Harry S. Truman. 
 

     MacArthur, the son of a top-ranking army general who fought in the Civil War, was commissioned 

as an army lieutenant in 1903. During World War I, MacArthur served as a commander of the famed 

84th Infantry Brigade. During the 1920s, he was stationed primarily in the Philippines, a U.S. 

commonwealth, and in the first half of the 1930s he served as U.S. Army chief of staff. In 1935, with 

Japanese expansion underway in the Pacific, President Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed MacArthur 

military adviser to the government of the Philippines. In 1941, five months before Japan bombed Pearl 

Harbor, he was named commander of all U.S. armed forces in the Pacific. 
 

     After the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor, he conducted the defense of the Philippines against 

great odds. In March 1942, with Japanese victory imminent, Roosevelt ordered MacArthur to Australia, 

but the American general famously promised the Philippines “I shall return.” Five months later, the 

great U.S. counteroffensive against Japan began. On October 20, 1944, after advancing island by island 

across the South Pacific, MacArthur waded onto the Philippines’ shores. Eleven months later, he 

officiated the Japanese surrender and then served as the effective ruler of Japan during a productive 

five-year occupation. 
 

     After North Korea invaded South Korea on June 25, 1950, MacArthur was appointed supreme 

commander of the U.S.-led U.N. force sent to aid the South. In September, he organized a risky but 

highly successful landing at Inchon, and by October North Korean forces had been driven back across 

the 38th parallel. With President Truman’s approval, U.N. forces crossed into North Korea and 

advanced all the way to the Yalu River–the border between North Korea and communist China–despite 

warnings that this would provoke Chinese intervention. When China did intervene, forcing U.N. forces 

into a desperate retreat, MacArthur pressed for permission to bomb China. President Truman, fearing 

the Cold War implications of an expanded war in the Far East, refused. MacArthur then publicly 

threatened to escalate hostilities with China in defiance of Truman’s stated war policy, leading Truman 

to fire him on April 11, 1951. 
 

     For his action against General MacArthur, the celebrated hero of the war against Japan, Truman was 

subjected to a torrent of attacks, and some Republicans called for his impeachment. On April 17, 

MacArthur returned to U.S. soil for the first time since before World War II and was given a hero’s 

welcome. Two days later, he announced the end of his military career before a joint meeting of 

Congress, declaring, “Old soldiers never die; they just fade away.” After unsuccessfully running for the 

Republican presidential nomination in 1952, MacArthur did indeed fade from public view. He died in 

1964. 

 

 Jul 08 1959 – Vietnam War:  First Americans Killed in South Vietnam   »    Maj. Dale R. Ruis and 

Master Sgt. Chester M. Ovnand become the first Americans killed in the American phase of the 

Vietnam War when guerrillas strike a Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) compound in Bien 

Hoa, 20 miles northeast of Saigon. The group had arrived in South Vietnam on November 1, 1955, to 

provide military assistance. The organization consisted of U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine 
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Corps personnel who provided advice and assistance to the Ministry of Defense, Joint General Staff, 

corps and division commanders, training centers, and province and district headquarters. 

 

 Jul 08 1960 – Cold War:  Pilot Francis Gary Powers Charged With Espionage   »   Shot down just 

two months before while flying a secret mission over Moscow, CIA pilot Francis Gary Powers is 

charged with espionage by the Soviet Union on July 8, 1960. Although he would not be found guilty 

until 17 AUG of the same year, Powers’ indictment signaled a massive setback in the peace process 

between the United States and the Soviet Union. 
 

 
 

     By 1960, the 31-year-old Powers was already a veteran of several covert aerial reconnaissance 

missions. The CIA recruited him in 1956 to fly the Lockheed U-2, a spy plane that could reach altitudes 

of 80,000 feet, essentially making it invulnerable to Soviet anti-aircraft weapons. The U-2 was equipped 

with a state-of-the-art camera designed to snap high-resolution photos from the edge of the atmosphere. 
 

     The Soviets had been well aware of U-2 missions since 1956, but did not have the technology to 

launch counter-measures until 1960. On what turned out to be Powers’ last flight for the CIA on 1 

MAY, the Soviets shadowed his U-2 at a lower altitude, then took him down as he crossed over 

Sverdlosk, deep in enemy territory. To make matters worse, Powers was unable to activate the plane’s 

self-destruct mechanism, as instructed, before he parachuted safely to the ground, right into the hands 

of the KGB. 
 

     When the U.S. government learned of Powers’ disappearance over the Soviet Union, it issued a 

cover statement claiming that a “weather plane” had crashed down after its pilot had “difficulties with 

his oxygen equipment.” What U.S. President Dwight Eisenhower did not realize was that the plane 

landed almost fully intact, and the Soviets recovered its photography equipment, as well as Powers, 

whom they interrogated extensively for months before he made a “voluntary confession” and public 

apology for his part in U.S. espionage. 
 

      The timing couldn’t have been worse for the United States. A major summit–with the theme of 

detente and progress toward peace–between the United States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain and 

France was to begin that month. Instead, Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev launched into a tirade 

against the United States, openly accusing the Americans of being “militarist” and “unable to call a halt 

to their war effort.” Khrushchev then stormed out, effectively ending the conference and setting back 

the peace process a considerable number of years. 
 

     On August 17, 1960, Powers was sentenced to 10 years in prison, but was released after two, in 

exchange for Soviet spy Rudolf Abel. Though Powers claimed he had not divulged details of the U-2 
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program, he received a cold reception upon his return to the United States. Not until May 1, 2000, the 

40th anniversary of the U-2 incident and 23 years after Powers’ death in a helicopter crash, did the 

United States award him the medals of distinction he was denied during his lifetime. 

 

 Jul 08 1965 – Vietnam War:  Taylor Resigns Saigon Post   »   Ambassador Maxwell Taylor resigns 

from his post in Vietnam. Former Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge replaced Taylor. As ambassador, 

Taylor had pressed for the return of civilian rule after a military coup had overthrown President Ngo 

Dinh Diem in November 1963. Although Taylor had initially opposed the employment of U.S. combat 

troops, he had come to accept this strategy.  
 

 
 

     However, Taylor had an argument with Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara and General 

William Westmoreland, U.S. commander in South Vietnam, at a conference in Honolulu in April. He 

took exception with the shift in strategy from counterinsurgency to large-scale ground operations by 

U.S. units. According to journalist David Halberstam, this argument marked “the last time that Max 

Taylor was a major player, his farewell in fact.” Upon his return to the United States, Taylor served as 

a special consultant to President Lyndon B. Johnson and was a member of the Senior Advisory Group–

who became known as the “Wise! Men”–that convened in March 1968 to advise the president on the 

course of the war. 

 

 Jul 08 1965 – Vietnam War:  President Johnson decrees that a Vietnam Service Medal be awarded to 

Americans serving in the conflict, even though there had been no official declaration of war. There 

were 16,300 U.S. troops in South Vietnam at the end of 1964. With Johnson’s decision to send U.S. 

combat units, total U.S. strength in South Vietnam would reach 184,300 by the end of 1965. 

 

 Jul 08 1994 – Post Vietnam War:  North Korea’s “Great Leader” Dies  »  Kim Il Sung, the communist 

dictator of North Korea since 1948, dies of a heart attack at the age of 82. 
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     In the 1930s, Kim fought against the Japanese occupation of Korea and was singled out by Soviet 

authorities, who sent him to the USSR for military and political training. He became a communist and 

fought in the Soviet Red Army in World War II. In 1945, Korea was divided into Soviet and American 

spheres, and in 1948 Kim became the first leader of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North 

Korea). Hoping to reunify Korea by force, Kim launched an invasion of South Korea in June 1950, 

thereby igniting the Korean War, which ended in a stalemate in 1953. 
 

     During the next four decades, Kim led his country into a deep isolation from even its former 

communist allies, and relations with South Korea remained tense. Repressive rule and a personality 

cult that celebrated him as the “Great Leader” kept him in power until his death in 1994. He was 

succeeded as president by his son, Kim Jong Il, whose reign has been equally repressive and isolating. 

In recent years, Kim Jong Il has earned censure from much of the world for his continuing attempts to 

manufacture nuclear weapons, even as millions of his country’s people live in poverty. 

 

 Jul 08 2019 – Iran: Nuclear Deal  Limits Breached  »  International Atomic Energy Agency, the U.N.’s 

nuclear watchdog, confirmed that Iran surpassed the enrichment threshold of 4.5%, just breaking the 

limit set by its 2015 nuclear deal with world powers. The announcement came just days after Iran 

acknowledged breaking the 300-kilogram (661-pound) limit on its low-enriched uranium stockpile, 

another term of the accord. Experts warned that higher enrichment and a growing stockpile could begin 

to narrow the one-year window Iran would need to have enough material for an atomic weapon, 

something Iran denied it wanted but their deal with the U.N. prevented. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jul 09 1776 – U.S. Revolutionary War:  George Washington ordered the Declaration of Independence 

to be read out loud to members of the Continental Army in New York City for the first time.  

 

 Jul 09 1863 – Civil War:  Siege of Port Hudson Ends   »   The 48 day Siege was the final engagement 

in the Union campaign to recapture the Mississippi River in the American Civil War. While Union 

General Ulysses Grant was besieging Vicksburg upriver, General Nathaniel Banks was ordered to 

capture the Confederate stronghold of Port Hudson, in order to go to Grant's aid. When his assault 

failed, Banks settled into a 48-day siege, the longest in US military history. A second attack also failed, 

and it was only after the fall of Vicksburg that the Confederate commander, General Franklin Gardner 

surrendered the port. The Union gained control of the river and navigation from the Gulf of Mexico 
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through the Deep South and to the river's upper reaches. Casualties and losses: US ~5,000 - CSA ~750 

+ 6,500 Surrendered. 

 

 Jul 09 1864 – Civil War:  Battle of Monocacy, MD   »    Confederate General Jubal Early brushes a 

Union force out of his way as he heads for Washington, D.C. 
 

     Early’s expedition towards the Union capital was designed to take pressure off Robert E. Lee and 

the Army of Northern Virginia around Petersburg, Virginia. Beginning in early May, Ulysses S. Grant’s 

Union army had continually attacked Lee and drove the Confederates into trenches around the 

Richmond-Petersburg area. In 1862, the Confederates faced a similar situation around Richmond, and 

they responded by sending General Thomas J. “Stonewall” Jackson to the Shenandoah Valley to occupy 

Federal forces. The ploy worked well, and Jackson kept three separate Union forces away from the 

Confederate capital. 
 

 

 

 

     Now, Lee sent Early on a similar mission. Early and his force of 14,000 marched down the 

Shenandoah Valley, crossed the Potomac into Maryland, and then veered southeast toward Washington. 

Union General Lew Wallace, commander of the Middle Department and stationed in Baltimore, 

patched together a force of 6,000 local militiamen and soldiers from various regiments to stall the 

Confederates while a division from Grant’s army around Petersburg arrived to protect Washington. 
 

     Wallace placed his makeshift force along the Monocacy River near Frederick, Maryland. Early in 

the morning of 9 JUL, Early’s troops easily pushed a small Federal guard from Frederick before 

encountering the bulk of Wallace’s force along the river. Wallace protected three bridges over the river. 

One led to Baltimore, the other to Washington, and the third carried the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. 

Early’s first attack was unsuccessful. A second assault, however, scattered the Yankees. The Union 

force retreated toward Baltimore, and the road to Washington was now open to Early and his army. 
 

     Union losses for the day stood at 1,800, and Early lost 700 of his men. However, the battle delayed 

Early’s advance to Washington and allowed time for the Union to bring reinforcements from Grant’s 

army. 

 

 Jul 09 1915 – WW1:  Germans Surrender Southwest Africa to Union of South Africa   »   With the 

Central Powers pressing their advantage on the Western Front during World War I, the Allies score a 
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distant victory, when military forces of the Union of South Africa accept a German surrender in the 

territory of Southwest Africa. 
 

 
 

     The Union of South Africa, a united self-governing dominion of the British Empire, was officially 

established by an act of the British Parliament in 1910. When World War I broke out in Europe in the 

summer of 1914, South African Prime Minister Louis Botha immediately pledged full support for 

Britain. Botha and Minister of Defense Jan Smuts, both generals and former Boer commanders, were 

looking to extend the Union s borders further on the continent. Invading German Southwest Africa 

would not only aid the British–it would also help to accomplish that goal. The plan angered a portion 

of South Africa s ruling Afrikaner (or Boer) population, who were still resentful of their defeat, at the 

hands of the British, in the Boer War of 1899-1902 and were angered by their government s support of 

Britain against Germany, which had been pro-Boer in the Boer War. 
 

     Several major military leaders resigned over their opposition to the invasion of the German territory 

and open rebellion broke out in October 1914; it was quashed in December. The conquest of Southwest 

Africa, carried out by a South African Defense Force of nearly 50,000 men, was completed in only six 

months, culminating in the German surrender on July 9, 1915. Sixteen days later, South Africa annexed 

the territory. 
 

     At the Versailles peace conference in 1919, Smuts and Botha argued successfully for a formal Union 

mandate over Southwest Africa, one of the many commissions granted at the conference to member 

states of the new League of Nations allowing them to establish their own governments in former 

German territories. In the years to come, South Africa did not easily relinquish its hold on the territory, 

not even in the wake of the Second World War, when the United Nations took over the mandates in 

Africa and gave all other territories their independence. Only in 1990 did South Africa finally welcome 

a new, independent Namibia as its neighbor. 

 

 Jul 09 1917 – WW1:  British battleship HMS Vanguard explodes at Scapa Flow (the result of an 

internal explosion of faulty cordite), killing 804. 

 

 Jul 09 1934 – Pre WW2:  SS-Reichsfuehrer Heinrich Himmler, Hitler's second-in-command and one 

of the most powerful and infamous Nazis, takes command of German Concentration Camps. As the 

head of the SS Himmler oversaw the construction and operation of all concentration/extermination 

camps and was thus at the center of the Holocaust.  

 

 Jul 09 1941 – WW2:  Eastern Front Enigma Key Broken   »   Crackerjack British cryptologists break 

the secret code used by the German army to direct ground-to-air operations on the Eastern front. British 
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and Polish experts had already broken many of the Enigma codes for the Western front. Enigma was 

the Germans’ most sophisticated coding machine, necessary to secretly transmitting information. The 

Enigma machine, invented in 1919 by Hugo Koch, a Dutchman, looked like a typewriter and was 

originally employed for business purposes. The Germany army adapted the machine for wartime use 

and considered its encoding system unbreakable. They were wrong. The Brits had broken their first 

Enigma code as early as the German invasion of Poland and had intercepted virtually every message 

sent through the occupation of Holland and France.  
 

     Now, with the German invasion of Russia, the Allies needed to be able to intercept coded messages 

transmitted on this second, Eastern, front. The first breakthrough occurred on 9 JUL, regarding German 

ground-air operations, but various keys would continue to be broken by the Brits over the next year, 

each conveying information of higher secrecy and priority than the next. (For example, a series of 

decoded messages nicknamed “Weasel” proved extremely important in anticipating German anti-

aircraft and antitank strategies against the Allies.) These decoded messages were regularly passed to 

the Soviet High Command regarding German troop movements and planned offensives, and back to 

London regarding the mass murder of Russian prisoners and Jewish concentration camp victims. 

 

 Jul 09 1943 – WW2:  Operation Husky – Allied forces perform an amphibious invasion of Sicily.  

 

 Jul 09 1943 – WW2:  British air raid sinks U-435. 

 

 Jul 09 1944 – WW2:  U-740 sunk by depth charges from a British Liberator aircraft and the island of 

Saipan in the Marianas fell to U.S. troops following their defeat of Japanese defenders. Casualties and 

losses: US 13,791 - Japan 29,920. 

 

 Jul 09 1944 – WW2:  Napalm was used for the first time during the American invasion of Tinian in 

the Marianas. 

 

 Jul 09 1947 – U.S. Army:  First U.S. Female Army Officer   »   In a ceremony held at the Pentagon in 

Arlington, Virginia, General Dwight D. Eisenhower appoints Florence Blanchfield to be a lieutenant 

colonel in the U.S. Army, making her the first woman in U.S. history to hold permanent military rank. 
 

 
 

A member of the Army Nurse Corps since 1917, Blanchfield secured her commission following the 

passage of the Army-Navy Nurse Act of 1947 by Congress. Blanchfield had served as superintendent 

of the Army Nurse Corps during World War II and was instrumental in securing passage of the Army-

Navy Nurse Act, which was advocated by Representative Frances Payne Bolton. In 1951, Blanchfield 
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received the Florence Nightingale Award from the International Red Cross. In 1978, a U.S. Army 

hospital in Fort Campbell, Kentucky, was named in her honor. 

 

 Jul 09 1951 – WW2:  President Truman asked Congress to formally end state of war with Germany 

and  

 

 Jul 09 1960 – Cold War:  Khrushchev and Eisenhower Trade Threats over Cuba   »   President Dwight 

D. Eisenhower and Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev trade verbal threats over the future of Cuba. In 

the following years, Cuba became a dangerous focus in the Cold War competition between the United 

States and Russia. 

 
 

 

     In January 1959, Cuban revolutionary Fidel Castro overthrew the long-time dictator Fulgencio 

Batista. Although the United States recognized the new Castro regime, many members of the 

Eisenhower administration harbored deep suspicions concerning the political orientation of the 

charismatic new Cuban leader. For his part, Castro was careful to avoid concretely defining his political 

beliefs during his first months in power. Castro’s actions, however, soon convinced U.S. officials that 

he was moving to establish a communist regime in Cuba. Castro pushed through land reform that hit 

hard at U.S. investors, expelled the U.S. military missions to Cuba, and, in early 1960, announced that 

Cuba would trade its sugar to Russia in exchange for oil. In March 1960, Eisenhower gave the CIA the 

go-ahead to arm and train a group of Cuban refugees to overthrow the Castro regime. It was in this 

atmosphere that Eisenhower and Khrushchev engaged in some verbal sparring in July 1960. 
 

     Khrushchev fired the first shots during a speech in Moscow. He warned that the Soviet Union was 

prepared to use its missiles to protect Cuba from U.S. intervention. “One should not forget,” the Soviet 

leader declared, “that now the United States is no longer at an unreachable distance from the Soviet 

Union as it was before.” He charged that the United States was “plotting insidious and criminal steps” 

against Cuba. In a statement issued to the press, Eisenhower responded to Khrushchev’s speech, 

warning that the United States would not countenance the “establishment of a regime dominated by 

international communism in the Western Hemisphere.” The Soviet Premier’s threat of retaliation 

demonstrated “the clear intention to establish Cuba in a role serving Soviet purposes in this 

hemisphere.” 
 

     The relationship between the United States and Cuba deteriorated rapidly after the Eisenhower-

Khrushchev exchange. The Castro regime accelerated its program of expropriating American-owned 

property. In response, the Eisenhower administration severed diplomatic relations with Cuba in January 

1960. A little more than a year later, in April 1961, the CIA-trained force of Cuban refugees launched 

an assault on Cuba in the ill-fated Bay of Pigs invasion. The invaders were killed or captured, the Castro 
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government cemented its control in Cuba, and the Soviet Union became Cuba’s main source of 

economic and military assistance. 

 

 Jul 09 1966 –Vietnam War:  Soviets Protest U.S. Bombing of Haiphong   »   The Soviet Union sends 

a note to the U.S. embassy in Moscow charging that the air strikes on the port of Haiphong endangered 

four Soviet ships that were in the harbor. The United States rejected the Soviet protest on July 23, 

claiming, “Great care had been taken to assure the safety of shipping in Haiphong.” The Soviets sent a 

second note in August charging that bullets had hit a Russian ship during a raid on August 2, but the 

claim was rejected by the U.S. embassy on August 5. The Soviets complained on a number of occasions 

during the war, particularly when the bombing raids threatened to inhibit their ability to resupply the 

North Vietnamese. 

 

 Jul 09 1971 –Vietnam War:  United States Turns Over Responsibility for the DMZ   »   Four miles 

south of the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), about 500 U.S. troops of the 1st Brigade, 5th Mechanized 

Division turn over Fire Base Charlie 2 to Saigon troops, completing the transfer of defense 

responsibilities for the border area. On the previous day, nearby Fire Base Alpha 4 had been turned 

over to the South Vietnamese. This was part of President Richard Nixon’s Vietnamization policy, which 

had been announced at a June 1969 conference at Midway Island. Under this program, the United States 

initiated a comprehensive effort to increase the combat capabilities of the South Vietnamese armed 

forces. As the South Vietnamese became more capable, responsibility for the fighting was gradually 

transferred from U.S. forces. Concurrent with this effort, there was a gradual withdrawal of U.S. forces. 

 

 Jul 09 1987 – Cold War:  Colonel Oliver North admits to Shredding Iran-Contra Evidence   »   The 

Iran-Contra Affair was a secret U.S. arms deal that traded missiles and other arms to free some 

Americans held hostage by terrorists in Lebanon, but also used funds from the arms deal to support 

armed conflict in Nicaragua. By that time the arms deal was revealed, 1,500 American missiles had 

been sold to Iran, for $30 million. Three of the seven hostages in Lebanon were also released, although 

the Iran-backed terrorist group there later took three more Americans hostage. The controversial deal 

making—and the ensuing political scandal—threatened to bring down the presidency of Ronald 

Reagan. 

 

 Jul 09 1995 – Sri Lanka:  Navaly Church Bombing  »   This incident occurred during a phase of the 

Sri Lankan Civil War when the Sri Lankan military were on the offensive to retake the Jaffna peninsula. 

This operation was already highlighted by the use of intense artillery shelling and aerial bombardment. 

As part of precautions to avoid civilian casualties the Sri Lankan military had distributed leaflets 

requesting minority Sri Lankan Tamil civilians take shelter at places of worship. For their safety 

hundreds of civilians had taken refuge in the church.  The Church of St. Peter and Paul in Navaly on 

the Jaffna peninsula was subsequently bombed by a Sri Lankan military aircraft on the afternoon of 9 

JUL.  Of the several hundred Tamil civilians taking refuge at the church and surrounding environs at 

the time, it is estimated that at least 147 died.  According to Daya Somasundaram, a professor of the 

University of Adelaide, the church was well away from the fighting. He termed this attack a war crime 

committed by the Sri Lankan Air Force. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 
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 JUL 10 1775 – American Revolution:  Black Soldiers in the Continental Army   »   On July 3, 1775, 

Washington took formal command of the army.  One of his first acts, issued from his headquarters on 

10 JUL was to prohibit the enlistment of any ‘negro’, whether they were slave or freeman.  By this 

time, all the northern regiments had ‘men of color’ standing in ranks side by side with white soldiers.  

The black man, along with the whites of their perspective regiments, were retained in the army after 

the colonial troops were adopted into a Continental Army.   This did not go without notice by 

Washington and Congress. 
 

On 26 SEO, the Continental Congress began debate on the role of the ‘negro’ in the nation’s service.  

Washington had previously drafted several letters to Congress.  Within he had voiced his opinion that 

all ‘negro’ soldiers be immediately released from the army.  Edward Rutledge of South Carolina moved 

that Washington should be instructed to discharge ‘all Negroes, as well as slaves as freemen,’ in his 

army.  This was strongly supported by the southern delegation.  The point was dropped when the 

northern representatives overwhelmingly opposed it. 
 

     This did not deter General Washington and his generals.  On October 8th, 1775, a council of war 

was held.  Present were His Excellency General Washington, Major Generals Ward, Lee, and Putnam; 

including Brigadier Generals Thomas, Spencer, Heath, Sullivan, Greene, and Gates.  The question was 

proposed: ‘Whether it will be advisable to enlist any Negroes in the new army, or whether there be a 

distinction between such as are slaves and those who are free?’  The rejection of all slaves was 

unanimous.  But when the question was raised as to rejecting blacks altogether, a great majority voted 

that they do so. 
 

     Shortly after this council, a Committee of Conference was organized to confer with Washington and 

devise a method for renovating the army.  Members of this committee were; Benjamin Franklin, 

Benjamin Harrison, Thomas Lynch.  They met with Washington at Cambridge on October 18th, 1775.  

On the 23rd, the Negro question was brought up and decided. ‘Ought not Negroes to be excluded from 

the new enlistment, especially such as are slaves?  All were thought improper by the council of 

officers… Agreed that they be rejected altogether.’ This conference was followed by general orders, 

November 12th, 1775.  In it Washington states:  “Neither Negroes, boys unable to bear arms, nor old 

men unfit to endure the fatigues of the campaign, are to be enlisted.” 
 

      Previously that year, Royal Governor of Virginia, Lord Dunmore had proclaimed freedom to all 

slaves of patriots who agreed to bear arms against the colonial uprising.  Washington was keenly aware 

of this and the hundreds of blacks braving the gauntlet of enraged slaveholders to enlist in the British 

army.  White loyalists by the thousands were already marching to fight for the crown.  If the slave 

population of the colonies were tempted to do so, the Continental Army would soon find itself in grave 

danger. So too by the last days of 1775, it came to Washington’s attention that the free black soldiers 

of his army were very dissatisfied at being denied enlistment.  He feared, and rightfully so, that they 

would turn to the ministerial army (British forces).  By the end of 1775, with terminating enlistments 

among the white soldiers looming, the loss of the black enlistees would represent an enormous blow. 
 

     Washington decided to depart from the previous resolution regarding black soldiers.  In general 

orders, December 30, 1775, he states:  “As the General is informed that numbers of free Negroes are 

desirous of enlisting, he gives leave to the recruiting officers to entertain them, and promises to lay the 

matter before the Congress, who, he doubts not, will approve of it.” 
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 Jul 10 1777 – U.S. Revolutionary War:  British General Richard Prescott Captured in Rhode Island   

»  Colonel William Barton of the Rhode Island Patriot militia captures British General Richard Prescott, 

from his bed, during the early morning hours of this day in 1777. 
 

 
                                                               British General Richard Prescott              Colonel William Barton 

 

     Prescott was the only British general to suffer the ignominy of being captured twice by Patriot forces 

during the War for Independence. American forces first captured Prescott after Montreal fell to the 

Patriots in 1775. He was returned to the British in exchange for a Patriot officer, only to face the same 

plight two years later, when he awoke to find Barton’s men in his garrison in Portsmouth, Rhode Island. 

Colonel Barton and his 40 men departed Warwick Neck under cover of darkness on the night of July 9 

and proceeded silently across 10 miles of water in Narraganset Bay toward Portsmouth. Evading British 

warships by staying close to shore, the Patriots were able to completely surprise Prescott’s sentinel 

shortly after midnight on July 10. They took the general, who was the British commander for Rhode 

Island, and his aide-de-camp directly onboard a Patriot vessel, without even giving him the opportunity 

to dress. 
 

     The humiliated Prescott was held in Providence until the British commander in chief, General Sir 

William Howe, exchanged him for captured American Major General Charles Lee. The exchange was 

particularly appropriate, as General Lee had also been taken into custody in his dressing gown after 

being surprised in the morning hours at Basking Ridge, New Jersey, having spent the night at White’s 

Tavern enjoying some dubious recreation. 

 

 Jul 10 1778 – U.S. Revolutionary War:  France Declares War on Britain in Support of the American 

Colonies   »   France, under King Louis XVI, entered the American Revolutionary War (1775–1783) 

in 1778, and assisted in the victory of the Americans seeking independence from Britain (realized in 

the 1783 Treaty of Paris). The example of the American Revolution was one of the many contributing 

factors to the French Revolution. 
 

      Following the American Declaration of Independence, the American Revolution was well received 

in France, both by the general population and the educated classes. The Revolution was perceived as 

the incarnation of the Enlightenment Spirit against the "English tyranny." Benjamin Franklin, 

dispatched to France in December of 1776 to rally her support, was welcomed with great enthusiasm, 

as numerous Frenchmen embarked for the Americas to volunteer for the Patriot war effort. Motivated 

by the prospect of glory in battle or animated by the sincere ideals of liberty and republicanism, 

volunteers included the likes of Pierre Charles L'Enfant, and La Fayette, who enlisted in 1776. 
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 Jul 10 1780 – U.S. Revolutionary War:  The Comte de Rochambeau and his French force of 7,000 

land at Newport, Rhode Island, to join the American Revolutionary War 

 

 Jul 10 1863 – Civil War:  Lincoln writes to Kentucky's militia and says Union troops will not enter 

that state 

 

 Jul 10 1863 – Civil War:  Siege on Battery Wagner Begins  »  Union troops land on Morris Island near 

Charleston, South Carolina, and prepare for a siege on Battery Wagner, a massive sand fortress on the 

island. 
 

 

 

     In the summer of 1863, Union General Quincy Gillmore waged an unsuccessful campaign to capture 

Charleston. Although the city was an important port for the Confederates early in the war, the attempt 

to capture Charleston was largely symbolic since a Union blockade of Confederate ports earlier on had 

bottled up Charleston Harbor anyway. Gillmore planned to approach it from the south by capturing 

Morris Island. 
 

     On 10 JUL, Gillmore’s troops quickly secured most of the island. The only barrier left was Battery 

Wagner, an imposing fortress that guarded Charleston Harbor’s southern rim. The fort was 30 feet high, 

nearly 300 feet from north to south, and over 600 feet from east to west. Inside were 1,600 Confederates, 

10 heavy cannons, and a mortar for hitting ships off the coast. Gillmore attacked on 11 JUL, but the 

attack was easily repulsed. A much larger assault was made on 18 JUL with heavy Union losses. After 

the 18 JUL battle, Gillmore settled in for a long siege. The Confederates finally evacuated the fort on 

September 7, 1863. 

 

 Jul 10 1917 – WW1:  German Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg Resigns   »   Theobald 

von Bethmann Hollweg, chancellor of Germany, resigns his position after failing to control the divided 

German Reichstag (government) as World War I threatened to stretch into its fourth agonizing year. 
 

     A former Prussian minister of the interior and state secretary in the Imperial German Office, 

Bethmann Hollweg was appointed German chancellor by Kaiser Wilhelm II in 1909. Though of a 

relatively liberal bent, Bethmann Hollweg from the beginning strove to satisfy both the right and left 

extremes within the Reichstag, with varying results. His efforts to pursue diplomacy within Europe 

were often undermined by the strength of the German military establishment, supported by the kaiser. 

One outstanding example of this dynamic was Bethmann Hollweg’s unsuccessful efforts to scale back 

Germany’s aggressive naval build-up in the first decade of the 20th century, in accordance with 
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negotiations he entered into with Britain. In the end, the kaiser weighed in on the side of Admiral Alfred 

von Tirpitz, and the naval arms race continued. 
 

                                                                                                                                                

 

     Though Bethmann Hollweg personally expressed hopes of avoiding Germany’s going to war in the 

summer of 1914, he nonetheless played a central role in the machinations between Austria-Hungary 

and Germany that occurred in the wake of the assassination of Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand by 

a Serbian nationalist in Sarajevo in late June. Once the war was underway, Bethmann Hollweg 

struggled to make his influence felt with the kaiser and the military leaders of Germany, who effectively 

dictated policy from the first year of war and whose power was formally consolidated with the creation 

of the Third Supreme Command—effectively a military dictatorship—in August 1916. The chancellor, 

echoing more liberal elements within the Reichstag, including the socialists, spoke out for peace more 

than once and argued for limitation of Germany’s policy of unrestricted submarine warfare, actions that 

earned him the contempt of the military and naval command, including Von Tirpitz and Generals Paul 

von Hindenburg and Erich Ludendorff. 
 

     The chancellor owed his final downfall, however, to his failure to manage the civil unrest within 

Germany, reflected in the feuding Reichstag. During the summer of 1917, as parliamentary debate 

raged over a proposed peace resolution, Bethmann Hollweg found himself unable to continue to balance 

the feuding elements of the German government, especially the majority Socialist Party—which was 

itself alienating its most radical leftist elements by aligning with a center-left coalition—and the 

conservative right, which predictably enjoyed the support of Hindenburg and Ludendorff. Having 

previously committed—reluctantly—to an unrestricted naval policy that had led the United States to 

declare war on Germany the previous April, Bethmann Hollweg was seen by the center-left, the authors 

of the Reichstag peace resolution, as a warmonger and by the right as a weakling for supporting the 

efforts to broker a peace. 
 

     Exhausted, Bethmann Hollweg rose in the Reichstag on 9 JUL to respond to his critics: “My position 

does not matter…I myself am convinced of my own limitations…I am considered weak because I seek 

to end the war. A leading statesman can receive support neither from the Left nor the Right in 

Germany.” The following day, he resigned as chancellor. He was replaced by Georg Michaelis, a 

relatively obscure undersecretary of state in the Finance Ministry who served for less than four months, 

only to be replaced by the equally unobtrusive Count Georg von Hertling, who served until the last 

month of the war and was, like Michaelis, basically a puppet premier subject to the authority of the 

kaiser and the military. 
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  Jul 10 1940 – WW2:  The Battle of Britain Begins   »   On 10 JUL the Germans begin the first in a 

long series of bombing raids against Great Britain, as the Battle of Britain, which will last three and a 

half months, begins. 
 

 
 

     After the occupation of France by Germany, Britain knew it was only a matter of time before the 

Axis power turned its sights across the Channel. And on 19 JUL, 120 German bombers and fighters 

struck a British shipping convoy in that very Channel, while 70 more bombers attacked dockyard 

installations in South Wales. Although Britain had far fewer fighters than the Germans–600 to 1,300–

it had a few advantages, such as an effective radar system, which made the prospects of a German sneak 

attack unlikely. Britain also produced superior quality aircraft. Its Spitfires could turn tighter than 

Germany’s ME109s, enabling it to better elude pursuers; and its Hurricanes could carry 40mm cannon, 

and would shoot down, with its American Browning machine guns, over 1,500 Luftwaffe aircraft. The 

German single-engine fighters had a limited flight radius, and its bombers lacked the bomb-load 

capacity necessary to unleash permanent devastation on their targets. Britain also had the advantage of 

unified focus, while German infighting caused missteps in timing; they also suffered from poor 

intelligence. 
 

     But in the opening days of battle, Britain was in immediate need of two things: a collective stiff 

upper lip–and aluminum. A plea was made by the government to turn in all available aluminum to the 

Ministry of Aircraft Production. “We will turn your pots and pans into Spitfires and Hurricanes,” the 

ministry declared. And they did. 

 

 Jul 10 1940 – WW2:  Vichy Regime Proclaimed    »   On June 10, 1940, the French National Assembly, 

faced with imminent military defeat by Germany, gave full power to Marshal Philippe Pétain.  In 1940, 

Pétain was known mainly as a World War I hero, the winner of Verdun. As last President of the Council 

of the Third Republic, Pétain suppressed the parliament and immediately turned the regime into a non-

democratic government collaborating with Germany. The Vichy regime was proclaimed by Marshal 

Philippe Pétain after France surrendered to Germany on 22 JUN of France and the 10 JUL vote by the 

National Assembly to grant extraordinary powers to Pétain, who held the title of President of the 

Council.  
 

      The Vichy regime succeeded the Third Republic from July 1940 to August 1944. The armistice 

divided France into occupied and unoccupied zones. Germany would occupy northern and western 

France including the entire Atlantic coast. The remaining two-fifths of the country would be governed 

by the French government with the capital at Vichy under Pétain. The “French state,” (L'État Français) 

in contrast to the “French Republic,” willfully collaborated with Nazi Germany to a high degree: raids 

to capture Jews and other “undesirables” were organized by the French police not only in the northern 
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zone - occupied by the German Wehrmacht - but also in the southern “free zone” which was occupied 

by the Germans only after the Allies invaded North Africa in November 1942.  
 

     While Pétain collaborated with the Germans, Charles de Gaulle claimed to incarnate the legitimacy 

and the continuity of France. Following the liberation of France after Operation Overlord, de Gaulle 

proclaimed the Provisional Government of the French Republic (GPRF) in June 1944. The GPRF was 

recognized as the legitimate government of France by all the allies on October 23, 1944. 

 

 Jul 10 1941 – WW2:  Battle of Smolensk (10 JUL – 10 SEP)   »  The First Battle of Smolensk was the 

first major battle during Operation Barbarossa in World War II that significantly delayed the advance 

of Hitler's Wehrmacht in the USSR. It took place in the region around the city of Smolensk between 10 

JUL and September 10, 1941, i.e., it raged for two full months about 400 km west of Moscow. At that 

point the Wehrmacht had advanced 500 km into the USSR without major difficulties in the mere 18 

days that had elapsed since the initial invasion of June 22, 1941. The Wehrmacht fielded Army Group 

Centre's 2nd Panzer Group and the 3rd Panzer Group and the Red Army fielded the Western Front, the 

Soviet Reserve Front, the Soviet Central Front, and the Soviet Bryansk Front. Ultimately, the Soviet 

16th, 19th and the 20th Armies were encircled and destroyed just to the south of Smolensk, though 

significant numbers from the 19th and 20th Army managed to escape the pocket. 
 

     Albeit a huge temporary success for Hitler, the losses in terms of men and materiel incurred by the 

Wehrmacht during this drawn-out battle were enormous and—together with the 2-month delay in the 

march towards Moscow—proved decisive for the Wehrmacht's defeat by the Red Army at the end of 

the Battle of Moscow three months later in December 1941. 

 

 Jul 10 1942 – WW2:  Ravensbruck Concentration Camp »  This was a German camp exclusively for 

women from 1939 to 1945, located in northern Germany, 56 mi north of Berlin at a site near the village 

of Ravensbrück.  The largest single national group consisted of 40,000 Polish women. Others included 

26,000 Jewish women from various countries: 18,800 Russian, 8,000 French, and 1,000 Dutch. More 

than 80 percent were political prisoners. Many slave labor prisoners were employed by Siemens & 

Halske, a German electrical engineering company. From 1942 to 1945, medical experiments to test the 

effectiveness of sulfonamides were undertaken. On this date SS leader Heinrich Himmler ordered 

sterilization of all Jewish woman in the Camp.   

 

 Jul 10 1942 – WW2:  An American pilot spots a downed, intact Mitsubishi A6M Zero on Akutan 

Island (the "Akutan Zero") that the US Navy uses to learn the aircraft's flight characteristics.  
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 Jul 10 1943 – WW2:  Allies Land on Sicily   »   US, British and Canadian forces begin their invasion 

of Axis-controlled Europe with landings on the island of Sicily, off mainland Italy. Encountering little 

resistance from the demoralized Sicilian troops, the British 8th Army under Field Marshal Bernard Law 

Montgomery came ashore on the southeast of the island, while the U.S. 7th Army under General George 

S. Patton landed on Sicily’s south coast. Within three days, 150,000 Allied troops were ashore. 
 

 
 

     Italian leader Benito Mussolini envisioned building Fascist Italy into a new Roman Empire, but a 

string of military defeats in World War II effectively made his regime a puppet of its stronger Axis 

partner, Germany. By the spring of 1943, opposition groups in Italy were uniting to overthrow 

Mussolini and make peace with the Allies, but a strong German military presence in Italy threatened to 

resist any such action. 
 

     Meanwhile, Nazi leader Adolf Hitler knew that an Allied invasion of Nazi-controlled Europe was 

imminent, but because Germany’s vast conquests stretched from Greece to France, Hitler was unable 

to concentrate his forces in any one place. In an elaborate plot to divert German forces away from Italy, 

a British submarine off Spain released the corpse of an Englishman wearing the uniform of a British 

major and carrying what appeared to be official Allied letters describing plans for an invasion of Greece. 

The body washed ashore, and the letters were sent by the Spanish to the German high command, who 

reinforced their units in Greece. The Axis had only 10 Italian divisions and two German panzer units 

on Sicily when Allied forces attacked in the early-morning hours of 10 JUL. 
 

     First to land were American and British paratroopers and glider-borne troops, and at dawn thousands 

of amphibious troops came ashore. Coastal defenses manned by disaffected Sicilian troops collapsed 

after limited resistance, and the Anglo-Americans moved quickly to capture Sicily’s southern cities. 

Within three days, the Allies had cleared the southeastern part of the island. In a pincer movement 

aimed at Messina in the northwest, the British 8th Army began moving up the southeast coast of the 

island, with the U.S. 7th Army moving east across the north coast. The Allies hoped to trap the Axis 

forces in the northwestern corner of Sicily before they could retreat to the Italian mainland. In the so-

called “Race to Messina,” Montgomery’s advance up the southeast coast was slowed by German 

reinforcements, but Patton and the U.S. 7th Army moved quickly along the north coast, capturing 

Palermo, the Sicilian capital, on 22 JUL. 
 

     In Rome, the Allied invasion of Sicily, a region of the kingdom of Italy since 1860, led to the collapse 

of Mussolini’s government. Early in the morning of 25 JUL, he was forced to resign by the Fascist 

Grand Council and was arrested later that day. On 26 JUL, Marshal Pietro Badoglio assumed control 

of the Italian government. The new government promptly entered into secret negotiations with the 

Allies, despite the presence of numerous German troops in Italy. 
 

     Back in Sicily, Montgomery and Patton advanced steadily toward Messina, prompting the Germans 

to begin a withdrawal of Axis forces to the mainland. Some 100,000 German and Italian troops were 

evacuated before Patton won the race to Messina on 17 AUG. Montgomery arrived a few hours later. 
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The Allies suffered 23,000 casualties in their conquest of Sicily. German forces sustained 30,000 

casualties, and the Italians 135,000. In addition, some 100,000 Axis troops were captured. 
 

    On 3 SEP, Montgomery’s 8th Army began an invasion of the Italian mainland at Calabria, and the 

Italian government agreed to surrender to the Allies. By the terms of the agreement, the Italians would 

be treated with leniency if they aided the Allies in expelling the Germans from Italy. Later that month, 

Mussolini was rescued from a prison in the Abruzzo Mountains by German commandos and was 

installed as leader of a Nazi puppet state in northern Italy. 
 

     In October, the Badoglio government declared war on Germany, but the Allied advance up Italy 

proved a slow and costly affair. Rome fell in June 1944, at which point a stalemate ensued as British 

and American forces threw most of their resources into the Normandy invasion. In April 1945, a new 

major offensive began, and on 28 APR Mussolini was captured by Italian partisans and summarily 

executed. German forces in Italy surrendered on 1 MAY, and six days later all of Germany surrendered. 

 

 Jul 10 1943 – WW2:  German Submarine U-821 Sunk by RAF   »    U-821 was a short-lived Type 

VIIC U-boat of Nazi Germany's Kriegsmarine, built by Oderwerke in Stettin during World War II for 

service in the Battle of the Atlantic. She only participated in two brief combat patrols, one of which 

ended after four days when she was sunk by allied aircraft. U-821 was built in Stettin at a small 

shipyard, and thus took eighteen months to complete, being ready by October 1943. The boat, which 

took 18months to build, possessed long range cruising capabilities as well as five torpedo tubes. 
 

     Following her sea trials and warming-up period, U-821 departed Bergen, Norway in March 1944 

for her first war patrol, during which she spent 24 fruitless days in the North Atlantic before returning 

to Brest, France for resupply. Her second patrol was more eventful, as just four days out from Brest 

and not far from Ushant, Royal Air Force aircraft spotted and attacked the U-boat on the surface. Her 

captain made the decision to battle it out rather than dive, and engaged in a running firefight with three 

Mosquito aircraft of 248 Squadron and a large Consolidated Liberator bomber of 206 Squadron. One 

Mosquito was shot down in the clash, but rockets and depth charges took their toll on the submarine 

which soon sank, taking with her 50 sailors. One survivor was pulled from the sea by small German 

Naval units a few hours later. 

 

 Jul 10 1945 – WW2:  While on her first patrol in the Sea of Japan, the USS Runner (SS-476) 

intercepted two worthwhile targets, a tanker and a minesweeper. The tanker and her two escorts escaped 

the spread of torpedoes fired at them, but Japanese minesweeper W-27 was splintered by three of 

Runner's torpedoes. Before departing station, Runner received 16 downed aviators from Gabilan (SS-

252) and Aspro (SS-309) for transfer to Guam, where she arrived on 24 July. 

 

 Jul 10 1951 – Korean War:  Armistice Negotiations   »   Negotiations to end the conflict begin at 

Kaesong this date. An agenda was agreed to on 26th of JUL on to fix a military demarcation line so as 

to establish a demilitarized zone and to make concrete arrangements for a cease-fire and an armistice. 

However, following a provocative pattern which characterized the entire armistice talks for two years, 

North Korea suspended negotiations in AUG. Negotiations resumed at a new site, Panmunjom in 

October, 1951 and the following ensued: 
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 February, 1952:  Armistice negotiators agreed to recommend that, within three months after an 

armistice, a political conference at higher level be held for settling the withdrawal of all foreign 

forces and the Korean political situation as a whole. 
 

 May, 1952: General Mark W. Clark succeeded General Ridgway as commanding general of the 

Unified Command. 
 

 October, 1952:  U.N. Command recessed talks on the 8th because of continued disagreement over 

repatriation of prisoners. At issue was: Should all POWs be repatriated, by force if necessary? The 

U.N. was willing to return all not violently opposed; the Communists demanded that all prisoners, 

willing or unwilling, be returned. Many Communist prisoners detested the red regime and refused 

to return. The CCF initiated savage attacks in the Chorwon area, and Eighth Army counter-attacked 

in the Triangle Hill complex. Both assaults were large in scale, very bloody, and generally 

unsuccessful. 
 

 November 15-27, 1952:  The Communists held an Inter-camp athletic meet, called the "1952 POW 

Olympics", at Pyuktong. 
 

 November, 1952:  India proposed repatriation of POWs by releasing them to a Repatriation 

Commission not under military control. 
 

 December, 1952: The U.N. General Assembly adopted the Indian resolution, with amendments. 

The Communists rejected the proposals within 12 days. 
 

 February, 1953:  On the 22nd, General Mark Clark asked for immediate repatriation of sick and 

wounded prisoners, a repetition of a long-standing proposal first made by U.N. negotiators in 

accordance with the Geneva Convention, in December, 1951. 
 

 March, 1953:  On the 28th, the Communists responded favorably to General Clark's proposal. They 

did not explain why this decision had taken 15 months. 
 

 April, 1953:  On the 11th, agreement was made to exchange sick and wounded prisoners beginning 

April 20, in "Little Switch." By the 26th, some 5,800 communist prisoners and 684 allies were 

exchanged. The same day saw negotiations resumed at Panmunjom after the 6 1/2 month recess. 
 

 May, 1953:  Spent largely in discussions of modifications to a communist proposal that all prisoners 

desiring repatriation would be returned within 2 months after an armistice, with the remainder being 

sent to a neutral state for six months during which representatives of their home countries could 

attempt to get their assent to repatriation. 
 

 June, 1953: Negotiators signed an agreement for the exchange of POWs, thus further clearing 

obstacles to an armistice. The agreement provided that, within two months of an armistice, all 

POWs of both sides who were desirous of repatriation would be exchanged without hindrance. A 

Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission would then be established in the demilitarized zone to 

take custody of all other prisoners, guarded by Indian soldiers, while representatives of their home 

countries would try to persuade them to accept repatriation. On 18 JUN, ROK guards permitted 

some 25,000 militantly anti-communist POWs to escape. This unilateral action threatened 

negotiations and doubtless directly led to the savage battles the CCF waged against ROK, USMC 

and Commonwealth divisions in the last few days of the war. 
 

 July, 1953:  After several preliminary meetings, the Armistice was signed on Monday July 27, 

1953. 
 

     This was a terrible, futile war, never really declared and never positively ending, even 50 years later. 

Nevertheless, both China and the United Nations can take pride in their efforts. China for its dramatic 

and powerful emergence as a world power, and the U.N. for its strong demonstration of a willingness to 
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oppose aggression, anywhere. For its selfless, costly and bloody leadership throughout this struggle, the 

United States and everyone who fought in its armed forces can justly feel proud. North Korea remains 

an enigma into the 21st Century. South Korea stands today a free and prosperous nation, and a valuable 

member of the congress of nations in the world. 

 

 Jul 10 1965 – Vietnam War:  MiGs Shot Down as Bombing of North Vietnam Continues   »   U.S. 

planes continue heavy raids in South Vietnam and claim to have killed 580 guerrillas. U.S. Phantom 

jets, escorting fighter-bombers in a raid on the Yen Sen ammunition depot northwest of Hanoi, engaged 

North Vietnamese MiG-17s. Capt. Thomas S. Roberts with his backseater Capt. Ronald C. Anderson, 

and Capt. Kenneth E. Holcombe and his backseater Capt. Arthur C. Clark shot down two MiG-17s with 

Sidewinder missiles. The action marked the first U.S. Air Force air-to-air victories of the Vietnam War. 
 

 
                                                                     F-4 Phantom II                                               Mig-17 
 

 Jul 10 1967 – Vietnam War:  Heavy fighting continues near An Loc and the Central Highlands   »   

Outnumbered South Vietnamese troops repel an attack by two battalions of the 141st North Vietnamese 

Regiment on a military camp five miles east of An Loc, 60 miles north of Saigon. Communist forces 

captured a third of the base camp before they were thrown back with the assistance of U.S. and South 

Vietnamese air and artillery strikes. 
 

     Farther to the north, U.S. forces suffered heavy casualties in two separate battles in the Central 

Highlands. In the first action, about 400 men of the 173rd Airborne Brigade came under heavy fire 

from North Vietnamese machine guns and mortars during a sweep of the Dak To area near Kontum. 

Twenty-six Americans were killed and 49 were wounded. In the second area clash, 35 soldiers of the 

U.S. 4th Infantry Division were killed and 31 were wounded in fighting. 

 

 Jul 10, 1985 – France*Greenpeace:  Rainbow Warrior Bombing   »   The Greenpeace ship the 

Rainbow Warrior is moored in Auckland, New Zealand – ready to confront French nuclear testing in 

the Moruroa Atoll. In an attempt to “neutralize” the ship ahead of its planned protest, French secret 

service agents in diving gear attached two packets of plastic-wrapped explosives to it, one by the 

propeller, one to the outer wall of the engine room and blew the hip up killing one Greenpeace member. 
 

     Initially, the French government denied all knowledge of the operation, but it became soon obvious 

that they were involved. Eventually, Prime Minister Laurent Fabius appeared on television and told a 

shocked public: “Agents of the DGSE (Secret Service) sank this boat. They acted on orders.” Only two 

agents ever stood trial. Dominique Prieur and Alain Mafart, who had posed as Swiss tourists, pleaded 

guilty to charges of manslaughter and willful damage, attracting sentences of 10 and 7 years. A UN 

negotiated settlement meant that they were transferred to Hao atoll, a French military base in French 

Polynesia. They were both released within less than two years. 
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 Jul 10 1990 – Cold War:  Gorbachev Re-Elected as Head of Communist Party   »   In a vindication of 

his sweeping economic and political reforms, Mikhail Gorbachev withstands severe criticisms from his 

opponents and is re-elected head of the Soviet Communist Party by an overwhelming margin. 

Gorbachev’s victory was short-lived, however, as the Soviet Union collapsed in late 1991. 
 

 
 

     Gorbachev came to power in the Soviet Union in 1985 and immediately began to push forward with 

reforms in both Russia’s domestic and foreign policies. On the domestic front, he argued for greater 

economic freedom and a gradual movement toward free market economics in certain fields. He also 

demanded more political freedom, and released a number of political prisoners. In his foreign policy, 

Gorbachev sought to thaw Cold War relations with the United States. He indicated his desire to work 

for substantive arms control measures, and began to curtail Soviet military and political involvement 

in nations such as Afghanistan and Angola. By 1990, many people celebrated Gorbachev as a savior 

for bringing true reform to the Soviet Union. 
 

     At home, however, Gorbachev was reviled by many Russian hard-liners that castigated him for 

weakening the hold of the Communist Party and for weakening its military power. During a Communist 

Party congress in July 1990, Gorbachev fired back at his critics. “There is no way to bring back the 

past, and no dictatorship–if someone still entertains this crazy idea–will solve anything,” he declared. 

As for his domestic reforms, Gorbachev noted, “This is already a different society” that needed different 

policies. In response to the charge that he had been “soft” in dealing with anticommunist movements 

in Russia’s eastern European allies, he shouted, “Well, do you want tanks again? Shall we teach them 

again how to live?” With Gorbachev’s words ringing in their ears, the delegates to the congress re-

elected him as head of the Soviet Communist Party. 
 

     Gorbachev’s success, however, was extremely short-lived. While many applauded his reforms, by 

1990 the Soviet Union was suffering from terrible economic problems, increasingly angry internal 

political squabbling, and a general feeling of uneasiness among the Russian people. In December 1991, 

with most of its eastern European allies already having overthrown their communist governments and 

with the Soviet republics seceding from the USSR, Gorbachev resigned as head of the Party and as 

president. With his action, the Soviet Union ceased to exist. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jul 11 1782 – American Revolution:  British Evacuate Savannah, Georgia  »   British Royal Governor 

Sir James Wright, along with several civil officials and military officers, flee the city of Savannah, 

Georgia, and head to Charleston, South Carolina. As part of the British evacuation, a group consisting 
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of British regulars led by General Alured Clarke traveled to New York, while Colonel Thomas Brown 

led a mixed group of rangers and Indians to St. Augustine, Florida. The remaining British soldiers were 

transported to the West Indies aboard the frigate HMS Zebra and the sloop of war HMS Vulture. 
 

      Wright had been the only colonial governor and Georgia the only colony to successfully implement 

the Stamp Act in 1765. As revolutionary fervor grew elsewhere in the colonies, Georgia remained the 

most loyal colony, declining to send delegates to the Continental Congress in 1774. Governor Wright, 

though, had been taken into custody and placed under house arrest nearly a month earlier on January 

18, 1776, by Patriots under the command of Major Joseph Habersham of the Provincial Congress. On 

February 11, Wright escaped from his residence in Savannah to the safety of a waiting British warship, 

the HMS Scarborough, anchored at the mouth of the Savannah River, and returned to London. Wright 

organized a military action and retook Savannah on December 29, 1778. He resumed his role as royal 

governor on July 22, 1779, and held the city until the British left of their own accord on this day in 

1782, following General Charles Cornwallis’ surrender to General George Washington at Yorktown in 

1781. Wright then moved to London, where he died three years later. 

 

 Jul 11 1789 – U.S. Marine Corps:  U.S. Marine Corps created by an act of Congress. 

 

 Jul 11 1798 – U.S. Marine Corps:  The United States Marine Corps is reestablished; the Corps, which 

was initially established 10 Nov 1775 by a Resolution of the Continental Congress, had been disbanded 

after the American Revolutionary War.   

 

 Jul 11 1861 – Civil War:  Battle of Rich Mountain (7-11 Jul)   »   On this day, Union troops under 

General George B. McClellan score another major victory in the struggle for western Virginia at the 

Battle of Rich Mountain, also known as the Battle of Laurel Mountain (Hill) or Belington, which began 

on July 7, 1861. The Yankee success secured the region and ensured the eventual creation of West 

Virginia. 
 

 
 

     Western Virginia was a crucial battleground in the early months of the war. The population of the 

region was deeply divided over the issue of secession, and western Virginia was also a vital east-west 

link for the Union because the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad ran through its mountains. 
 

     After McClellan scored a series of small victories in western Virginia in June and early July, 

Confederate General Robert Garnett and Colonel John Pegram positioned their forces at Rich Mountain 

and Laurel Hill to block two key roads and keep McClellan from penetrating any further east. McClellan 

crafted a plan to feign an attack against Garnett at Laurel Hill while he sent the bulk of his force against 

Pegram at Rich Mountain. 
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     Part of McClellan’s force, led by General William Rosecrans, followed a rugged mountain path to 

swing around behind the Rebels’ left flank. McClellan had promised to attack the Confederate front 

when he heard gunfire from Rosecrans’s direction. After a difficult march through a drenching rain, 

Rosecrans struck the Confederate wing. It took several attempts, but he was finally able to drive the 

Confederates from their position. McClellan shelled the Rebel position, but did not make the expected 

assault. Each side suffered around 70 casualties. 
 

     Pegram was forced to abandon his position, but Rosecrans was blocking his escape route. Two days 

later, Pegram surrendered his force of 555. Although McClellan became a Union hero as a result of this 

victory, most historians agree that Rosecrans deserved the credit. Nonetheless, McClellan was on his 

way to becoming the commander of the Army of the Potomac. 

 

 Jul 11 1864 – Civil War:  Battle of Fort Stevens   »   Confederate forces attempt but fail to invade 

Washington, D.C.  
 

     After his victory over Maj. Gen. Lew Wallace at the Battle of Monocacy in central Maryland on 

July 9th, Confederate Maj. Gen. Jubal A. Early pressed his advantage and moved south toward the 

Union capital in Washington, DC. On July 11th, Early's exhausted Confederates reached the outskirts 

of Washington near Silver Spring. Skirmishers advanced to feel the fortifications that encircled the city, 

which at the time were manned only by Home Guards, clerks, and convalescent troops. During the 

night, Union reinforcements from Grant's army surrounding Petersburg, veteran units from the Sixth 

Corps, disembarked from troop transports and marched north through the streets of Washington to 

bolster the city's defenses.  

 

     On July 12th, Early made a strong demonstration against Fort Stevens, one of the positions in the 

Union defensive line north of the city, which was repulsed by the veteran Federal troops. In the 

afternoon, a Federal counterattack drove the Confederate skirmishers back from their positions in front 

of Fort Stevens and nearby Fort DeRussy. President Abraham Lincoln watched the action from Fort 

Stevens and came under fire from Confederate sharpshooters. Recognizing that the Union Capital was 

now defended by veterans, Early abandoned any thought of taking the city. Early withdrew during the 

night, marching toward White’s Ford on the Potomac, ending his invasion of Maryland. “We didn’t 

take Washington,” Early told his staff officers, “but we scared Abe Lincoln like Hell.”  Casualties and 

losses: US 373 - CSA 400-500. 

 

 Jul 11 1864 – WWI:  German Western Front Offensive Decided   »   Even with a deadly influenza 

epidemic spreading among German troops, the German High Command decides to go ahead with plans 

for a renewed assault on the Allies on the Western Front in the summer of 1918, making their final 

plans on 11 JUL. The so-called Spanish flu, an unusually powerful strain of influenza, spread 

throughout North America, Europe and eventually around the world during 1918, claiming millions of 

lives. The First World War, with its massive movements of men in close quarters, under harsh 

conditions, undoubtedly acted as a factor in the epidemic. The soldiers fighting for the Central Powers, 

Germany and Austria-Hungary, were hit especially hard by the virus beginning in the early summer of 

1918, just as the Allies prepared to counter the German spring offensive on the Western Front. 
 

     With Austria-Hungary virtually eliminated as a military force by the third year of World War I, 

Vienna looked to Germany as the Dual Monarchy’s last chance for survival. People have only one more 

hope, the German Front, the German ambassador to Austria-Hungary reported to Berlin on 11 JUL. 
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Even a hope in a separate peace does not exist anymore. That same day, the German army’s High 

Command, which had previously considered pushing back their plans for a renewed offensive due to 

the flu epidemic’s effect on their troops, decided instead to push ahead. The German attack on 15 JUL, 

near the Marne River in the Champagne region of France, met with resounding failure. It would be the 

final German offensive of World War I. 

 

 Jul 11 1944 – U.S. Navy:  USS Nevada Launched   »    USS Nevada (BB-36), the second United States 

Navy ship to be named after the 36th state, was the lead ship of the two Nevada-class battleships. 

Launched in 1914, Nevada was a leap forward in dreadnought technology; four of her new features 

would be included on almost every subsequent US battleship: triple gun turrets, oil in place of coal for 

fuel, geared steam turbines for greater range, and the "all or nothing" armor principle. These features 

made Nevada, alongside its sister ship Oklahoma, the first US Navy "standard-type" battleships. 
 

     Nevada served in both World Wars. During the last few months of World War I, Nevada was based 

in Bantry Bay, Ireland, to protect supply convoys that were sailing to and from Great Britain. In World 

War II, it was one of the battleships trapped when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor. Nevada was the 

only battleship to get underway during the attack, making the ship "the only bright spot in an otherwise 

dismal and depressing morning" for the United States. Still, it was hit by one torpedo and at least six 

bombs while steaming away from Battleship Row, forcing the crew to beach the stricken ship on a coral 

ledge. The ship continued to flood and eventually slid off the ledge and sank to the harbor floor. Nevada 

was subsequently salvaged and modernized at Puget Sound Navy Yard, allowing it to serve as a convoy 

escort in the Atlantic and as a fire-support ship in five amphibious assaults (the invasions of Attu, 

Normandy, Southern France, Iwo Jima, and Okinawa). 
 

     At the end of World War II, the Navy after deciding that Nevada was too old to be retained, it was 

assigned to be a target ship in the atomic experiments at Bikini Atoll in July 1946 (Operation 

Crossroads). The ship was hit by the blast from the atomic bomb Able, and was left heavily damaged 

and radioactive. Unfit for further service, Nevada was decommissioned on 29 August 1946 and sunk 

for naval gunfire practice on 31 July 1948. 

 

 Jul 11 1944 – WW2:  Grapennes, France Air Raid   »    In a raid on a V-1 flying bomb site, 26 British 

Lancasters make the first "heavy Oboe" raid of World War II. In this new technique, a Lancaster fitted 

with Oboe rather than a Mosquito leads the heavy bombers to the target, with other bombers in its 

formation dropping their bombs when it does, allowing a greater tonnage of bombs to be dropped 

directly on Oboe signals. The new tactic becomes Bomber Command's most accurate, allowing 

effective bombing of small targets like V-1 sites even through clouds. All of the Lancaster’s and all six 

Mosquitos which attack the same target separately return without loss. 

 

 Jul 11 1944 – WW2:  Hitler Visited by His Would-Be Assassin   »   Count Claus von Stauffenberg, a 

German army officer, transports a bomb to Adolf Hitler’s headquarters in Berchtesgaden, in Bavaria, 

with the intention of assassinating the Fuhrer. 
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     As the war started to turn against the Germans, and the atrocities being committed at Hitler’s behest 

grew, a growing numbers of Germans—within the military and without—began conspiring to 

assassinate their leader. As the masses were unlikely to turn on the man in whose hands they had 

hitherto placed their lives and future, it was up to men close to Hitler, German officers, to dispatch him. 

Leadership of the plot fell to Claus von Stauffenberg, newly promoted to colonel and chief of staff to 

the commander of the army reserve, which gave him access to Hitler’s headquarters at Berchtesgaden 

and Rastenburg. 
 

     Stauffenberg had served in the German army since 1926. While serving as a staff officer in the 

campaign against the Soviet Union, he became disgusted at his fellow countrymen’s vicious treatment 

of Jews and Soviet prisoners. He requested to be transferred to North Africa, where he lost his left eye, 

right hand, and two fingers of his left hand. 
 

     After recovering from his injuries, and determined to see Hitler removed from power by any means 

necessary, Stauffenberg traveled to Berchtesgaden on 3 JUL and received at the hands of a fellow army 

officer, Major-General Helmuth Stieff, a bomb with a silent fuse that was small enough to be hidden in 

a briefcase. On 11 JUL Stauffenberg was summoned to Berchtesgaden to report to Hitler on the current 

military situation. The plan was to use the bomb on 15 JUL, but at the last minute, Hitler was called 

away to his headquarters at Rastenburg, in East Prussia. Stauffenberg was asked to follow him there. 

On 16 JUL, a meeting took place between Stauffenberg and Colonel Caesar von Hofacker, another 

conspirator, in the Berlin suburb of Wannsee. Hofacker informed Stauffenberg that German defenses 

had collapsed at Normandy, and the tide had turned against them in the West. The assassination attempt 

was postponed until 20 JUL, at Rastenburg. 

 

 Jul 11 1945 – Cold War:  Soviets Agree to Hand Over Power in West Berlin   »   Fulfilling agreements 

reached at various wartime conferences, the Soviet Union promises to hand power over to British and 

U.S. forces in West Berlin. Although the division of Berlin (and of Germany as a whole) into zones of 

occupation was seen as a temporary postwar expedient, the dividing lines quickly became permanent. 

The divided city of Berlin became a symbol for Cold War tensions. 
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     During a number of wartime conferences, the United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union 

agreed that following the defeat of Germany, that nation would be divided into three zones of 

occupation. Berlin, the capital city of Germany, would likewise be divided. When the war in Europe 

ended in May 1945, however, Soviet troops were in complete control of eastern Germany and all of 

Berlin. Some U.S. officials, who had come to see the Soviet Union as an emerging threat to the postwar 

peace in Europe, believed that the Soviets would never relinquish control over any part of Berlin. 

However, on July 11, 1945, the Russian government announced that it would hand over all civilian and 

military control of West Berlin to British and American forces. This was accomplished, without 

incident, the following day. (The United States and Great Britain would later give up part of their zones 

of occupation in Germany and Berlin to make room for a French zone of occupation.) 
 

     In the years to come, West Berlin became the site of some notable Cold War confrontations. During 

1948 and 1949, the Soviets blocked all land travel into West Berlin, forcing the United States to 

establish the Berlin Airlift to feed and care for the population of the city. In 1961, the government of 

East Germany constructed the famous Berlin Wall, creating an actual physical barrier to separate East 

and West Berlin. The divided city came to symbolize the animosities and tensions of the Cold War. In 

1989, with communist control of East Germany crumbling, the Berlin Wall was finally torn down. The 

following year, East and West Germany formally reunited. 

 

 Jul 11 1955 – U.S. Air Force:  New USAF Academy dedicated at Lowry AFB in Colorado with 300 

cadets. 

 

 Jul 11 1966 – Vietnam:  Public Opinion Approves Bombing of North Vietnam   »   A Harris survey 

taken shortly after the bombing raids on the Hanoi-Haiphong area shows that 62 percent of those 

interviewed favored the raids, 11 percent were opposed, and 27 percent were undecided. Of those 

polled, 86 percent felt the raids would hasten the end of the war. The raids under discussion were part 

of the expansion of Operation Rolling Thunder, which had begun in March 1965. 

 

 Jul 11 1967 – Vietnam:  Senators Debate U.S. Policy in Vietnam   »   In Senate debates about U.S. 

policy in Southeast Asia, Senator Mike Mansfield (D-MT) warns against further escalation of the war. 

Convinced that a military solution to the situation in South Vietnam was impossible, he urged an 

alternative to expansion of the U.S. effort in Vietnam. His alternative included putting the issue of the 

confrontation between North and South Vietnam before the United Nations and containing the conflict 

by building a defensive barrier south of the Demilitarized Zone to separate North Vietnam from South 

Vietnam. Senator George Aiken (R-VT) suggested that the Johnson administration pay more attention 

to people like Mansfield who were questioning the wisdom of further escalation of the war, rather than 

relying on “certain military leaders who have far more knowledge of weapons than they have of 

people.” Nevertheless, Senate Republican leader Everett Dirksen (IL), asked if he favored an increase 

in U.S. troops in Vietnam, replied “If General Westmoreland says we need them, yes, sir.” 

 

 Jul 11 1969 – Vietnam:  Thieu Challenges NLF to Participate in Free Elections   »   South Vietnamese 

President Nguyen Van Thieu, in a televised speech, makes a “comprehensive offer” for a political 

settlement. He challenged the National Liberation Front to participate in free elections organized by a 

joint electoral commission and supervised by an international body. Following the speech, South 

Vietnamese Foreign Minister Tran Chanh Thanh, seeking to clarify the Thieu proposal, said 
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communists could never participate in elections in South Vietnam “as communists” nor have any role 

in organizing elections–only by the South Vietnamese government could organize the elections. 

 

 Jul 11 1980 – U.S.*Iran:  Tehran U.S. Embassy Hostage Release  »  Richard I. Queen, an American 

diplomat among those taken hostage by Iranian militants on November 4, 1979, was freed by Iran 

militants due to illness when he developed multiple sclerosis. 

 

 Jul 11 1995 – Vietnam:  U.S. Establishes Diplomatic Relations with Vietnam  »   Two decades after 

the fall of Saigon, President Bill Clinton establishes full diplomatic relations with Vietnam, citing 

Vietnamese cooperation in accounting for the 2,238 Americans still listed as missing in the Vietnam 

War. 
 

     Normalization with America’s old enemy began in early 1994, when President Clinton announced 

the lifting of the 19-year-old trade embargo against Vietnam. Despite the lifting of the embargo, high 

tariffs remained on Vietnamese exports pending the country’s qualification as a “most favored nation,” 

a U.S. trade status designation that Vietnam might earn after broadening its program of free-market 

reforms. In July 1995, Clinton established diplomatic relations. In making the decision, Clinton was 

advised by Republican Senator John McCain of Arizona, an ex-navy pilot who had spent five years as 

a prisoner of war in Hanoi during the Vietnam War. Brushing aside criticism of Clinton’s decision by 

some Republicans, McCain asserted that it was time for America to normalize relations with Vietnam. 
 

 

Ambassador Peterson 

 

     In May 1996, Clinton terminated the combat zone designation for Vietnam and nominated Florida 

Representative Douglas “Pete” Peterson to become the first ambassador to Vietnam since Graham 

Martin was airlifted out of the country by helicopter in late April 1975. Peterson himself had served as 

a U.S. Air Force captain during the Vietnam War and was held as a prisoner of war for six and a half 

years after his bomber was shot down near Hanoi in 1966. Confirmed by Congress in 1997, Ambassador 

Peterson presented his credentials to communist authorities in Hanoi, the Vietnamese capital, in May 

1997. In November 2000, Peterson greeted Clinton in Hanoi in the first presidential visit to Vietnam 

since Richard Nixon’s 1969 trip to South Vietnam during the Vietnam War. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 
 Jul 12 1812 – War of 1812:  The Battle of Huck’s Defeat   »  Philadelphia lawyer Captain Christian 

Huck and 130 Loyalist cavalry, belonging to British Lieutenant Colonel Banastre Tarleton’s legion, 
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suffer defeat at the hands of 500 Patriot militiamen at Williamson’s Plantation in South Carolina. The 

plantation was in South Carolina’s New Acquisition District along the border with North Carolina. 
 

 
7 

 

     Huck and his Loyalists arrived at the Bratton plantation on the evening of 11 JUL to find only Martha 

Bratton at home, while her husband, Patriot William Bratton, was leading raids against Tory gatherings 

with his militia. While Martha was questioned by the Loyalists, a slave named Watt, notified Bratton 

of Huck’s presence near his home. Bratton, in turn, brought his Patriot militia back to the plantation 

and launched a surprise attack at dawn on 12 JUL on the Loyalist encampment at neighboring 

Williamson’s plantation. The Patriots surrounded Huck’s camp under cover of darkness and then 

opened fire as the soldiers emerged from their blankets at dawn, scoring a total defeat of the Loyalist 

forces, and killing Huck. The British lost between 25 and 50 men killed, including Huck, at least twice 

as many wounded and 29 captured. Only one Patriot died, and Continental morale received a significant 

a boost. 
 

     In the aftermath of the Patriot success, Martha earned recognition for her refusal to divulge her   

husband’s whereabouts under extreme duress. In addition, Watt’s endeavor to notify Bratton that Huck 

was in the area won him a place in local history. Both have markers in their honor. Historic Brattonsville 

is now a living history museum, which reenacts the battle for two days each July. Its historic buildings 

appear in the film The Patriot (2000), starting Mel Gibson. 

 

 Jul 12 1812 – War of 1812:  U.S. Forces Invade Canada   »   On July 12, 1812, Brigadier-General 

William Hull, commander of the North Western Army of the United States, landed with about 2,000 

men near Windsor, Ontario, in Essex County. He issued a proclamation stating that he came there to 

liberate Canada from oppression. The British garrison at Amherstburg was too weak to oppose the 

invasion, but it later fought several skirmishes at the River Canard. On 26 JUL, British reinforcements 

under Colonel Henry Proctor arrived and, on 7-8 AUG, Hull withdrew to Detroit, leaving a small 

garrison near Sandwich which retired on 11 AUG, at the approach of Major-General Isaac Brock. 

 

 Jul 12 1861 – Native Americans:  Confederacy Signs Treaties with Tribes  »   Special commissioner 

Albert Pike completes treaties with the members of the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes, giving the new 

Confederate States of America several allies in Indian Territory. Some of these tribes even sent troops 

to serve and fight in the Confederate army, and one Cherokee, Stand Watie, rose to the rank of brigadier 

general. 
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                                                                             Albert Pike  
 

 

     A Boston native, Pike went west in 1831 and traveled with fur trappers and traders. He settled in 

Arkansas and became a noted poet, author, and teacher. He bought a plantation and operated a 

newspaper, the Arkansas Advocate. By 1837 he was practicing law and often represented Native 

Americans in disputes with the federal government. 
 

     Pike was opposed to secession but nonetheless sided with his adopted state when it left the Union. 

As ambassador to the Indians, he was a fortunate addition to the Confederacy, which was seeking to 

form alliances with the tribes of Indian Territory. Besides the agreements with the Choctaw and 

Chickasaw tribes, Pike also engineered treaties with the Creek, Seminole, Comanche, and Caddos, 

among others. 
 

     Ironically, many of these tribes had been expelled from the Southern states in the 1830s and 1840s 

but still chose to ally themselves with those states during the war. The grudges they held against the 

Confederate states were offset by their animosity toward the federal government. Native Americans 

were also bothered by Republican rhetoric during the 1860 election. Some of Abraham Lincoln’s 

supporters, such as William Seward, argued that the land of the tribes in Indian Territory should be 

appropriated for distribution to white settlers. When the war began in 1861, Secretary of War Simon 

Cameron ordered all posts in Indian Territory abandoned to free up military resources for use against 

the Confederacy, leaving the area open to invasion by the Confederates. 
 

     By signing these treaties, the tribes severed their relationships with the federal government, much 

in the way the southern states did by seceding from the Union. They were accepted into the 

Confederates States of America, and they sent representatives to the Confederate Congress. The 

Confederate government promised to protect the Native American’s land holdings and to fulfill the 

obligations such as annuity payments made by the federal government. 

 

 Jul 12 1862 – Civil War:  Medal of Honor Authorized   »    The Medal of Honor is authorized by the 

United States Congress.   President Abraham Lincoln signs into law a measure calling for the awarding 

of a U.S. Army Medal of Honor, in the name of Congress, “to such noncommissioned officers and 

privates as shall most distinguish themselves by their gallantry in action, and other soldier-like qualities 

during the present insurrection.” The previous December, Lincoln had approved a provision creating a 

U.S. Navy Medal of Valor, which was the basis of the Army Medal of Honor created by Congress in 

July 1862.  
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     The first U.S. Army soldiers to receive what would become the nation’s highest military honor were 

six members of a Union raiding party who in 1862 penetrated deep into Confederate territory to destroy 

bridges and railroad tracks between Chattanooga, Tennessee, and Atlanta, Georgia. In 1863, the Medal 

of Honor was made a permanent military decoration available to all members, including commissioned 

officers, of the U.S. military. It is conferred upon those who have distinguished themselves in actual 

combat at risk of life beyond the call of duty. Since its creation, during the Civil War, more than 3,400 

men and one woman have received the Medal of Honor for heroic actions in U.S. military conflict. 

 

 Jul 12 1862 – Civil War:  Federal troops led by General Samuel Curtis occupy the key city of Helena, 

Arkansas on the Mississippi which will be an important Union river port and base of operations for the 

rest of the war. 

 

 Jul 12 1915 – WWI:  Allied Attack on Achi Baba   »   Allied forces make a sixth and final attempt to 

capture Achi Baba, a prominent hill position featuring a commanding view of Cape Helles, on the 

Gallipoli Peninsula, from its Turkish defenders. 
 

 
 

     Though many modern-day historians have questioned the actual strategic importance of the hill in 

the grand scheme of the Gallipoli invasion, Achi Baba was seen by the Allied command at the time as 

a crucial objective in their struggle against the Ottoman Empire s forces and their German allies. 

Because of this, Sir Ian Hamilton, chief commander of the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force, had set 

the capture of Achi Baba as a priority from the first day of the Allied land invasion, on April 25, 1915. 

In addition to the disorderly landing itself, three separate unsuccessful attempts had been made to 

capture the heights, as well as the nearby village of Krithia, by that June. On 28 JUN, another attempt 

met with similar failure, at the cost of heavy Allied casualties, in the Battle of Gulley Ravine. 
 

     The attack of 12 JUL began after the arrival of Sir Aylmer Hunter-Weston, a regional commander 

sent from the Western Front to aid Hamilton on the front lines in Gallipoli, along with an additional 

division of Allied forces. Yet again, the Allies were unsuccessful, gaining a total of only 350 yards over 
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two days of heavy fighting before Hunter-Weston called off the attacks. The Allied casualty figure–

4,000 dead or wounded–was lower than the Turkish one–some 10,000 men–but Achi Baba remained 

in Turkish hands. From then on, the bulk of Allied operations in Gallipoli were focused further north, 

around the so-called Anzac Cove (named for the Australia and New Zealand Army Corps) and Suvla 

Bay. 

 

 Jul 12 1943 – WW2:  Russians Halt German Advance In A Decisive Battle At Kursk   »   One of the 

greatest clashes of armor in military history takes place as the German offensive against the Russian 

fortification at Kursk, a Russian railway and industrial center, is stopped in a devastating battle, marking 

the turning point in the Eastern front in the Russians’ favor. 
 

 
 

     The Germans had been driven from Kursk, a key communications center between north and south, 

back in February. By March, the Russians had created a salient, a defensive fortification, just west of 

Kursk in order to prevent another attempt by the Germans to advance farther south in Russia. In June, 

the German invaders launched an air attack against Kursk; on the ground, Operation Cottbus was 

launched, ostensibly dedicated to destroying Russian partisan activity, but in reality resulting in the 

wholesale slaughter of Russian civilians, among whom Soviet partisan fighters had been hiding. The 

Russians responded with air raids against German troop formations. 
 

     By July, Hitler realized that the breaking of the Russian resistance at Kursk was essential to pursuing 

his aims in Soviet Russia and the defense of Greater Germany, that is, German-occupied territory 

outside prewar German borders. “This day, you are to take part in an offensive of such importance that 

the whole future of the war may depend on its outcome,” Hitler announced to his soldiers on 4 JUL. 

But on 5 JUL, the Russians pulled the rug out from under Hitler’s offensive by launching their own 

artillery bombardment. The Germans counterattacked, and the largest tank battle in history began:  
 

     Between the two assailants, 6,000 tanks were deployed. On 12 JUL, 900 Russian tanks clashed with 

900 German (including their superior Tiger tanks) at Prokhorovka—the Battle of Kursk’s most serious 

engagement. When it was all over, 300 German tanks, and even more Russian ones, were strewn over 

the battlefield. “The earth was black and scorched with tanks like burning torches,” reported one 

Russian officer. But the Russians had stopped the German advance dead in its tracks. The advantage 

had passed to the East. The Germans’ stay in Soviet territory was coming to an end. 

 

 Jul 12 1943 – WW2:  Battle of Kolombangara (2nd Battle of Kula Gulf)   »   A naval battle of the 

Pacific campaign fought on the night of 12/13 JUL off Kolombangara in the Solomon Islands. A 

Japanese "Tokyo Express" reinforcement force—commanded by Sho-sho (Rear Admiral) Shunji Izaki 

and comprising a light cruiser, five destroyers, and three destroyer transports made a run down "The 

Slot" from the upper Solomons to land troops at Vila on Kolombangara by way of Kula Gulf on the 
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night of 12 JUL. An Allied force—commanded by Rear Admiral Walden L. Ainsworth and comprised 

of two U.S. Navy and one  Royal New Zealand light cruisers plus 11 U.S. destroyers were deployed in 

a single column with five destroyers in the van followed by the light cruisers and then by five destroyers 

in the rear. 
 

     The U.S. had landed troops of the 37th Infantry Division on New Georgia to attack Munda the week 

before and had just placed Marine Raiders ashore at Rice Anchorage on New Georgia's northern shore 

to seize Bairoko. Ainsworth's mission was to protect the north shore beachhead from attack by the 

"Tokyo Express" and if possible to prevent Imperial reinforcements from landing. 
 

       The Allied ships established radar contact about 20 mi east of the northern tip of Kolombangara. 

Ainsworth assumed he had complete surprise, but the Japanese had been aware of the Allied force for 

almost two hours. The destroyers increased speed to engage the Japanese force while the U.S. cruisers 

turned to deploy their main batteries, but the Imperial destroyers had already launched Long Lance 

torpedoes and turned away. The Imperial cruiser Jintsu engaged the Allied ships and was subjected to 

concentrated Allied fire. She was reduced to a wreck, broken in two by torpedo hits and sank at about 

01:45, with the loss of nearly her entire crew, including Izaki. On the Allied side, the New Zealand 

light cruiser Leander was struck by a torpedo and, severely damaged, retired from the battle escorted 

by U.S. destroyers Radford and Jenkins. 
 

     Ainsworth pursued the Imperial destroyers, but both light cruisers St. Louis and Honolulu were 

struck by torpedoes and damaged, while the destroyer Gwin was struck amidships and scuttled at 09:30 

the next morning. Honolulu and St. Louis were out of action for several months, while Leander was 

under repair for a year and never returned to action during World War II. Except for Jintsu, the Japanese 

force escaped damage, and the transport destroyers successfully landed 1,200 men at Vila. The 

Emperor's men had won a tactical victory, but of the action the naval historian Samuel Eliot Morison 

wrote: "A string of such victories added up to defeat." 21 survivors from Jintsu were subsequently 

rescued by Japanese submarine I-180; a few others were rescued by American ships. 
 

     Though at a severe cost, Ainsworth also accomplished his mission of preventing an attack on the 

Marines, and combined with the earlier Battle of Kula Gulf, successfully deterred the Japanese from 

future use of Kula Gulf in reinforcing Munda. After the Battle of Kolombangara, the Japanese chose to 

use Vella Gulf, Blackett Strait, and the more constricted passage at Wana Wana, resulting in a series of 

nightly attacks by U.S. destroyers and PT boats against their reinforcement efforts. 

 

 Jul 12 1943 – WW2:  US government recognizes authority of France’s General De Gaulle. 

 

 Jul 12 1965 – Vietnam War:  First Marine Wins Medal of Honor   »    Viet Cong ambush Company 

A of the 3rd Reconnaissance Battalion, led by U.S.M.C. Lt. Frank Reasoner of Kellogg, Idaho. The 

Marines had been on a sweep of a suspected Viet Cong area to deter any enemy activity aimed at the 

nearby airbase at Da Nang. 
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     Reasoner and the five-man point team he was accompanying were cut off from the main body of the 

company. He ordered his men to lay down a base of fire and then, repeatedly exposing himself to enemy 

fire, killed two Viet Cong, single-handedly wiped out an enemy machine gun emplacement, and raced 

through enemy fire to rescue his injured radio operator. Trying to rally his men, Reasoner was hit by 

enemy machine gun fire and was killed instantly. For this action, Reasoner was nominated for 

America’s highest award for valor. When Navy Secretary Paul H. Nitze presented the Medal of Honor 

to Reasoner’s widow and son in ceremonies at the Pentagon on January 31, 1967, he spoke of 

Reasoner’s willingness to die for his men: “Lieutenant Reasoner’s complete disregard for his own 

welfare will long serve as an inspiring example to others.” Lieutenant Reasoner was the first Marine to 

receive the Medal of Honor for action in Vietnam. 

 

 Jul 12 1966 – Vietnam War:  North Vietnam Urged To Treat U.S. POWs better   »   The National 

Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy (SANE) and American socialist Norman Thomas appeal to North 

Vietnamese President Ho Chi Minh on behalf of captured American pilots. The number of American 

captives was on the increase due to the intensification of Operation Rolling Thunder, the U.S. bombing 

campaign against North Vietnam. On 15 JUK, 18 senators opposed to President Lyndon B. Johnson’s 

Vietnam policy signed a statement calling on North Vietnam to “refrain from any act of vengeance 

against American airmen.” The next day, the United Nations Secretary General also urged North 

Vietnam to exercise restraint in the treatment of American prisoners of war. On 19 JUL, North 

Vietnamese ambassadors in Beijing and Prague asserted that the captured Americans would go on trial 

as war criminals. However, Ho Chi Minh subsequently gave assurances of a humanitarian policy toward 

the prisoners, in response, he said, to the appeal he received from SANE and Norman Thomas. Despite 

Ho’s assurances, the American POWs were routinely mistreated and tortured. They were released in 

1973 as part of the provisions of the Paris Peace Accords that were signed on January 27, 1973. 

 

 Jul 12 1973 – U.S. Military:  Fire Destroys NPRA’s Entire 6th Floor   »   A disastrous fire at the 

National Personnel Records Center destroyed approximately 16-18 million Official Military Personnel 

Files.  The records affected 80% of Army Personnel discharged November 1, 1912 to January 1, 1960 

and 75% of Air Force Personnel discharged September 25, 1947 to January 1, 1964 (with names 

alphabetically after Hubbard, James E.) 
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     Shortly after midnight a fire was reported at the NPRC's military personnel records building at 9700 

Page Boulevard in St. Louis, MO. Firefighters arrived on the scene only 4 minutes and 20 seconds after 

the first alarm sounded and entered the building. While they were able to reach the burning sixth floor, 

the heat and the smoke forced the firefighters to withdraw at 3:15am. In order to combat and contain 

the flames, firefighters were forced to pour great quantities of water onto the exterior of the building 

and inside through broken windows. The fire burned out of control for 22 hours; it took two days before 

firefighters were able to re-enter the building. The blaze was so intense that local Overland residents 

had to remain indoors, due to the heavy acrid smoke. It was not until 16 JUL, nearly four and a half 

days after it was first reported, that the local fire department called the fire officially out. 
 

     During the long ordeal, firefighters faced severe problems due to insufficient water pressure. 

Exacerbating the situation, one of the department's pumper trucks broke down after 40 hours of 

continuous operation. Numerous times, the fire threatened to spread down to the other floors; but 

firefighters were successful in halting its advance. In all, it took the participation of 42 fire districts to 

combat the disastrous blaze. Due to the extensive damages, investigators were never able to determine 

the source of the fire. 
 

     No duplicate copies of these records were ever maintained, nor were microfilm copies produced. 

Neither were any indexes created prior to the fire. In addition, millions of documents had been lent to 

the Department of Veterans Affairs before the fire occurred. Therefore, a complete listing of the records 

that were lost is not available. However, in the years following the fire, the NPRC collected numerous 

series of records (referred to as Auxiliary Records) that are used to reconstruct basic service 

information.   For a video and audio recap of the fire and its impact refer to https://youtu.be/dngumAV1OLs . 

 

 Jul 12 1990 – Cold War:   Yeltsin Resigns from Communist Party   »   Just two days after Mikhail 

Gorbachev was re-elected head of the Soviet Communist Party, Boris Yeltsin, president of the Republic 

of Russia, announces his resignation from the Party. Yeltsin’s action was a serious blow to Gorbachev’s 

efforts to keep the struggling Soviet Union together. 
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                                                                            Mikhail Gorbachev              Boris Yeltsin 
 

     In July 1990, Soviet Communist Party leaders met in a congress for debate and elections. Gorbachev, 

who had risen to power in the Soviet Union in 1985, came under severe attack from Communist Party 

hard-liners. They believed that his political and economic reforms were destroying the Party’s control 

of the nation. Gorbachev fired back at his critics during a speech in which he defended his reforms and 

attacked the naysayers as backward-looking relics from the dark past of the Soviet Union. He was 

rewarded with an overwhelming vote in favor of his re-election as head of the Communist Party. Just 

two days after that vote, however, Yeltsin shattered the illusion that Gorbachev’s victory meant an end 

to political infighting in the Soviet Union. Yeltsin had been a consistent critic of Gorbachev, but his 

criticisms stemmed from a belief that Gorbachev was moving too slowly in democratizing the Soviet 

political system. Yeltsin’s dramatic announcement of his resignation from the Communist Party was a 

clear indication that he was demanding a multiparty political system in the Soviet Union. It was viewed 

as a slap in the face to Gorbachev and his policies. 
 

     During the next year and a half, Gorbachev’s power gradually waned, while Yeltsin’s star rose. In 

December 1991, Gorbachev resigned as president of the Soviet Union and the Soviet Union officially 

dissolved. Yeltsin, however, retained his position of power as president of Russia. In their own 

particular ways, both men had overseen the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold 

War. 
 

     Yeltsin remained president of Russia until December 31, 1999, when he resigned. Despite his 

attempts at economic reform, his tenure in office saw the country’s economy falter badly, including a 

near-complete collapse of its currency. His administration was also marked by rampant corruption, an 

invasion of Chechnya and a series of bizarre incidents involving Yeltsin that were reputedly a result of 

his alcoholism. Yeltsin’s opponents twice tried to impeach him. With his resignation, Prime Minsiter 

Vladimir Putin became acting president until new elections could be held. On March 26, 2000, Putin 

became Russia’s new president. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jul 13 1787 – Westward Expansion:  Congress Enacts the Northwest Ordinance   »   Congress enacts 

the Northwest Ordinance, structuring settlement of the Northwest Territory and creating a policy for 

the addition of new states to the nation. The members of Congress knew that if their new confederation 

were to survive intact, it had to resolve the states’ competing claims to western territory. 
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     In 1781, Virginia began by ceding its extensive land claims to Congress, a move that made other 

states more comfortable in doing the same. In 1784, Thomas Jefferson first proposed a method of 

incorporating these western territories into the United States. His plan effectively turned the territories 

into colonies of the existing states. Ten new northwestern territories would select the constitution of an 

existing state and then wait until its population reached 20,000 to join the confederation as a full 

member. Congress, however, feared that the new states—10 in the Northwest as well as Kentucky, 

Tennessee and Vermont—would quickly gain enough power to outvote the old ones and never passed 

the measure. 
 

     Three years later, the Northwest Ordinance proposed that three to five new states be created from 

the Northwest Territory. Instead of adopting the legal constructs of an existing state, each territory 

would have an appointed governor and council. When the population reached 5,000, the residents could 

elect their own assembly, although the governor would retain absolute veto power. When 60,000 

settlers resided in a territory, they could draft a constitution and petition for full statehood. The 

ordinance provided for civil liberties and public education within the new territories, but did not allow 

slavery. Pro-slavery Southerners were willing to go along with this because they hoped that the new 

states would be populated by white settlers from the South. They believed that although these 

Southerners would have no slaves of their own, they would not join the growing abolition movement 

of the North. 

 

 Jul 13 1854 – U.S.*Nicaragua:   Bombardment of San Juan del Norte    »   A naval action initiated by 

the United States sloop-of-war USS Cyane, commanded by George N. Hollins, against the town of 

Greytown in the Miskito Kingdom, which was under British protection. The town was completely 

destroyed. The attack was in response to attempts by the British government to charge taxes and duties 

through its protectorate on the ships that were using it as a port to access Commodore Vanderbilt's 

Nicaragua Route to California. Other reasons were for attacks which damaged American property and, 

in one case, an American consulate. 
 

      The British schooner HMS Bermuda was moored at the port, commanded by Lieutenant W. D. 

Jolley, and only essayed a half-hearted protest to no avail. Jolley's justification for his lack of action 

was that the force under his command was "so totally inadequate against the Cyane, that I can only 

enter this my protest." Although the town was bombarded, the massive fire was set up by a number of 

U.S. Marines who landed at the harbor. Despite the massive destruction, there were no casualties. 
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     British involvement in the Crimean War, together with the firm opposition of Britain's merchant 

class to a war with the United States, prevented any further diplomatic or military reaction from Britain. 

Despite international outrage at the bombardment of the town, the United States refused to apologize 

for any damage or loss of life incurred, instead opting to avoid discussion of the incident until President 

Franklin Pierce finally gave an official position, six months later: 
 

     After giving a somewhat detailed and biased account of the bombardment, the president concluded 

that while it would have been more satisfactory if the Cyane's mission could have been consummated 

without the use of force, "the arrogant contumacy of the offenders rendered it impossible to avoid the 

alternative either to break up their establishment or to leave them impressed with the idea that they 

might persevere with impunity in a career of insolence and plunder." 

 

 Jul 13 1861 – Civil War:  Union Routs Rebels at the Battle of Corrick’s Ford   »   Union General 

George B. McClellan distinguishes himself by routing Confederates under General Robert Garnett at 

Corrick’s Ford in western Virginia. The battle ensured Yankee control of the region, secured the 

Union’s east-west railroad connections, and set in motion the events that would lead to the creation of 

West Virginia. 
   

 
                          George B. McClellan                                                                                                          Robert Garnett 

 

     Two days before Corrick’s Ford, Union troops under General William Rosecrans flanked a 

Confederate force at nearby Rich Mountain. The defeat forced Garnett to retreat from his position on 

Laurel Hill, while part of McClellan’s force pursued him across the Cheat River. A pitched battle 

ensued near Corrick’s Ford, in which Garnett was killed—the first general officer to die in the war. But 

losses were otherwise light, with only 70 Confederate, and 10 Union, casualties. 
 

     The Battle of Corrick’s Ford was a significant victory because it cleared the region of Confederates, 

but it is often overlooked, particularly because it was overshadowed by the Battle of Bull Run, Virginia, 

which occurred shortly thereafter on July 21. However, the success made McClellan a hero, even 

though his achievements were inflated. Two weeks later, McClellan became commander of the Army 

of the Potomac, the primary Federal army in the east. Unfortunately for the Union, the small campaign 

that climaxed at Corrick’s Ford was the zenith of McClellan’s military career. 

 

 Jul 13 1862 – Civil War:  First Battle of Murfreesboro   »   In Rutherford County, Tennessee troops 

under Confederate cavalry commander Brig. Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest surprised and quickly 

overran a Federal hospital, the camps of several small Union units, and the jail and courthouse in 

Murfreesboro. All of the Union units surrendered to Forrest, and the Confederates destroyed much of 

the Union's supplies and destroyed railroad track in the area. The primary consequence of the raid was 

the diversion of Union forces from a drive on Chattanooga. This raid, along with Morgan's raid into 

Kentucky, made possible Bragg's concentration of forces at Chattanooga and his early September 
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invasion of Kentucky. The next action at Murfreesboro was the more prominent Battle of Stones River 

(known as the Battle of Murfreesboro in the South), fought December 31, 1862, to January 2, 1863. 

 

 Jul 13 1863 – Civil War:  New York Draft Riots (13-16 Jul)   »   Violent disturbances in Lower 

Manhattan, sometimes referred to as the Manhattan draft riots and known at the time as Draft Week, 

which were, widely regarded as the culmination of white working-class discontent with new laws 

passed by Congress that year to draft men to fight in the ongoing American Civil War. The riots remain 

the largest civil and most racially-charged urban disturbance in American history. 
 

     U.S. President Abraham Lincoln diverted several regiments of militia and volunteer troops after the 

Battle of Gettysburg to control the city. The rioters were overwhelmingly white working-class men 

who feared free black people competing for work and resented that wealthier men, who could afford to 

pay a $300 (equivalent to $6,200 in 2019) commutation fee to hire a substitute, were spared from the 

draft. Initially intended to express anger at the draft, the protests turned into a race riot, with white 

rioters, many of them misinformed Irish immigrants, attacking black people throughout the city. 

Conditions in the city were such that Major General John E. Wool, commander of the Department of 

the East, said on 16 JUL that, "Martial law ought to be proclaimed, but I have not a sufficient force to 

enforce it." 
 

     The military did not reach the city until the second day of rioting, by which time the mobs had 

ransacked or destroyed numerous public buildings, two Protestant churches, the homes of various 

abolitionists or sympathizers, many black homes, and the Colored Orphan Asylum at 44th Street and 

Fifth Avenue, which was burned to the ground. The area's demographics changed as a result of the riot. 

Many black residents left Manhattan permanently with many moving to Brooklyn. By 1865, the black 

population had fallen below 11,000 for the first time since 1820. 
 

     The official death toll was listed at either 119 or 120 individuals. Most of those killed were Irish, 

who were the majority of the rioters. Violence by longshoremen against black men was especially fierce 

in the docks area. In all, eleven black men were hanged over five days. The most reliable estimates 

indicate at least 2,000 people were injured. Herbert Asbury, the author of the 1928 book Gangs of New 

York, upon which the 2002 film was based, puts the figure much higher, at 2,000 killed and 8,000 

wounded, a number that some dispute. Total property damage was about $1–5 million (equivalent to 

$16.5 million – $82.3 million in 2018). The city treasury later indemnified one-quarter of the amount. 
 

     On 19 AUG, the government resumed the draft in New York. It was completed within 10 days 

without further incident. Fewer men were drafted than had been feared by the white working class: of 

the 750,000 selected nationwide for conscription, only about 45,000 were sent into active duty. 

 

 JUL 13 1942 – WW2:  1st Filipino Infantry Regiment   »   A segregated United States Army infantry 

regiment made up of Filipino Americans from the continental United States and a few veterans of the 

Battle of the Philippines that saw combat during World War II. It was formed and activated at Camp 

San Luis Obispo, California, under the auspices of the California National Guard. Originally created as 

a battalion, it was declared a regiment on 13 July 1942. Deployed initially to New Guinea in 1944, it 

became a source of manpower for Special Forces and units that would serve in occupied territories. In 

1945, it deployed to the Philippines, where it first saw combat as a unit. After major combat operations, 
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it remained in the Philippines until it returned to California and was deactivated on April 10, 1946 at 

Camp Stoneman. 
 

 
Naturalization ceremony at Camp Beale in 1942 

 

 JUL 13 1942 – WW2:  Rovno Ghetto Liquidated    »     The Ghetto (also: Równe or Rivne Ghetto, 

Yiddish: ָאר  ,was a World War II Nazi ghetto established in December 1941 in the city of Rovno (ענװ

western Ukraine, in the territory of German-administered Reichskommissariat Ukraine. On 6 

November 1941, about 21,000 Jews were massacred by Einsatzgruppe C and their Ukrainian 

collaborators. The remaining Jews were imprisoned in this ghetto. In July 1942, all remaining 5,000 

Jews were trucked to a stone quarry near Kostopol and murdered there. The ghetto was liquidated on July 

13, 1942. Only a handful of Jews managed to escape deportation. 

 

 Jul 13 1943 – WW2:  Largest Tank Battle in History Ends  »  Battle of Kursk, involving some 6,000 

tanks, two million men, and 5,000 aircraft, ends with the German offensive repulsed by the Soviets at 

heavy cost. 
 

     In early July, Germany and the USSR concentrated their forces near the city of Kursk in western 

Russia, site of a 150-mile-wide Soviet pocket that jutted 100 miles into the German lines. The German 

attack began on July 5, and 38 divisions, nearly half of which were armored, began moving from the 

south and the north. However, the Soviets had better tanks and air support than in previous battles, and 

in bitter fighting Soviet antitank artillery destroyed as much as 40 percent of the German armor, which 

included their new Mark VI Tiger tanks.  
 

     After six days of warfare concentrated near Prokhorovka, south of Kursk, the German Field Marshal 

Gunther von Kluge called off the offensive, and by 23 JUL the Soviets had forced the Germans back 

to their original positions. In the beginning of August, the Soviets began a major offensive around the 

Kursk salient, and within a few weeks the Germans were in retreat all along the eastern front. 

 

 Jul 13 1944 – WW2:  Soviet General Konev Establishes New USSR Western Border  »   General Ivan 

Konev, one of the Soviet Union’s most outstanding officers, pursues an offensive against 40,000 

German soldiers to capture the East Galician city of Lvov. When the battle was over, 30,000 Germans 

were dead, and the USSR had a new western border. 
 

     Joseph Stalin had declared that he wanted the western border of the Soviet Union to be pushed back 

across the River Bug, territory that was part of prewar Poland, but was now occupied German territory. 

General Konev, who had led the first offensive against the Germans when they invaded the Soviet 
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Union in 1941 (and who had created the “Konev ambush,” a strategy by which troops retreat from the 

center of a battle area, only to allow troops from the flanks to close into the breach, used to defeat 

German General Heinz Guderian’s tank offensive against Moscow), led the Red Army’s new attack 

westward. He encircled 40,000 German soldiers in the town of Brody. After seven days, 30,000 German 

soldiers were dead, and Lvov was Soviet-occupied territory and would remain a part of the new postwar 

Soviet map. 
 

 

 

    General Konev would go on to cross Poland into Germany and, meeting up with U.S. and other 

Soviet forces, enter Berlin to see the final downfall of the Axis power. 

 

 Jul 13 1948 – Cold War:  Democratic Party Platform Defends Roosevelt-Truman Foreign Policies  »  

As the 1948 presidential campaign begins to heat up, the Democratic Party hammers out a platform that 

contains a stirring defense of the foreign policies of Franklin D. Roosevelt and President Harry S. 

Truman. The tone of the platform indicated that foreign policy, and particularly the nation’s Cold War 

policies, would be a significant part of the 1948 campaign. 
 

     Throughout 1948, President Truman had been put on the defensive by Republican critics who 

suggested that former President Roosevelt had been too “soft” in dealing with the Soviet Union during 

World War II. The Republicans also criticized Truman’s Cold War policies, calling them ineffective 

and too costly. By the time the Democratic Party met to nominate Truman for re-election and construct 

its platform, Truman was already an underdog to the certain Republican nominee, Governor Thomas 

E. Dewey.  
 

 
                                                               President Harry Truman          Governor Thomas E. Dewey 

 

     The foreign policy parts of the Democratic platform, announced on July 13, 1948, indicated that 

Truman was going to fight fire with fire. The platform strongly suggested that the Democratic 

administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt was primarily responsible for America’s victory in World War 
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II, and was entirely responsible for establishing the United Nations. After World War II, the document 

continued, Truman and the Democrats in Congress had rallied the nation to meet the communist threat. 

The Truman Doctrine, by which Greece and Turkey were saved from communist takeovers, and the 

Marshall Plan, which rescued Western Europe from postwar chaos, were the most notable results of the 

Democrats’ foreign policy. 
 

     Some of Truman’s advisers had cautioned him to take a more conciliatory stance on foreign policy 

issues in the platform, emphasizing the bipartisan nature of U.S. foreign policy since World War II. 

The pugnacious Truman would have none of that. He was proud of his record of “facing up to the 

Russians,” and decided to rise or fall in the 1948 election based on his accomplishments both at home 

and abroad. Events proved Truman wise in his approach. Despite the fact that nearly every newspaper 

and polling organization in the United States picked Dewey to triumph, Truman squeaked by in 1948 

in one of the most memorable political upsets in American history. 

 

 Jul 13 1953 – Korean War:   Battle of Kumsong (10 Jun – 20 Jul) Resumes    »   The Battle, also 

known as the Jincheng Campaign, was one of the last battles of the Korean War. During the ceasefire 

negotiations seeking to end the Korean War, the United Nations Command (UNC) and Chinese and 

North Korean forces (PVA) were unable to agree on the issue of prisoner repatriation. South Korean 

President Syngman Rhee, who refused to sign the armistice, released 27,000 North Korean prisoners 

who refused repatriation. This action caused an outrage among the Chinese and North Korean 

commands and threatened to derail the ongoing negotiations. As a result, the Chinese decided to launch 

an offensive aimed at the Kumsong salient which started on 10 JUN. This would be the last large-scale 

Chinese offensive of the war, scoring a victory over the UNC forces. 
 

     By evening of 13 July the PVA had moved elements of five armies into attack and support positions 

along the central sector that encompassed the Kumsong salient. Facing them from west to east lay the 

ROK 9th and Capital Divisions of U.S. IX Corps and the ROK 6th, 8th, 3rd and 5th Divisions of ROK 

II Corps. For the last week of the war the ROK II Corps held the Kumsong River line against minor 

PVA pressure. Despite the gains of the counteroffensive, the Chinese had removed the Kumsong salient 

and straightened out their lines on the central front. Their penetration had been approximately 6 miles 

and the weight of their assault had cut off and disorganized many of the ROK units facing them. It had 

taken nine ROK and U.S. divisions in blocking and counterattacking roles to halt the Chinese advance 

and to regain some of the lost terrain. The Chinese loudly proclaimed military victory for its side.  
 

     On the other hand, the price that the PVA had paid to sustain a major drive was extremely high; the 

Eighth Army estimated that over 28,000 casualties had been inflicted upon the PVA during their 

breakthrough and its aftermath. While ROK II Corps was carrying out its counteroffensive, the 

PVA/KPA exerted pressure upon several scattered points along the Eighth Army line in an effort to 

take long-contested hills and outposts prior to the signing of an armistice. The reasons behind this 

pressure were difficult to fathom, since all of the threatened points fell in the demilitarized zone and 

would have to be abandoned by the UNC forces anyway. As it turned out, the PVA/KPA had to 

surrender possession of their new gains shortly thereafter. The operations along the front during the last 

week of the Korean War subsided again to small-scale probes and patrols, as each side now anticipated 

that the Korean Armistice Agreement soon would be signed. 
 

     General Clark, the UNC commander, later commented: "There is no doubt in my mind that one of 

the principal reasons, if not the one reason, for the Communist offensive was to give the ROK's a 
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'bloody nose,' to show them and the world that 'PUK CHIN'— Go North (i.e. Syngman Rhee's insistence 

on continuing the war) was easier said than done. 

 

 Jul 13 1968 – Vietnam War:  Wallace Criticizes Nixon’s Handling Of the War   »   Former Alabama 

Governor George Wallace criticizes President Richard Nixon for his handling of the war and says he 

favors an all-out military victory if the Paris talks fail to produce peace soon. Wallace had run 

unsuccessfully against Nixon as a third party candidate in the 1968 presidential election. In 1972, 

Wallace ran for the Democratic Party presidential nomination, but was seriously wounded by a would-

be assassin. He won several state primaries, but subsequently withdrew from the race. He was not 

through politically, however, and was twice more elected the governor of Alabama. In 1976, he made 

another run for the Democratic Party nomination before withdrawing and endorsing Governor Jimmy 

Carter of Georgia. Wallace retired from politics in 1987. 

 

 Jul 13 1968 – Vietnam War:  Rockefeller Announces New Peace Proposal   »   Governor Nelson 

Rockefeller of New York, a Republican presidential candidate, reveals a four-stage peace plan that, he 

argues, could end the war in six months if North Vietnam assented to it. The proposal called for a 

mutual troop pullback and interposition of a neutral peacekeeping force, followed by the withdrawal of 

all North Vietnamese and most Allied units from South Vietnam; free elections under international 

supervision; and direct negotiations between North and South Vietnam on reunification. 
 

 
 

     In his proposal, Rockefeller represented the liberal northeastern wing of the Republican Party. 

Taking a stance between Rockefeller and the more conservative elements of his party led by Ronald 

Reagan, Richard Nixon won the nomination on the first ballot at the Republican National Convention 

in Miami Beach. For his running mate, he chose Spiro T. Agnew, the governor of Maryland. 
 

     In his speech accepting the nomination, Nixon promised to “bring an honorable end to the war in 

Vietnam” and to inaugurate “an era of negotiations” with leading communist powers, while restoring 

“the strength of America so that we shall always negotiate from strength and never from weakness.” 

The party subsequently adopted a platform on the war that called for “progressive de-Americanization” 

of the war. Indeed, shortly after assuming office, Nixon instituted a program of “Vietnamization,” a 

policy aimed at turning the war over to the South Vietnamese and withdrawing U.S. troops. 

 

 Jul 13 1982 – Iran*Iraq War:  Iran Invades Iraq   »   During this eight year war which started when 

Iraq invaded Iran on 22 September 1980, on this date Iranian forces crossed into Iraq heading for the 

city of Basra. The Iraqis, however, were prepared; they had an elaborate series of trenches and bunkers 

dug into the earth, and Iran soon ran short on ammunition. In addition, Saddam's forces deployed 

chemical weapons against their opponents. The ayatollahs' army was quickly reduced to complete 
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dependence on suicide attacks by human waves. Children were sent to run across mine-fields, clearing 

the mines before the adult Iranian soldiers could hit them, and instantly become martyrs in the process. 
 

 

Saddam Hussein rallying Iraqi troops before the invasion of Iran, 1980 
 

     Alarmed by the prospect of further Islamic revolutions, President Ronald Reagan announced that 

the U.S. would "do whatever was necessary to prevent Iraq from losing the war with Iran." Interestingly 

enough, the Soviet Union and France also came to Saddam Hussein's aid, while China, North Korea, 

and Libya were supplying the Iranians. 
 

     Throughout 1983, the Iranians launched five major attacks against the Iraqi lines, but their under-

armed human waves could not break through the Iraqi entrenchments. In retaliation, Saddam Hussein 

sent missile attacks against eleven Iranian cities. An Iranian push through the marshes ended with them 

gaining a position just 40 miles from Basra, but the Iraqis held them there.  
 

     In the spring of 1984, the Iran-Iraq War entered a new, maritime phase when Iraq attacked Iranian 

oil tankers in the Persian Gulf. Iran responded by attacking the oil tankers of both Iraq and its Arab 

allies. Alarmed, the U.S. threatened to join the war if the oil supply was cut off. Saudi F-15s retaliated 

for attacks against the kingdom's shipping by shooting down an Iranian plane in June 1984. The "tanker 

war" continued through 1987. In that year, U.S. and Soviet naval ships offered escorts to oil tankers to 

prevent them being targeted by the belligerents. A total of 546 civilian ships were attacked and 430 

merchant seamen killed in the tanker war. 

 

 Jul 13 2008 – Afghanistan War:  Battle of Wanat   »   The Battle occurred this date when about 200 

Taliban guerrillas attacked NATO troops near the village of Wanat in the Waygal district in 

Afghanistan's far eastern province of Nuristan. The position was defended primarily by U.S. Army 

soldiers of the 2nd Platoon, Chosen Company, 2nd Battalion, 503rd Infantry Regiment (Airborne), 

173rd Airborne Brigade Combat Team. The Taliban surrounded the remote base and its observation 

post and attacked it from the village and the surrounding farmland. They destroyed much of the 

Americans' heavy munitions, broke through U.S. lines, and entered the main base before being repelled 

by artillery and aircraft. American casualties included nine killed and 27 wounded, while four Afghan 

National Army (ANA) soldiers were wounded. The U.S. combat deaths represented the most in a single 

battle since the start of U.S. operations in 2001.  For more detailed info refer to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Wanat . 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jul 14 1789 – French Revolution:  French Revolutionaries Storm the Bastille   »   Parisian 

revolutionaries and mutinous troops storm and dismantle the Bastille, a royal fortress and prison that 
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had come to symbolize the tyranny of the Bourbon monarchs. This dramatic action signaled the 

beginning of the French Revolution, a decade of political turmoil and terror in which King Louis XVI 

was overthrown and tens of thousands of people, including the king and his wife Marie-Antoinette, 

were executed. 
 

 
 

 

     By the summer of 1789, France was moving quickly toward revolution. Bernard-René Jordan de 

Launay, the military governor of the Bastille, feared that his fortress would be a target for the 

revolutionaries and so requested reinforcements. On July 12, royal authorities transferred 250 barrels 

of gunpowder to the Bastille, and Launay brought his men into the massive fortress and raised its two 

drawbridges. 
 

     At dawn on 14 JUL, a great crowd armed with muskets, swords, and various makeshift weapons 

began to gather around the Bastille. Launay’s men were able to hold the mob back, but as more and 

more Parisians were converging on the Bastille, Launay raised a white flag of surrender over the 

fortress. Launay and his men were taken into custody, the Bastille’s gunpowder and cannons were 

seized, and the seven prisoners were freed. Upon arriving at the Hotel de Ville, where Launay was to 

be arrested and tried by a revolutionary council, he was instead pulled away by a mob and murdered. 
 

     The capture of the Bastille symbolized the end of the ancien regime and provided the French 

revolutionary cause with an irresistible momentum. In 1792, the monarchy was abolished and Louis 

and his wife Marie-Antoinette were sent to the guillotine for treason in 1793. 

 

 Jul 14 1798 – Quasi War:  Sedition Act becomes Federal Law  »   One of the most egregious breaches 

of the U.S. Constitution in history becomes federal law when Congress passes the Sedition Act, 

endangering liberty in the fragile new nation. While the United States engaged in naval hostilities with 

Revolutionary France, known as the Quasi-War, Alexander Hamilton and congressional Federalists 

took advantage of the public’s wartime fears and drafted and passed the Alien and Sedition Acts, 

without first consulting President John Adams. 
 

     The first three acts took aim at the rights of immigrants. The period of residency required before 

immigrants could apply for citizenship was extended from five to 14 years, and the president gained 

the power to detain and deport those he deemed enemies. President Adams never took advantage of his 

newfound ability to deny rights to immigrants. However, the fourth act, the Sedition Act, was put into 

practice and became a black mark on the nation’s reputation. In direct violation of the Constitution’s 

guarantee of freedom of speech, the Sedition Act permitted the prosecution of individuals who voiced 

or printed what the government deemed to be malicious remarks about the president or government of 
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the United States. Fourteen Republicans, mainly journalists, were prosecuted, and some imprisoned, 

under the act. 
 

     In opposition to the Alien and Sedition Acts, Thomas Jefferson and James Madison drafted the 

Virginia and Kentucky Resolves, declaring the acts to be a violation of the First and Tenth 

Amendments. President Adams, appalled at where Hamilton and the congressional Federalists were 

leading the country under the guise of wartime crisis, tried to end the undeclared war with France to 

undercut their efforts. He threatened to resign from the presidency and leave the Federalists with 

Republican Vice President Thomas Jefferson if they did not heed his call for peace. Adams succeeded 

in quashing Hamilton and the Federalists’ schemes, but ended any hope of his own re-election in the 

process. 

 

 Jul 14 1861 – Civil War:  Union March to Manassas Begins   »     General Irvin McDowell advances 

toward Fairfax Courthouse, Virginia with 40,000 troops.  In June 1861, President Abraham Lincoln 

directed McDowell, who had been named commander of the Department of Northeastern Virginia in 

late May, to launch an offensive against General Pierre G.T. Beauregard’s Army of the Potomac 

stationed at Manassas. McDowell’s inexperienced troops probably weren’t yet ready for a major battle, 

but Lincoln was concerned that the three-month terms of service of thousands who had volunteered 

after Fort Sumter would soon expire—with a large Confederate army still poised close to the nation’s 

capital. 
 

     McDowell responded with a general plan that he presented 29 JUN to Lincoln, members of his 

Cabinet, General in Chief Winfield Scott and other officers. While acknowledging his army largely 

consisted of raw regiments inexperienced with campaigning, McDowell seemed confident he would 

succeed. In the upcoming First Battle of Manassas (i.e. First Battle of Bull Run) he never proposed 

making an outright frontal attack on Beauregard’s army, which occupied an eight-mile front along a 

stream known as Bull Run that straddled the border of Prince William and Fairfax counties. The battle 

fought on July 21, 1861 was a Confederate victory, followed by a disorganized retreat of the Union 

forces. 

 

 Jul 14 1863 – Civil War:  Confederate forces under Gen. Robert E. Lee are defeated after three days 

of fighting at the Battle of Gettysburg.  Casualties and losses: US 23,055 - CSA 23,231 

 

 Jul 14 1864 – Civil War:  Confederates Defeated at the Battle of Tupelo   »   Confederate General 

Nathan Bedford Forrest suffers his biggest defeat when Union General Andrew J. Smith routs his force 

in Tupelo, Mississippi. The battle came just a month after the Battle of Brice’s Crossroads, Mississippi, 

in which Forrest engineered a brilliant victory over a larger Union force from Memphis that was 

designed to keep him from threatening General William T. Sherman’s supply lines in Tennessee which 

relied on the single-track railroad over which Sherman's army drew its supplies. Hoping to neutralize 

Forrest, Sherman sent Smith’s expedition to destroy Forrest and his cavalry. Smith left LaGrange, 

Tennessee, on 11 JUN with 14,000 troops. 
 

     Forrest and his cavalry were part of a 10,000-man force commanded by General Stephen Lee, but 

Forrest and Lee shared command responsibilities. Forrest’s strategy at Tupelo was similar to his tactics 

at the Battle of West Point, Mississippi, five months earlier. In both battles, Forrest used part of his 

force to entice the Yankees into a trap. The plan worked well at West Point, but in Tupelo Smith did 
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not take the bait. Instead of driving right at Forrest, Smith dug his troops in around Tupelo. Lee and 

Forrest were uneasy about attacking the Yankees, but they agreed to try to drive Smith out of 

Mississippi. 
 

 

Nathan Bedford Forrest                Andrew J. Smith 

 

     The assault began on the morning of 14 JUL. Smith’s Union troops were in an ideal position for 

fending off an attack. The Confederates had to fight uphill across nearly a mile of open terrain. Lee 

struck one flank and Forrest struck the other. Poor communication ruined the Rebels’ coordination, and 

after three hours they had not breached the Union line. Although Lee was the ranking Confederate, he 

had offered Forrest command of the battle. Forrest declined, but assigning blame for the defeat is 

difficult. Union losses stood at 674, while Forrest and Lee lost over 1,300 soldiers. 
 

     Despite the Union victory, the overly cautious Smith had lost an opportunity to completely destroy 

Forrest and Lee’s army. He had not counterattacked, and the Confederates maintained a dangerous 

force in Mississippi. 

 

 Jul 14 1916 – WWI:  Battle of Delville Wood - An action begins within the Battle of the Somme, 

which was to last until 3 September 1916. It ended in a tactical allied victory. 

 

 Jul 14 1918 – WWI:  Quentin Roosevelt Killed   »   Quentin Roosevelt, a pilot in the United States Air 

Service and the fourth son of former U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt, is shot down and killed by a 

German Fokker plane over the Marne River in France. 
 

 
 

     The young Roosevelt was engaged to Flora Payne Whitney, the granddaughter of Cornelius 

Vanderbilt, one of the country’s richest men. The couple met at a ball in Newport, Rhode Island, in 

August 1916 and soon fell in love, although the alliance between the modest, old-money Roosevelts 

and the flamboyantly wealthy Vanderbilt-Whitneys was at first controversial on both sides. 
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     Quentin’s letters to Flora, from the time they met until his death, charted the course of America’s 

entry into the war. Theodore Roosevelt, incensed at America’s continuing neutrality in the face of 

German aggression–including the sinking of the British cruise liner Lusitania in May 1916, in which 

128 Americans drowned–campaigned unsuccessfully for the presidency in 1916, severely criticizing 

Woodrow Wilson, who was reelected on a neutrality platform. While he was initially neutral, Quentin 

came to agree with his father, writing to Flora in early 1917 from Harvard University, where he was 

studying, that “We are a pretty sordid lot, aren’t we, to want to sit looking on while England and France 

fight our battles and pan gold into our pockets.” 
 

     After U.S. policy, as well as public opinion, shifted decisively towards entrance into the conflict 

against Germany, Wilson delivered his war message to Congress on April 2, 1917. At age 20, Quentin 

was too young to be drafted under the subsequent military conscription act, but as the son of Theodore 

Roosevelt, he was certainly expected to volunteer. His father, at 58, had expressed his own intention to 

head to France immediately as head of a volunteer division; upon Wilson’s rejection of the idea, TR 

declared that his sons would go in his place. 
 

     Before the month of April 1917 was out, Quentin had left Harvard, volunteered for the U.S. Air 

Service and proposed to Flora. The young couple received their parents’ consent, at first reluctant, only 

to say goodbye to each other at the Hudson River Pier on 23 JUL as Quentin set sail to France for 

training. Over the next year, Quentin struggled with difficult flight training (on Nieuport planes, already 

discarded by the French as a second-rate aircraft), brutally cold conditions, illness (in November he 

caught pneumonia and was sent to Paris on a three-week leave) and derision from his older brothers, 

Ted, Archie and Kermit, all of whom were already on their way to the front. Quentin also suffered from 

the separation from Flora, whom he urged to find a way to come to Paris and marry him; though she 

tried, she was ultimately unsuccessful. Despite the pain of separation from his beloved, Quentin was 

determined to get to the front, to silence his brothers’ criticism and prove himself to them and to his 

father. 
 

     In June 1918, Quentin got his wish when he was made a flight commander in the 95th Aero 

Squadron, in action near the Aisne River. “I think I got my first Boche,” he wrote in excitement to Flora 

on July 11, referring to a German plane he had shot at during a flight mission. Three days later, during 

the Second Battle of the Marne, his Nieuport was engaged by three Boche planes, according to one of 

the other pilots on his flight mission. Shot down, Quentin’s plane fell behind the German lines, near 

the village of Chamery, France. 
 

     Flora Payne Whitney saved every one of Quentin’s letters to her. She became a surrogate member 

of the Roosevelt family for a time, nursing her own pain and comforting Theodore Roosevelt, who was 

by many reports shattered by the loss of his youngest son, until his death in January 1919. She would 

later go on to marry twice, have four children, and follow her mother, the sculptor and art patron Gloria 

Vanderbilt Whitney, into a leadership role at the famous Whitney Museum of American Art in New 

York City. She died in 1986. 

 

 Jul 14 1945 – WW2:   Allied Naval Bombardments of Japan   »    Battleship USS South Dakota is first 

U.S. ship to bombard Japan. During the last weeks of World War II, warships of the United States 

Navy, the British Royal Navy and the Royal New Zealand Navy bombarded industrial and military 

facilities in Japan. Most of these bombardments involved battleships and cruisers which caused heavy 
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damage to several of the targeted factories, as well as nearby civilian areas. A major goal of the attacks 

was to provoke the Japanese military into committing some of its reserve force of aircraft into battle. 

However, the Japanese did not attempt to attack the Allied bombardment forces, and none of the 

involved warships suffered any damage. 
 

     The major bombardments began on 14 and 15 July 1945, when US Navy warships attacked the cities 

of Kamaishi and Muroran. The next attack was made by a joint American and British force against the 

city of Hitachi during the night of 17/18 JUL. Groups of cruisers and destroyers subsequently shelled 

the Nojima Saki and Shionomisaki areas on 18 JUL and the night of 24/25 July, respectively. On 29 

JUL, American and British warships attacked Hamamatsu, and on the night of 30/31 several American 

destroyers shelled Shimizu. The final bombardment took place on 9 AUG, when Kamaishi was attacked 

again by American, British and New Zealand warships. Two US Navy submarines conducted small-

scale attacks during June and July 1945; one of the submarines also landed a small raiding party. 
 

 
 

     The Allied naval bombardments disrupted industrial production in the cities targeted, and convinced 

many Japanese civilians that the war was lost. Up to 1,739 Japanese were killed in the attacks, and as 

many as 1,497 were wounded. The only Allied casualties were 32 prisoners of war, who were killed in 

the bombardments of Kamaishi. 

 

 Jul 14 1950 – Korean War:  North Korean troops initiate the Battle of Taejon. Outcome was a North 

Korean tactical victory and an American and South Korean strategic victory (establishment of Pusan 

Perimeter). Casualties and losses: US 3,550 - NKA UNK 

 

 Jul 14 1963 – Cold War:  Rupture between USSR and China Grows Worse   »   Relations between the 

Soviet Union and China reach the breaking point as the two governments engage in an angry ideological 

debate about the future of communism. The United States, for its part, was delighted to see a wedge 

being driven between the two communist superpowers. 
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     In mid-1963, officials from the Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of China met in Moscow to 

try to mend their ideological rift. The Chinese government had become openly critical of what it 

referred to as the growing “counterrevolutionary trends” in the Soviet Union. In particular, China was 

unhappy with the Soviet Union’s policy of cooperation with the West. According to a public statement 

made by the Chinese government on June 14, 1963, a much more militant and aggressive policy was 

needed in order to spread the communist revolution worldwide. There could be no “peaceful 

coexistence” with the forces of capitalism, and the statement chided the Russians for trying to reach a 

diplomatic understanding with the West, and in particular, the United States. 
 

     Exactly one month later, as the meetings in Moscow continued to deteriorate in an atmosphere of 

mutual suspicion and recrimination, the Soviet government issued a stinging rebuttal to the earlier 

Chinese statement. The Russians agreed that world communism was still the ultimate goal, but that new 

policies were needed. “Peaceful coexistence” between communist and capitalist nations was essential 

in the atomic age, and the Soviet statement went on to declare that, “We sincerely want disarmament.” 

The Soviet statement also addressed the Chinese criticism of the October 1962 missile crisis, in which 

Russia aided in the establishment of nuclear missile bases in Cuba. Under pressure from the United 

States, the bases had been withdrawn–according to the Chinese, Russia had “capitulated” to America. 

Not so, according to the Soviets. The missile bases had been established to deter a possible U.S. 

invasion of Cuba. Once America vowed to refrain from such action, the bases were withdrawn in order 

to avoid an unnecessary nuclear war. This was the type of “sober calculation,” the Soviet Union 

indicated, that was needed in the modern world. 
 

     The July 14, 1963, Soviet statement was the first clear public indication that Russia and China were 

deeply divided over the future of communism. American officials greeted the development with 

undisguised glee, for they believed that the Sino-Soviet split would work to America’s advantage in 

terms of making the Russians more amenable to fruitful diplomatic negotiations on a variety of issues, 

including arms control and the deepening crisis in Vietnam. That belief was not entirely well founded, 

as U.S.-Soviet relations continued to be chilly throughout most of the 1960s. Nevertheless, the United 

States continued to attempt to use this “divide and conquer” tactic well into the 1970s, when it began a 

rapprochement with communist China in order to gain leverage in its dealings with the Soviet Union. 

 

 Jul 14 1964 – Vietnam War:  North Vietnamese Regulars Are Fighting in South Vietnam   »   U.S. 

military intelligence publicly charges that North Vietnamese regular army officers command and fight 

in so-called Viet Cong forces in the northern provinces, where Viet Cong strength had doubled in the 

past six months. Only the day before, South Vietnamese Gen. Nguyen Khanh had referred to the 

“invasion” by North Vietnamese Army (NVA) forces. 
 

     There would soon be other evidence that North Vietnamese troops were operating in South Vietnam. 

In August, South Vietnamese officials would claim that two companies from the North Vietnamese 

army had crossed the Demilitarized Zone in Quang Tri province. A battle ensued, but the North 

Vietnamese forces were defeated with heavy casualties. It became known later that Hanoi had ordered 

its forces to begin infiltrating to the South. This marked a major change in the tempo and scope of the 

war in South Vietnam and resulted in President Lyndon B. Johnson committing U.S. combat troops. 

North Vietnamese forces and U.S. troops clashed for the first time in November 1965, when units from 

the newly arrived 1st Cavalry Division engaged several North Vietnamese regiments in the Battle of 

the Ia Drang Valley in the Central Highlands. 
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  Jul 14 1968 – Vietnam War:  Clifford Visits South Vietnam   »   Defense Secretary Clark Clifford 

visits South Vietnam to confer with U.S. and South Vietnamese leaders. Upon his arrival in Saigon, 

Clifford stated that the United States was doing all that it could to improve the fighting capacity of the 

South Vietnamese armed forces and intended to provide all South Vietnamese army units with M-16 

automatic rifles. This effort would increase in 1969 after Richard Nixon became president. 
 

 
 

     In June 1969, Nixon met with South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu on Midway Island. 

At the meeting, Nixon announced what became known as his “Vietnamization” policy. Under this 

policy, Nixon intended U.S. troops to help increase the combat capability of the Republic of Vietnam 

Armed Forces so that the South Vietnamese could eventually assume full responsibility of the war. 

Though Nixon described this as a new policy, its roots could be traced back to Clark Clifford’s visit to 

South Vietnam and groundwork that was laid during the Johnson administration. 

 

 Jul 14 2016 – Terrorism:   Nice, France   »    A 19-tonne cargo truck was deliberately driven into 

crowds of people celebrating Bastille Day on the Promenade des Anglais in Nice, France, resulting in 

the deaths of 86 people and the injury of 458 others. The driver was Mohamed Lahouaiej-Bouhlel, a 

Tunisian resident of France. The attack ended following an exchange of gunfire, during which 

Lahouaiej-Bouhlel was shot and killed by police. Islamic State claimed responsibility for the attack, 

saying Lahouaiej-Bouhlel answered its "calls to target citizens of coalition nations that fight the Islamic 

State".  
 

On 15 JUL, François Molins, the prosecutor for the Public Ministry, which oversawthe investigation, 

said the attack bore the hallmarks of jihadist terrorism. French President François Hollande called the 

attack an act of Islamic terrorism, announced an extension of the state of emergency (which had been 

declared following the November 2015 Paris attacks) for a further three months, and announced an 

intensification of French airstrikes on ISIL in Syria and Iraq. France later extended the state of 

emergency until 26 January 2017. Thousands of extra police and soldiers were deployed while the 

government called on citizens to join the reserve forces. 
 

     On 21 JUL, prosecutor François Molins said that Lahouaiej-Bouhlel planned the attack for months 

and had help from accomplices. By 1 AUG, six suspects had been taken into custody on charges of 

"criminal terrorist conspiracy", three of whom were also charged for complicity in murder in relation 

to a terrorist enterprise. On 16 DEC three further suspects, allegedly involved in the supply of illegal 

weapons to Lahouaiej-Bouhlel, were charged. The attack has been classified as jihadist terrorism by 

Europol. 
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 Jul 15 1830 – Native Americans:  Fourth Treaty of Prairie du Chien Signed   »   Negotiated between 

the United States and the Sac and Fox, the Mdewakanton, Wahpekute, Wahpeton and Sisiton Sioux, 

Omaha, Ioway, Otoe and Missouria tribes. Through additional negotiations conducted in St. Louis on 

October 13, 1830, Yankton Sioux and Santee Sioux agreed to abide by the 1830 Treaty of Prairie du 

Chien. The US government announced the treaty and its numerous adherents on February 24, 1831. 
 

     In this treaty, the tribes agreed to land cession to the United States of three large tracts of land: two 

strips of land 20 miles wide each on either side of the boundary established by the first (1825) Treaty 

of Prairie du Chien (roughly from La Crosse, Wisconsin to Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin), extending 

from the Mississippi River to the Des Moines River in what today is southeastern Minnesota and 

northeastern Iowa; and a large triangular tract of land in southeastern Nebraska and northwestern 

Missouri, western Iowa and southern Minnesota, from Kansas City, Missouri due north to the Des 

Moines River, to the area about Spirit Lake, Iowa to Worthington, Minnesota, down Rock River, down 

the Missouri River and back to Kansas City. Additional tribes later ceded the large triangular tract as 

the Platte Purchase in 1836. 
 

     The treaty also established the Nemaha Half-Breed Reservation, which provided land in 

southeastern Nebraska to the mixed-race descendants of European/American fur trappers and their 

Native American women companions from several involved tribes. Without this provision, the mixed-

race descendants were often kept from being allocated land on newly established reservations, and were 

caught between cultures. 

 

 Jul 15 1862 – Civil War:  CSS Arkansas Attacks Union Ships   »    The CSS Arkansas, the most 

effective ironclad on the Mississippi River, battles with Union ships commanded by Admiral David 

Farragut, severely damaging three ships and sustaining heavy damage herself. The encounter changed 

the complexion of warfare on the Mississippi and helped to reverse Rebel fortunes on the river in the 

summer of 1862. 
 

 
 

     In August 1861, the Confederate Congress granted funds to build two ironclads in Memphis, 

Tennessee. The ships were still under construction when Union ships captured the city in May 1862. 

Confederates burned one of them to prevent capture, while the Arkansas was towed further south. 

Similar in design and appearance to the more famous CSS Virginia (Merrimack), the vessel was 

completed by early July. 
 

     Setting sail with a crew of 100 sailors and 60 soldiers and commanded by Isaac Brown, the Arkansas 

steamed to Vicksburg, Virginia, where Farragut’s gunboats were rapidly dominating the river from 
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New Orleans northward. At the mouth of the Yazoo River on July 15, 1862, the Arkansas engaged in 

a sharp exchange with the three Union ships sent to intercept the ironclad. After fighting through these 

ships, the Arkansas headed for the bulk of Farragut’s fleet. It then sailed through the flotilla, damaging 

16 ships. 
 

     Farragut was furious that a single boat wreaked such havoc on his force. The engagement 

temporarily shifted Confederate fortunes on the Mississippi, but not for long. The Arkansas, pursued 

by the Union ironclad Essex, fled down the river and experienced mechanical problems. On 6 AUG, 

the ship ran aground, and the crew blew it up to keep it from falling into Yankee hands. 

 

 Jul 15 1863 – Civil War:  President Davis orders service a duty for confederate army. 

 

 Jul 15 1864 – Civil War:  Troop train loaded with Confederate prisoners collided with a coal train 

killing 65 and injuring 109 of 955 aboard 

 

 Jul 15 1864 – Post Civil War:  Georgia becomes last confederate state to be readmitted to US. 

 

 Jul 15 1915 – WWI:  Dr Heinrich Albert, The head of German propaganda in the U.S., loses his 

briefcase on a subway in New York City.  An examination of its content reveals an extensive network 

of German espionage and subversion across America. 

 

 Jul 15 1915 – WWI:  The Austro-German forces launch an offensive along the Eastern Front. 

 

 Jul 15 1918 – WWI:  Second Battle of the Marne Begins With Final German offensive   »   Near the 

Marne River in the Champagne region of France, the Germans begin the first phase of what would be 

their final offensive push of World War I. Dubbed the Second Battle of the Marne, the conflict ended 

several days later in a major victory for the Allies. 
 

 
 

    The German general Erich Ludendorff, convinced that an attack in Flanders, the region stretching 

from northern France into Belgium, was the best route to a German victory in the war, decided to launch 

a sizeable diversionary attack further south in order to lure Allied troops away from the main event. 

The resulting attack at the Marne, launched on the back of the German capture of the strategically 

important Chemin des Dames ridge near the Aisne River on May 27, 1918, was the latest stage of a 

major German offensive—dubbed the Kaiserschlacht, or the “kaiser’s battle”—masterminded by 

Ludendorff during the spring of 1918. 
 

     On the morning of 15 JUL, then, 23 divisions of the German 1st and 3rd Armies attacked the French 

4th Army east of Reims, while 17 divisions of the 7th Army, assisted by the 9th Army, attacked the 

French 6th Army to the west of the city. The dual attack was Ludendorff’s attempt to divide and conquer 
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the French forces, which were joined by 85,000 U.S. troops as well as a portion of the British 

Expeditionary Force (BEF), most of which were located in Flanders. 
 

     When the Germans began their advance after an initial artillery bombardment, however, they found 

that the French had set up a line of false trenches, manned by only a few defenders. The real front line 

of trenches lay further on, and had scarcely been touched by the bombardment. This deceptive strategy 

had been put in place by the French commander-in-chief, Philippe Petain. 
 

     As a German officer, Rudolf Binding, wrote in his diary of the 15 JUL attack, the French “put up 

no resistance in front…they had neither infantry nor artillery in this forward battle-zone…Our guns 

bombarded empty trenches; our gas-shells gassed empty artillery positions….The barrage, which was 

to have preceded and protected [the attacking German troops] went right on somewhere over the 

enemy’s rear positions, while in front the first real line of resistance was not yet carried.” As the 

Germans approached the “real” Allied front lines, they were met with a fierce barrage of French and 

American fire. Trapped and surrounded, the Germans suffered heavy casualties, setting the Allies up 

for the major counter-attack they would launch on 18 JUL. 

 

 Jul 15 1918 – WW2:  Garbo Makes an Appearance   »    Master spy Juan Pujol Garcia, nicknamed 

“Garbo,” sends his first communique to Germany from Britain. The question was: Who was he spying 

for? 
 

     Juan Garcia, a Spaniard, ran an elaborate multiethnic spy network that included a Dutch airline 

steward, a British censor for the Ministry of Information, a Cabinet office clerk, a U.S. soldier in 

England, and a Welshman sympathetic to fascism. All were engaged in gathering secret information on 

the British-Allied war effort, which was then transmitted back to Berlin. Garcia was in the pay of the 

Nazis. The Germans knew him as “Arabel,” whereas the English knew him as Garbo. The English knew 

a lot more about him, in fact, than the Germans, as Garcia was a British double agent. None of Garcia’s 

spies were real, and the disinformation he transmitted to Germany was fabricated—phony military 

“secrets” that the British wanted planted with the Germans to divert them from genuine military 

preparations and plans. 
 

 

 

     Among the most effective of Garcia’s deceptions took place in June 1944, when he managed to 

convince Hitler that the D-Day invasion of Normandy was just a “diversionary maneuver designed to 

draw off enemy reserves in order to make a decisive attack in another place”—playing right into the 

mindset of German intelligence, which had already suspected that this might be the case. (Of course, it 

wasn’t.) Among the “agents” that Garcia employed in gathering this “intelligence” was Donny, leader 
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of the World Aryan Order; Dick, an “Indian fanatic”; and Dorick, a civilian who lived at a North Sea 

port. All these men were inventions of Garcia’s imagination, but they leant authenticity to his reports 

back to Berlin—so much so that Hitler, while visiting occupied France, awarded Garcia the Iron Cross 

for his service to the fatherland. 
 

     That same year, 1944, Garcia received his true reward, the title of MBE—Member of the British 

Empire—for his service to the England and the Allied cause. This ingenious Spaniard had proved to be 

one of the Allies’ most successful counterintelligence tools 

 

 Jul 15 1937 – Japan*China:  Japanese attack Marco Polo Bridge, invade China. 

 

 Jul 15 1941 – WW2 Era:  US Naval base is established at Argentia, Newfoundland. 

 

 Jul 15 1942 – WW2:  Westerbork Transit Camp   »   Germany starts deporting Jews to Auschwitz that 

were being held in the Netherlands’ transit camp.  Established by the Dutch government in the summer 

of 1939, the Camp was meant to serve as a refugee camp for Jews who had illegally entered the 

Netherlands. Only one-half square kilometer in area, the camp was not built for the purpose of industrial 

murder as were Nazi extermination camps. Westerbork was considered by Nazi standards as “humane”. 

Jewish inmates with families were housed in 200 interconnected cottages that contained two rooms, a 

toilet, a hot plate for cooking, and a small yard. Single inmates were placed in oblong barracks which 

contained a bathroom for each sex. 

 

 Jul 15 1942 – WW2:  U-576 Sunk   »   German submarine U-576 was a Type VIIC U-boat of Nazi 

Germany's Kriegsmarine.  She carried out five patrols, sinking four ships of 15,450 gross register tons 

(GRT) and damaging two more of 19,457 GRT.  On her 5th patrol she set out from St. Nazaire for the 

last time on 16 June, heading for the U.S. Atlantic seaboard to participate in Operation Drumbeat. 

During the first half of July, she sighted an Allied convoy but was unable to attack it. The U-576 was 

plagued with engine trouble, and on 13 or 14 July, an aircraft attack damaged one of her ballast tanks, 

hampering her ability to dive and surface, and Heinicke signaled that the damage could not be repaired 

at sea. On the 29th day of the patrol, her Captain Commander Hans-Dieter Heinicke signaled that he 

was heading east on the surface in moderate seas and had made 16 nautical miles that day. It was the 

U-576′s last signal. 
 

     On 15 July 1942 off the coast of North Carolina, the U-576 encountered Convoy KS-520, which 

consisted of 19 merchant ships and five escorts steaming from Hampton Roads, Virginia, to Key West, 

Florida. She fired four torpedoes; one hit and sank the Nicaraguan cargo ship Bluefields, one hit and 

damaged the American cargo ship Chilore that then struck an Allied mine whilst under tow and sank 

off Cape Henry, while the other two hit the Panamanian tanker J. A. Mowinckel, damaging her. After 

firing the torpedoes, the U-576 unintentionally surfaced in the middle of the convoy, prompting one of 

the convoy′s ships, the Unicoi, to open fire on her and two United States Navy Vought OS2U Kingfisher 

aircraft to attack her with depth charges, one of which was seen to land on her deck and roll overboard 

before exploding. The U-576 sank, leaving a large pool of oil on the surface. All 45 crewmen on U-576 

died; there were no survivors. 

 

 Jul 15 1948 – Israel*Egypt:  Israel bombs Cairo during Arab-Israeli War. 
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 Jul 15 1958 – U.S.*Lebanon:  Lebanon Crisis   »     President Eisenhower, at the request of the 

Lebanese President, sends U.S. Marines to Lebanon.  This was a Lebanese political crisis caused by 

political and religious tensions in the country. The intervention lasted for around three months until 

President Camille Chamoun completed his term as president. American and Lebanese government 

forces successfully occupied the Port of Beirut and Beirut International Airport. With the crisis over, 

the United States withdrew. Casualties and losses: Lebanese government ±1000 – Lbanese opposition 

+5000. 

 

 Jul 15 1964 – Vietnam War:  Senator Barry Goldwater Nominated For President     »     During the 

subsequent campaign, Goldwater said that he thought the United States should do whatever was 

necessary to win in Vietnam. At one point, he talked about the possibility of using low-yield atomic 

weapons to defoliate enemy infiltration routes, but he never actually advocated the use of nuclear 

weapons in Southeast Asia. Although Goldwater later clarified his position, the Democrats very 

effectively portrayed him as a trigger-happy warmonger. This reputation, whether deserved or not, was 

a key factor in his crushing defeat at the hands of Lyndon B. Johnson, who won 61 percent of the vote 

to Goldwater’s 39 percent. 

 

 Jul 15 1966 – Vietnam War:  Operation Hastings (15 Jul – 3 Aug)    »    The United States and South 

Vietnam begin Operation Hastings to push the North Vietnamese out of the Vietnamese Demilitarized 

Zone (DMZ). The operation was a qualified success in that it pushed the North Vietnamese People's 

Army of Vietnam (PAVN) forces back across the DMZ. As the PAVN clearly did not feel constrained 

by the "demilitarized" nature of the DMZ, US military leadership ordered a steady build-up of U.S. 

Marines near the DMZ from 1966 to 1968. Casualties and losses: U.S. 126/ARVN 21 killed – PAVN 

~700 killed & 17 captured. 

 

 Jul 15 2014 – Israel*Egypt:  Israel announces it has officially voted to accept the ceasefire proposed 

by Egypt; Hamas rejects, saying they were not consulted 

 

Derivative Sources:   

 www.history.com/this-day-in-history 

 https://www.history.navy.mil/today-in-history/july-1.html 

 https://www.historycentral.com 

 https://www.wwiidogtags.com/ww2-history/july-1 

 https://www.historyanswers.co.uk/history-of-war/day  

 https://worldwar2daybyday.blogspot.com/2012/07/day-1035-july-1-1942.html 

 https://www.navalhistory.org  
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